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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
To THM CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:
In compliance -withthe provisions of the act of March 3, 1915, mtaba the ~a~on~ Ad*~ Commitke... _.
for Aeronautics, I transmit herewith the Twenty-fiEth hnual Report of the Committee covering the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1939.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
THE ‘fVHITJI HOUSE,
Januaw 8, 1940.
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
INATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
~a.shington, D. C., December21, 1939.
Mr. PRESIDENT:
In compliance with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved March 3, 1915 (U.S. C., title 50, sec. 153),
I have the honor to submit herewith the Twenty-fifth Annual Report of the National Advisoqy Committee for
Aeronautics eavering the fiscal year 1939.
The Committee is proceeding with the design and eonst.ructionat Moffett Field, CaLHornia,of a seoond major
aeronaut.icaIresearch station authorized by Act approved August 9, 1939. This will matiauy augment–~d
strengthen the Committee’s faclities for research in aerodynamics.
Attention is intited to the report of the Special Survey Committee on Aeronautical Research Facilities which
appears on page two. In furtherance of its recommendations, a.Special Committee on Engine R~earch Facilities
is now studying costs and preparing detailed plans for an additional engine researoh laboratory.
Respectfully submitted.
VANNEVAR EUSH, Chairman.
THE PRESIDENT,
Z1.e 177hiteHouse, JTashington,D. C.
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOR
AERONAUTICS
WASHINGTON,D. C., Nouem&r 16, 1989.
TO THIS C’ONGRESS OF THE ~NI~ STAms :
111accordance with the act of Ckmgress approved
March 3, 1915 (I-J. S. ~., tit]e 50, sec. 151), which
established the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, The Committee submits herewith its
Twenty-Fifth Annual Report for the fiscal year 1939.
The most significant event of the past year, in its
relation to the future of American aeronautics, was
the authorization of a second major aeronautical
research station for the Committee. This was recom-
mended by the President in February 1939 and was
authorized by the Congresi in the Third Deficiency Act
tipproved Au=gust9, 1939. The site finally selectedby
the Committee under rmthority of that act is Moffett
Field, CaIif., located about 38 miles south of San
Francisco. The detaiIa of this important action are
set forth in part H of this report. This additional
laboratory mill serve to relieve the present conges-
tion of work at the Committee’s Langley Field lab-
oratory in Virginia and will provide new research
fticilitiee necessary to enable the Committee to pro-
vido more effectively for an enlarged vohme of
research work to support and accelerate the technical
cle_reIopmentof American aircraft.
During the past year important progress was made
in mnny ways in providing, through the Committee’s
researches at Langley Field, new knowledge which
should be the basis of extensive improvements in
our aircraft. Discovery during the past year of a
new principle in airplane-wing design may prove of
great importance. The transition from lamirmr to
turbulent air flow over a -wing was so delayed as to
reduce the profile drag, or basic air r&stance, by
approximately two-thirds. It is too early to appraise
adequately the significance of this achievement. So
far, its application is Iimited to small airpkmes, but
there are indications of its ultimate applicability to
larger airplanes through continued research. It should
increase the range and greatly improve the economy of
~tirphmeoperntion.
This country’s opportunity,-The advance of commer-
cial aviation during the past few yeara has been
remarkable. The United States is a country of great
expanse, with widely separated centers of population
and business activity that will require and support
a much larger domestic air transportation system than
now exists. Increased economy and reduced depend-
ency upon financial aid from the Government, where
such aid still exists, depend on technical progress and
improvement in the inherent characteristics of the
aircraft used.
The United States was the first to establish regular
commercial air transport service over the North At-
lantic and the Pacific oceans. Recent progress in the
attainment of a high degree of safety in air transporta-
tion is most gratifying in this connection. The long
distances between tie United States and Alaska, and
between the United States and the South American
Republics, require faster and more efficient air trans-
portation. The development of commercial transport
airphmes. of ever-increasing efficiency and safety can
be accelerated by investigations in our research labora-
tories
Unprecedented expansion of air power.-From the
standpoint of nationnl defense, the United States is
most fortu.mtely situated between two great oceans.
However, as aclvances in aeronautical science reult in
increased range of aircraft the significance of these
oceans will gradually diminish and superiority in air-
craft design -will become more and more essential to
our national safety. The year 1939, prior to the out-
break of the European War, was notable as witnessing
unprecedented expansion of air power in many nations.
Germany has concentrated much of its scientific and
industrial resources on the problem of gaining suprem-
acy in the air. England and France are makhg every
effort in the same direction. Research facilities. have
been greatly expaniled in all the major nations.
Relation of aeronantioalreward to nationaI defensei—
The effectivenessof an air force is largely dependent on
constant activity in research laboratories necessary to
1
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insure continuous improvement in design and perform-
ance of aircraft. Orderly prosecution of comprehensive
programs of acientiflc research is indispensable- It is
the function of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics to “supervise and dhx.ct the scicmtitlcstudy
of the problems of flight with a view to their practical
solution~ and to “direct and conduct research and ex-
periment in aeronautics” in such laboratories as maybe
placed under its direction. The Committee has for
many years exercised these functions, by the direct con-
duct of research in its own laboratories and also by con-
tractual relations with independent laboratories.
To coordinate the. resemch needs of aviation, citil
and mili~ry, and to prepare programs of research i.n
the various branches of scienceaffecting aeronautics,the
Committee has established four major standing techni-
cal subcommittees, on aerodynamics, power plants for
aircraft, materials for aircraft, and aircraft structures.
There are also other special and subordinate subcom-
mittees. The subcommittees are comwsed ~ part of
specially qualified reprmentatives of the governmental
agencies concerned, The main committee,upon recom-
mendations of subcommitteesor upon its own initiative,
authorizes researchprograms. The resultsof researches
are either published or kept secfit or confidential, u
may be advisable in the national interest, but they are
always brought promptly to the attention of the proper
parties in the Government and.h cooperating industry.
Enlarged plan for coordination.-’l%e Committee, in
order to exercise more fully its functions, has adopted
a program of cog@inatiog of research as recommended
by a special committee appointed to study” that sub-
ject. The coordination of research entails for the
Committee the duty of maintaining close liaison with
all organizations, governmental and private, thatmper-
ate research facilities. This is for the purpo% of pro-
viding for the utilization, to the maximum advantage
of the United States, of available research facilities in
the pursuit of a coordinated program.
The Committee is cooperating with the War and
Navy Departments, the Civil. Aeronautics Authority,
and other agencies .of. the Government to the. fullest
extent, to the end that the new facilities now being
provided by the Committee and by other governmental
agencies shall be of the maximum scope that can be
provided tiith the funds available and of proper
balance as to character. _.
Neoessaryexpansionof research.-The year 1940 will
mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Committee’s
establishment. As the Committee reviews the. E41ects
of scientific research on the progress of aeronautics
during the last quarter of a century, it is convinced
that the systematic conduct of scientific research is the
most fundamental activity of the Government in con-
nection with the development of aeronautics. The
Committee is gratified to have had the confidence and
support of the President and of the Congress in the
past. The years that lie immediately ahead will be
critical years in the development of aeronautics. The
Committee’s work will need to be carried out on an
even broader front and on a larger scale in the
immediate future.
Because of the increasing relative imporhmce of
aeronautics in nntiomd defense and in transporta-
tion, the Committee believes that the needs of- the
country justify a further immediate expansion of
research activities in two directions, namely, the estab-
lishment of an engine research laboratory, and addit-
ional stimulation of- neronauticrd research in cducn-
tional and scientfic institutions.
With Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh as chairman,
Major GeneraI Henry H. Arnold, (%ief of the Army
Air Corps, Rear Admiral John H. Towersl Chief of
the Btieau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, wml
Honorable Robert H. Hh]ck]ey, Chairman of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority, hnve eerved as a Special SLlr-
vey Committee on Aeronautical Reemmh Facilities.
That committee, under date of October 19, 1939,
submitted a report to the National Advisory Commit.
tee for~eronautics as follows: --
BEPORT .OF THE SPECIAL SURVEY COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL
RESEARCH FACILITKRS
h accordance with the dlrect!omto this speclalcommittee
to “_ne into the aeronautical research facilities now
avaikable in the country and their best interrelationshiD, and
to prepare a comprehensive plan for the future extension of
such facilities, with especial attention to facilities of the
N. A. C. A. and the universities;’ the followhg report is sub-
mitted, supplementing the committee’s previous reports.
As a result of its studies, this committee t?nds that there is
a serious lack of engine research facilities in the. Unite!J
States, and that it is of the utmost importance for the develop-
ment of avintion in general, and for our defense progrnm in
particular, to take immediate steps to remedy this dcflcicrwy.
This committee, therefore, urgently recommends that an
engine research laboratory be constructed at the earliest
powible date, in a location easily accessible to the aircraft-
engine industry.
In milking this recommendation, the committee wishes t,)
call attention to the fact that the reason for foreign leader-
ship in certain important types of military aircraft is due in
part to the superiority of foreign liquid-cooled engines At
the present time, American facilities for research on aircraft
power plants are inadequate and cannot be compared with the
facilities for research in other major fields of aviation.
This committee akm recommends that- an iumstigation bc
made of the engine research facilities wblch maY be available
at universities and other scientific organizntlont% with a vM’
to coordinating these facilities and encouraging their most
effective use. The committee is more than ever impressed with
the desirability of using to the fullest possible extent the
research facilities avaflable in universities and other scicn-
tiftc organizations. The committee believes that the proper
use and coordination of these facilities is one of the most
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hnportrmt functions that can be carried on by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The foregoing report was unanimously approved fit
u full meeting of the National Advisory Ccnnrnitteefor
Aeronautics. To start action on the first recommenda-
tion, a Special Cummittee on Engine Research Facili-
ties was immediately organised under the chairman-
ship of Dr. George J. Mead, Vice Chairman of the
main Canmittee, and instructed to submit to the main
committee a h-d report -withdetailed plane.
The Committee had anticipated the second recom-
mendation by including in its regdar estimate for the
ensuing year an additional amount for research in
educational and scientfic kstitutions, This is enlarg-
ing the procedure which the Committee has followed
since its beginning. In recent years the facilities of
education institutions for conducting research in
aeronautics have increased and there is now an oppor-
tunity for much greater effectiveness in accelerating
progress by substantially enlarging the Cmmnittee’s
employment of these facilities. The Committee cannot
too strongly urge the importance of the proposal ap-
propriation, for not only will it yield direct results in
the form of new contributions to knowledge along a
variety of lines for which the facilities and personnel
of such institutions me -welladapted, but it will also re-
sult in the training of researoh workers in aeronautics
for the benefit alike of the governmental services and
of tie industry.
Quite as imporhmt as liberal appropriations for any
aeronautical purpose is the adoption of a farsighted
policy to develop trained technical pwsonnel. The
Committee believes that the stimulation of aeronautical
research in scient.itic and educational institutio~ as
proposed, is the most effective an~ incidentally, the
most economical way to develop in larger numbers and
in a democratic manner the talented individuals hav-
ing the scientic training necessary to engage success-
fully in what has become an international competition.
Resignationof Dr. JosephS. Ames, Chairmam-On Oc-
tober 7, 1939, Dr. Joseph S. &nes resigned as member
and Chairman of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, because his physical condition would
not permit him to “take a sufficiently active part in the
great work that confronts the Committee.”
Dr. Ames VVU’the last of the original members of
the Committee appointed by President WiIson in 1915.
He had been reappointed in 1938 by President Ibose-
velt for a ti-year term. For 17 years he vvaschairman
of the Executive Committee (191%36), and for 12 years
he was Chairman of the main Committee (K+27-39).
His long service included 8 years as Chairman of the
~–ihmittee on Aerodynamics (191947) and the
chairmanship of other important subcommittees, and
also of t.lw annual engineering research conference
with the aircraft industry, and of the special confer-
ences on nomenclature for aeronautics held in 1920,
1!?22,1925, and 1938. Ii 1923, he delivered the Wilbur
Wright Memorial lecture before the Royal Aeronaut-
ical Society of Great Britain on the subject, “The Re-
lation Between Aeronautical Research and Aircraft
D~ign.”
In 1935 Dr. Ames was awarded the Langley Gold
Medal by the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In-
stitution “in recognition of the surpassing improvement
of the performance, efficiency, and safety of American
aircraft resulting from fundamental ecientiflc re-
search- conducted by the NationaI Advisory Co-r-
emitteefor Aeronautics under the leadership of Dr.
Ames.”
Dr. Ames, while serving as professor of physics and
later as president of the Johns Hopkins University at
Baltimore, Md., had devoted himself unsparingly to
the work of the Committee vvithout compensation or
thought of reward. The President of the United
States, in accepting his resignation on October 10,1939, ”
wrote as follows:
THE Wmr.E HOUSE,
Washington, octobw 10, 1939.
Dr. JOSEPH& ~,
CWlford, Baltimore, Md.
nfY DEAS DE. AMES: It k wMh sincere regret that I accept
your resignation us a member of the National Advisory Com-
mfttee for Aeronautics, snbmltted because of Your physical fr-
iability to take an acti~e part in the Committee’s work at this
critical time.
Our Republic would not be worthy of the devoted service you
hare rendered for over 24 years without mmpermation if it could
not on this occasion pause to pay tribute where it is so justly
due.
When You were tlrst appointed by Prealdent Wilson in 1916,
~ery little was known about the science of aeronautics. To you
end to your colleagues were entrusted by law the supervision
and dlrwtlon of the scientidc study of the problems of flight.
For the past 20 years you have served as Chrdrman of the Na-
tional Advisory Cauraittse for Aeronautic& or Chairmen of its
Execative (JommRtee. The admfntstration and the acconrpllsh-
mente of the Committee under your leadership reflect your great
scientidc attainments, profeesfonal courage, and executive ability.
That the peopIe generally have not known of your brilliant
and patriotic service la because it has been overshadowed by
your passion for accomplishment without publiclty. But the
fact remains, and I am happy to give you credit for it, that the
remarkable progress for many years in the improvement of the
performance, efficiency, and safety of American drcraf~ kwth
military and commercklj has been due largely to your own in-
eptring leadership in the development of new research facilitates
and in the orderly prcmcution of comprehensive research pro-
grams.
1 wish you many years of peace end contentment in which to
enjoy the satiation that should be yours as YOUview tie con-
tinuing results of your More.
Very stncerely yours,
FSANKLIND. Roosavmm.
The limitations of a public document preclude the
presentation of a full account of Dr. &nes’ contribu-
.—.- .
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tions to the aclvtincement of the science of aeronautics.
In view of his outstanding record of public service, it is
deemed appropriate to publish the fact that at a full
meeting of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics held in Washington, D. C,, on October 19, 1939,
at which the resignation of Dr. Ames was announced, by
unanimous rising vote of th~ members, the following
testimonial to Dr. Ames was adopted:
Rcaolucd, That the members of the Nationrd Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics do ndopt and npprove the followlng
trli.mte to their distinguished past Chairman:
For over 20 years Dr. Ames has served ns Chairman of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics or as chnlrman
of its executive committee. His long service leaves upon the
organ kmtlon the indelible Imprint of his character. He js Hot
OIJIYu great scieutist, he is a great man, and we are proud to
imve been msociuted with him.
When neronanticrd sc[ence was struggling to discover its fnu-
dumcntak, his wns the vlsjon that saw the need for novel re-
zeurch facilit !es and for organized and sustained prosecution of
scientbllc laboratory research, His - the profeeslonal conrage
that led the Committee .along new scientific paths to important
discoveries and contributions to progress that have placed the
United States in the forefront of progressive. nations in the de-
velopment of aeronautics. His was the exeeuti~e ability and
thrsighted wllcy of puldlc service that, without seeking credit
for himsdf or for the Committee, deveIoped a res?arch organi-
zation that hol& the coufldence of the governmental and indus-
trial agencies concerned and commands the respect of the aerm
nnutfctd world, WithaI, Dr. Ames -was an inspiring lender of
men and a man belo~ed by all his colleagues because of his rare
personaI qualitles
Dr. Ames’ retireme~lt from active duty becnuse of his physhml
inability to carry on is sincerely regretted by all who know of
his uupnralleled service to American aerono.utics,
Resolved further, That the Chairman be tiuthorlzed to appoint
a special comn?itt.w to present this testimonial to Dr. Ames with
our heartfelt thanks for all that he has done for the Committee
and with our sfncere wishes that he may be spared for many
years to witness [n peace and contentment the continuing fruits
of MS Iabora
The foregoing testimonial to D-r.Ames was engrossed
and signed by aLl the members of the Committee. It
was presented to Dr. Ames at his residenco in Bait imore
on October 23 by a special committee composed of Dr.
Edward Warner, Chairnmn; Dr. Vannevnr Bush, Dr.
Lyman J. Brigge, Dr. George W. Lewis, and Mr. John
F. Victory. Dr. Warner macle the presentation with
appropriate expresion of the great admirtition and
esteemin which Dr. Ames is held by all memlwrsof the
Committee.
Recommendations.—l’he Committee urgently reconl-
mends that it be authorized to construct tin el~gim re-
search laboratory at the earliest possible date in a
location easily accessibleto the aircrnft-engine industry,
The Special Survey Committee on Aeronautical Re-
search Facilities, as a resultof its studies, found “that
there is a serious lack of engine re~twch facilities and
that it is.of the utmost importtince for the development
of aviation in general, and for our defense program in
pmticular, to take immediate steps to remedy this cle-
ficiency.” Thut special committee cakd attention to
the fact that the reason for foreign leadership in cer-
tain important types of nlilitary aircraft is due in pmt
to the superiority of foreign liquid-cooled engines, and
added that ‘at the present time American facilities for
research on aircraft power plants am inndequale and
cannot be compared with the facilities for research in
other major fields of aviation.” Detuil studies are being
made by the Special Committee on Engine Research
Facilities, which wi~ probably develop phms for the
construction of an engine research laboratory oJ~a site
to be selected by the Committee.
The Committee’s regular estimatesof appropriations
for the fiscal year 1941 include an increased appropria-
tion for the stimulation of aeronautical research in
scientific and educational institutions by contracting for
research in these institutions supplementing research in
Government laboratories. It is strongly recommended
that this be approved.
PART I
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
In order to ct-trryout effectively its principal func-
tion of the supervision, conduct, and coordirmtion of
the scientific study of the problems of aeronautice, the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
established a group of technical committees and sub-
committees, These technical committees prepare nnd
recommend to the main Committee programs of re-
search to be conducted in their respective fiekls, and as
a result of the nature of their orgnnizationl -which in-
cludes representation of the m-wious governmental
agencies concerned with aeronautics, they act as coor-
dinating agencies, providi~w effectimly for the inter-
change of information and ideas m~dthe prevention of
duplication.
In addition to its standing committees and subcom-
mittees, it is the policy of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics to establish from time to time
special technical suhommittees for the study of par-
ticular problems as they nrise.
The Committee has four principal technical com-
mittees-the Committee on Aerodynamics, the Com-
mittee on Power P1ants for Aircraft, the Committee on
Aircraft Materials, and the Committee on Aircraft
Structuree. Under these committees there are six
stnnding subcommittees. The membership of these
technical committees and subcommittees is listed in
part II.
The Committees on Aerodynamics and Power Plants
for Aircraft prepare the programs for, and keep in
touch with, the aerodynamic and aircraft-engine re-
search, respectively, conducted at the Committee’s
laboratory at Langley Field, and of special in-restiga-
tions conducted nt the Nationnl Bureau of Stnndmds.
Most of the research under the cognizance of the Com-
mittee on Aircraft Materials is conducted by the
National Bureau of Standards. A large part of the
research under the cognizance of the Committee on Air-
craft Structures is cnrried on by the Natiomd Bureau
of Standards In addition, n number of structural in-
vestigations, including in particular investigations of
n theoretical nature, are conducted at the Committee’s
Moratory nt Langley Field nnd at echlcational institu-
tions.
The four technical committees recommend to the
main Committee the investigateions in their =pective
fields to be undertaken by educatiomd institutions un-
der contract with the Nationnl Advisory Committee for
Aeronautice, and keep in touch with the progress of
the work and the results obtained. The experimental
investigations in aerodynamics, aircrnft power plants,
aircraft materials, m-idaircraft structures undertaken
by the Army Air Corps, the Bureau of Aeronautics of
the Xayr, the A’ntiond Bureau of Stanchuds, and other
Government agencies are reported to these four com-
mittees.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON
AERODYNAMICS
LANGLEY MEUORLAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
LANDINGSPEEDAND SPEZD RANGE
The emphasis no-w being placed on the high-speed
performance of military airplanes is resulting in
mnrked increases in wing londings a]ld is crenting n
strong demand for improved high-lift devices. To
meet this demand, the Conlmitt ee luvs been clevoting
increasing effort to the investigation of the more
promising types of partial- and full-span flaps.
The investigntion of wings with slotted flaps in the
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel has been extended to include
airfoils having thickness ratim of 21 nnd 30 percent.
For the airfoil of 21-percent thickness (Technical
Report No. 677), the maximum lift coefficient obtained
with the best slotted flap was about the same as for
the airfoil of 12-percent thickness (Tectilcal Report
No. 664). With the 30-percent-thick airfoil, however,
the masimum lift coefficient obtained was about 10
percent less with the best slotted flap than for the
thinner airfoils. The drag for a given lift coefficient
increased with airfoiI thickness; therefore, the best
speed-range ratio was obtained with the thhmest air-
foil. The h-rmstigationhas also been extended to cover
tide-chord slotted flaps on airfoils of the three thick-
n~es. Results of tests of the N. A. C. A. 23012 and
23021 airfoils with 40-percent-chord flap (Technical
Notes Nos. ’715 and 728) showed no appreciable gain
in maximum lift coefficient over the 25-percent-chord
flap. The thicker airfoil had a considerably higher
drag coefficient.
The results of an investigation in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel of a multiple-flap arrangement mentioned
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in the last annual report have been published as
Technical Report No. 679. The investigation of
double-slotted flaps has been extended to flaps of wider
chord and to airfoils of different thicknesses.
Tests have been made in the 7- by 10-foot wind tun-
nel on a rectangular and a tapered N. A. C. A. 23012
wing with partial-span slotted flaps. The results of
three tests, published in Technical Note No. 719, are
similar to the results on the partial-span plain and
split flaps previous~y reported; greater increments of
maximum lift were obtained with the slotted flaps.
An investigation has been made (Technical Note No.
699) in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel on a slotted de-
flector-plate flap on an N. A. C. L- %3012airfoil. This
flap gave on this airfoil a somewhat lower maxi~um
lift coefficient than the best slotted flap of the same
chord.
Tests have also been made in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel of split flaps of 10-, 20-? 80-, and 40-percent
chord on N. A. C. A. 23012, 23021,”and 23030 airfoils.
The results of these tests have been published in Tech-
nical Report Mom668, It was found that the finrd
maximum lift coetEcients for the three airfoils with
20-percent-chord flaps were equal; for airfoils with
10-percent-chord flaps the maxhiti lift coefficient de-
creased with airfoil thicknws; and for the flaps of 30-
and 40-percent chord, the maximum lift coefficient
increased with airfoil thickness.
Data dealing with the air loads on flaps and slats
have been cohcted from various sources, correlated,
and published as Technical h’ote No. 690.
CONTROLAND CONTROLLABILrrY
Variation of control effectivenesswith airpLanesize-
During the past year investigations of the flying qual-
ities of n number of airplanes, ranging in weight from
4,500to 70,000pounds, have provided considerable data
on the variation of control effectiveness with airplnne
size. With regard to the aileron control, the reduction
in effectiveness with increased wing span, as indicated
by the mtiximum roiling velocity, -was found to be
greatly in excess of that indicated by the theoretical
relationship because of the large aileron hinge xno-
menta and the excessive stretch of the control cabl~
These characteristics prevented the pilot from using
what would normally be fu~l aileron and in one instance
imposed a severe limit on the aileron control at high
speeds. The need for improvement in desi~. to permit
fuU deflection of the ailerons was indicnted.
Many of the nirplanes investigated displayed strong
tendencies to turn in the direction of a low wing fol-
lowing a disturbance from laterally le-rel flight, with
rasulting difficulty in maintaining a straight course in
rough air. In certain instances yawing occurred
against full rudder with the wing down less thtin 5“,
As a result of this characteristic, increased demands
were made on the ailerons to maintain the viings level.
The effectivenessof the elevator and the rudder con-
trols was ridequatein all the machines tested.
LateraIcontrols for use with full-span flaps.-Because
of the inadequency of partial-span flaps on airplanes
with the high -wing lortdings now contemplated, the
clevelopmentof an acceptable lateral-control device for
use on -wingsemploying high-lift devices over the en-
tire span -willbe necessary.
An investigation has been made in flight (Technical
Note NTO,714) of retractable ailerons on a wing of 6:1
taper equipped with full-span plain flaps. Although
the lateral control obtained with this particular in-
stallation wns considered inadequate, the deficiency can
apparently be ascribed to the fact that the aileron span
amounted to only 33 percent of the wing span. With
conventional ailerons of approximately the same span,
mounted on the same wing, the airplane was equally
deficient in lateral control. The lack of an app~ecia-
ble stick force required to operate the retractable
ailerons was considered too small to be desirable for a
small airplane, although thew ailerons nppeared to lx
satisfactory in other respects.
The iniwstigation in the 7- by 10-foot wind ttmnel
of lateral-control devices to be used in conjunction
with full-span flaps has been continued. The equip-
ment has been modified to make possible a more
accurate determination of the time-response character-
istics of the various devices than was heretofore possi-
ble. Comparative teats have been made on a large
variety of. devices on plain wings and on win=%with
full-spnn split- and slotted flaps. The static rolling
and ynwing moments were determined for all the cle-
vices, and the time-response and the hinge moments
were determined for most of the devices.
In recent investigations two lateral control systems
have beendeveloped for use with full-span flaps, both
of which appear to offer promise for successful appli-
cation.
STABILITY
The investigation of flying qualities has contributed
much information on the stability of existing airpl~nes.
Several points of general weakness have been noted
and are being carefully studied. All the airplan~
tested have displayed a tendency to spiral with the
controls free. The situation is not considered serious>
but complete stability is believed to be a desirable if
not t-messential characteristic when the requirements
do not conflict with those of other essentials In this
connection, it has been noted that irreversible controls
or a great amount of control friction are not remedies.
When such measures were used, the lack of self-
centering action of the controls mmked the inherent
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stability characteristics of the airpkme and always
produced a condition of apparent instability.
Many of the airphuwe would be improwxl by in-
creased directional stability. In one case a large
diving moment was found to occur when the airplane
was yawed. This characteristic, together -with nearl.y
neutral direction stability, redted in frequent
changes in longitudinal trim and a genen-d feeling of
uncertainty on the part of the pilot. Incrensed verti-
cal lin area increased the steadiness of this airplane.
Observations of the anglee of bank and the accom-
panying angles of ymv during steady sideslips have
indicated a general innbility of modern atipltmes to
develop croes-wind force. As a result of this char-
acteristic, the pilot can judge the severity of a side-
slip only by the rudder force and, where the directional
stability of the airplrme is sand], large angles of yaw
may be unknowingly attained. In some cme.s it was
found relatively easy to obtain such large angles of
yaw that the vertical tail stalled and directional in-
stability was produced. This condition is to be
avoided, particuhm]y in large airplmms, in view of
the Iarge rudder forces required to regain control.
As a claw, the low-wing monoplanes tested have
been undesirably weak in longitudinal stability. The
midwing and the high-wing monoplanes have exhibited
somewhat more satisfactory charncteristic~ particu-
larly at low speeds, where an increasing degree of
stability is desired as a stall warning, None of the
airplanes, however, has been completely satisfactory
in this respect.
Several studies dealing with the stability of the com-
plete airplane are stiII in progress. An analysk of tlw
relationship between the longitudinal-cent ml chtir-
acteristics and the elevator-control effectiveness is
practicality complete, and a report cm the subject -will
be shortly prepared. The analysis indicates that al-
though the elevator force required for steady flight
varied directly with the degree of stability, the force
required to produce speed changes decreased only 50
percent when the center of gravity was moved rear-
ward 15 percent of the wing chord to the position that
gave zero stability. The investigation of lateral sta-
bility with the automatic pilot is also nearing con~-
pletion. Charts have been drawn to show the
correlation of rudder and aileron mechanisms for
stability. These data are being prepared for pub-
lication.
The function of the rudder and the manner in which
this control is influenced by the degree of lateral sta-
bility are being investigated. Several tentative criteria
have been formulated that when completed may be used
directly in design.
A model has been built and tests”have started with
the gust-tunnel apparatus to determine the ei7eot of
longitudinal stability on the structural loads due to
gusts.
Research has been continued on the influence of the
design variables on the stabdity derivntiree. The effect
of yaw on the lateral-stability characteristics of four
N. A. C. A. 28012 wings tested in the 7- by 10-foot wind
tunmd is described in Technical Note h’o. 708. The
w~a variabks investigfited were triper, sweep, dihe-
dral, and flap deflection. Technical Note No. 730 de-
ecribes the effect on the stability characteristice of the
position of a rectangular N. A. C. A. 23012 wing when
combined with a circular fuselage. The wing was
tested in three position-high, mid, and low. The
difference between the high and the low positions was
approximately equivalent to EiOdihedral.
Teds have also been made in the 7- by 10-foot v&d
[urine] to obtain an indication of the difference betvieen
.ti]gle and twin vertical tail surfaces as regmds their
contribution to the static directional and control forces.
In order to aid in the design of horizontal tail planes
for longitudinal stability, a large number of streum-
tmgle and dynamic-pressure surreys have been made
in the wake of airfoils and wings of airplane models
and airplanes These data have been correlated with
theory. The downwash angles computed from the
theoretic] span load distribution were founcl to be in
satisfactory a=meernenb with the experimental results.
It was also found that by theoretical treatment the
wake characteristics can be predicted in terms of dis-
tance behind the trailing edge of the wing and the
profile-drag coefficient of the wing. The results of this
work are presented in Technical Report No. 651.
Technical Report No. 648 presents graphs from
-whichthe airplane designer may readily determine the
downtvash angle in the tail-plane region for elliptical
and tapered wings within a practicable range of aspect
ratios and with various flap arrangements. Oha.rtsand
formulas are aleo included for evaluating the wake
width and the velocity distribution in the wake.
The designer has been provided -withinformation on
the aerodynamic characteristics of tail planes by an ex-
tensive saries of tests made on an isolated tail plane in
the full-scale tunneL The effects of various types of ele-
vator nose shape, amount of elevator balance, and gap
betweenthe elevator and the stabilizer viereinvestigated.
In addition to the usual force-test results, determina-
tions -weremade of the elevator hinge moment for all
conditions, inch-ding the use of various sizes of tab.
Technical Report No. 675presents thesedata.
Further information on the aerodynamic character-
istics of the tafl surfaces is being furnished by the
measurementof section characteristicsin the 4 by 6-foot
wind tunnel. The test program calls for the systematic
variation of elevator or rudder chord and a detailed
study of diflerent means of balancing the hinge mo-
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ments. The first phase of the work, consisting of pres-
sure distribution tests of an N. A. C, A. 0009 airfoil with
three sizes of unbalanced movable surfaces each with
thlwe sizes of tabs, is well advance!. One paper on the
subject has keen prepared for publititiom
During the past year, the laboratory facilities for the
study of stability have been augmented by the comple-
tion of a new 12-foot free-fii@t -wind tunnel. The con-
struction of this tunnel completes the development of
the free-flight type of tunnel that has been in proigr=
for several years. In this type of wind tunnel, a model
is flown by remote control free from any restraint. Con-
tinuous observations may be made by a sttitionary ob-
server of the inherent and the controlled stability, the
motion in gusty air, the stalling characteristics, and
many other factors directly related to thg. free-fight-
behavior of the airplane, Preliminary investigations
on the stability of two service airplanes conducted in the
model of the tunnel used for development work have
indicated that the 12-foot free-fllght- tunnel offera a use-
ful, rapicl, and relatively inex~neive me&s for .Me
study and the correction of thq stability and the han-
dling characteristics of new airpiane designs. Thi “l2-
foot tunnel is being calibrated, and testing will shortly
be started.
SPIiiNING”
The determinatim, and improvement where n~ded,
of the spinning characteristics .of new service airplane
dasigns in the 15-foot free-spinning wind”tunnel have
been continued. During tle past year the characteris-
tics of five specific designs were inspected. As ma],
the findings in these investigations were immediately
transmittedto the service organizations concerned. The
Committee,however, has also cotipiled and analyzed all
such data in the files. As .a result of this analysis, an
empirical spin criterion has been formulated tlmt can
be used in desi=mby laying out the tail .smfaces for the
most favorable spin-recovery characteristics. The cri-
terion has been presented in Technical Note No. 711.
A further analysis of the data from routine ieets
has been made in an attempt to obtnin n more complete
understanding of the action of the ailerons in a spin
and during the recovery. The eflect of the ailerons
wm found to be intimately related to the mass distri-
bution of the airplane. With a knowledge of the mass
clistribution, it is now possib~e to predict -whetherthe
ailerons should be set for .or ~gainst the spin for most
rapid recovery, The po~ibihty of using the ailerons
with an abnormal displacement as an antispin _device
has also been investigated. A ptiper on the subject is
now in preparation.
The reliability of the information on spinning char-
acteristics.obtained from the free-spinning tunnel is a
matter of some concern. The Committee, with the
ctioperation of the services, now receives”information
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on the spinning characteristics of Ml-scale airplanes
the modcdsof which have been previously tested in the
tunnel. A comparison of considerable full-scale data
with the model data indicnted that the wind-tunnel
datu correctly predicted tlm full-scale spinning charnc-
teristics in 80 percent of the cases. Ill 10 pcrccnl of
the cases, the tunnel results wem conscrwttivc. Iu
cmly 10 percent of the cruscsdid the model results givo
an optimistic prediction of the recovery of the cor-
responding nirplanes. Ways of improving thu reli-
ability of the tunnel are being considered.
One evident contributing factor to tho clifferencc be-
tween the model and airplane chmcteristics is the low
scale of the model tests. The influence of scale is being
studied in n limitwl range by comparison of two dif-
ferent-size models of the same airplanes.
The investigation of the relative importance of wing
arrangement, tail arrangement, and mass distribution
on the spinning chmacteristics of low-wing mono-
planes, started 2 years ago, has bee~~completed. W-
ports have been published dealing with the ci%wt of
chtmgingthe relative distribution of mnss along the
wings and the fuselage and of changing the forc-and-
aft position of the center of gravity (Technical Report
No. 679). A report dealing with the etl’ectof rclat.ivo
density of the airplane, or its equivalent, the altitude
of the spin, is in preparation. Data on the final phase
of the work, the effect of a percentage change in the
radii of -gyration about all three nxes, are now being
analyzed.
STALLING
The investigation of the stall of an nirplatm and of
the merms of improving it has been continued, In
conjunct ion with the investigatiou of flying qualiti%
inspection is being made of the stnlling chmacterist.ics
of existing airplanes. It has been found that tip stall-
ing is not always entirely responsible for undesirable
characteristics. One airplane, for example, that rolled
violently when stulhxl with flfips up was observed to
sett Ie with some. clegree of lnteral contro~ when the
flaps were extendecl, even though tuft olwcrvat ion
showed that tip stalling was accentuated with the flaps
extended. The development of the stall with the fltlps
extended was sufficiently symmetrical so Lhat no lar~
lateral disturbances occurred.
Of the airplanes tested, those that possessed s[rong
longitudinal stnbility -were rated by the Committee’s
pilots as having the best stalling ch:uwcteristics. In
these airplanes, where the stall was proituccd only as a
result-of a definite forceful use of the elevator control,
the stall was robbed of the element of surprise. Under
these coilditions, the undesirable character of the stall
appeared much relieved.
Despite the contributing effects of other factors ns
shown by the flight tests, the wing characteristics con-
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tiuue to remain the chief fnctor in the staIling problem.
Sweral projects me in progress dealing with this phase
of the problem. The investigation in the vm-iableden-
sity wind tunnel mentioned in last year’s report to deter-
mine the relative efficiency of wmious methods, such as
twist, change of section, and clmnge of camber, for the
prevention of tip stall is well advmced. Technical Note
Are.713 has been published presenting a comparison of
several tapered -wings in the design of which these
methods are employed to avoid tip stalling. It is con-
cluded that for aerodynamic equality and no tip stall,
mtios of tip chord to root chord of between one-third
and one-hcdf will give the light=t wi~~s. The analysis
o~~which the paper is based is now being extended to
obtain geneml design charts dealing with the stall.ing
of tapered win~fp The tests to determine the spanwise
progress of the strollof several representativewings with
diffenmt amounts of taper and swap have been com-
pleted, and the t-m:dysisof the results has been started.
If the stalling of the wing tip of a highly ttipered
wing can be deh~yed to n higher angle of attack than
that of the center section, the lateral shhiIity and the
useful muximum lift coefficient of the wing will be
greatly improved. One effectire method of accomplish-
ing this end is the incorporntion of slots in the tip por-
tion of the wing. Tests have been made in the 7- by 10-
foot wind tunne] of an N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with
and without a sIotted flap to cleve]op fixed slots that
can be employed to increase the useful range of an@es
of attack. The results of thew tests (Technical Note
No. 702) EJ1OWthe best position of the slot to be near
the leading edge of the airfoil. One arrangement of the
fixed slot iilcreasedthe angle of attack for maximum lift
110 for the plain viing nncl 10° for the wing with
the slotted flap. Tlm chief &.aclvant:~ge of the fixed
slot was the incrense in dmg at low lift Coefficient.
Technicnl Note No. 670 has been pul.)lished describing
the mechanical stall-warning device discussed in the last
annual report.
MANEUVERABILITY
The hm&@on of the maneuverability of Navy
airplanes hns IESn Continuedj nnd tests on the third nnd
the fourth air@anes of the series hmve been completed.
Originally undertaken to determine the maximum nn-
gulnr acceIemt ions to which nn ctirplane might be sub-
jected, the investigation has now been extended to in-
clude studies of the effect of unorthodox manipulation
of control stick and tabs.
Flight invest igut ions of the maneuverability of sev-
er:d Army pursuit nirplmms have also been completed
cluring the past year. The results have shown that
from tile pilot’s viewpoint maneuverability is greatly
rdlected by the churnct eristics of the longitudinal con-
t rol. Airplanes possessing neutral or sl@t longitudi-
nal st ubilit y, nnd consequently very little control move-
ment to offset large chnnges of angle of attack, were
round to be subject to inadvertent stalling in accelerated -”-
muneuvers.
TAKE-OFF
The important factors influencing the take-off per-
formance of nn nirplane are wing loading and power
loading. These ftictors me ordinarily prescribed by
the high-speed flight condition and cannot be modi-
fied to clecrease the take-off run. Consequently, the
most practical solution to the problem of improving
take-off performance appears to lie either in the de- .-
veloprnent of better high-lift devices for usa during
take-off or in the improvement of the characteristics of
propellers operating under take-off conditions.
During the pnst year the Committee has conducted
lwo propeller investigations that provide data having
a direct bearing on the take-off problem. The results of
the fit of these investigations, published in Technical
Report No. 650, include chta from tests of f ull-ecale
propellers in the propeller-research tunnel indicating
fhe effect of airfoil section on tuke-off efficiency. The
second investi=ntion, Aich was made on the special
static-thrust apparatus mentioned lm.t year, supplied
data on the static thrust of full-scale propellers. Tlx%e .._.
data should prove useful in estimating the distunce
required for take-off.
I.ANDING
The investigation of the landing characteristics of
airplanes to obtain strdistical information on the verti-
cal velocities and occderations in landings has been
continued. The evacuation of the data obtained imthe
tests mentioned in the last annurd report has been com-
pleted, and the results have been reported to the Army
Air Corps and to the Bureau of Aeronautics, NnVY
Department. Tests of four additional airplanes, in-
cluding one equipped with a tricycle landing genr, have
been mncle. The results for thrw of these nirplanes
have rdready been reported to the Civil Aeronautics
Authority, the Army Air Corps, and the Bureau of
Aeronautics, Navy Department. A number of one-
wheel landin~mwere included in the tests of one nir-
plane to obtain information concerning the effect of
the lateral landing attitude of the airplane with re-
epect to the landing surface upon the rnctximumloads
sustained by the landing ~nar.
In addition to landing tests involving conventional
landings, nn investigation has been made of vertical
velocities and attitudes and of the resulting lancling-
gear loads encountered in blind or instrument landinan
of Army bombers of two different type% The results
obtniuecl with one type of bomber have been reported
to the Army Air Corps and a report on the results for
the other type has been preparecl. The maximum ver-
ticnl velocities in such landings were found to be twice
m great as the maximum values for normal landings.
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The results of the landing tests made thus far with
airplnnw equipped with tricycle landing gears have
indicated that tl;e mnximmn nose-wheel loads are
likely to be encountered in approximately three-point
h-tndings. Nose-wheel loads encountered in twe-point
landings, wherein the airplane pitches forwnrd nfter
impnct on the main wheels, are not likely to be critical,
By use of the appartitusmentio~ed in the last amlual
report, tests have been conducted for the purpose of
determining the friction required to prevent the
shimmy of n castering wheel. various wheels and
tiree were tested under varying loads ttnd with vary-
ing caster lengths and spind]e ang]es. One interesting
feature of the results was thut they indicated the
desirability of making the inclination of the spindle
small. A report presenting the results of these tests
is beil]g prepared for publicntioll.
The investigation of ground effect by .~lean: of a
glider towed by an nutomo~llel which was mentioned
in the last annual report, has been completed and the
resuhs nre being prepared for publication, For most
of the conditions tested. which included full-span
flaps, the agreement between the experimental results
and the ground-ei~wt theory, as regmwds,etlects on
angle of attack nnd drag, was reasonably good.
Tests to determine the ground effect on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of rectangular ancl tapered
wings, both with and without split and slotted flaps,
huve also been made in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel.
In these tests tl~egrou~lclivas simulated by the use of
a plane located various dktances from the model. It
was found (Technical Note No. 705) that the ground
effect omwinge with flaps is a marked clecrcasein drag,
a decrease in diving moment, and a substnntitilreduc-
tion in mnximum lift.
AIRFOIM
Section characteristics.-ln the kist nnnual report
there was considerable discussion of attempts to cor-
relate and reconcile the airfoil data obtained from
various sources. Methods of correcting tl~e standard
characteristics of airfoil sections determined from tests
in the variable-density wind tunnel to allow for
turbulence, strut interference, and other feutures had
been evaluatecl,and the results were published in Tech-
nical Report No. 669. IN spite of theseeffortsl however,
the situation was unsatisfactory and new methods of
making airfoil studies seemed neceesnry. The presence
of turbulence in wind-tunnel air streamshad long been
a source of trouble and uncertainty and the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow was known to be affected
by this turbulence .ti. the stream.-
At the same time, increasing knowledge of bound-
ary-layer ph~omena had given strong indications
of the poesibihty of more extensive htminar boundary
layers and consequent lovver drags than have bee]l
available with conventional airfoil sections. At least
two fucts were outstanding: First, airfoils shonld b
designed to take advanttige of true low-drag Inminur
boundary Inyers over n grenter portion of the :Iirfoil;
nrtd,second, a nonturbulent nir stream M nearly ccnn-
pmwble as possible with free-air conditions shouhl be
provided to test the new nirfoil shapes.
The procurement of such equipment was begun
some time ngo by the Committee and about n year ago
a low-turbulence wind tunnel becnme available. This
tunnel, wliicll is somewhat unusual in cles@n, lute :1
test section 8 by 71~ feet, nnd is nrrnngecl for the test-
in~ of large moclels huvin~ chords of several feet nnd
Only i?-foot spxl) i“n eesenti:tlly two-dimensiol]al flow.
‘he usual methods of measuring the stream turbulence
were not considered sufficiently sensitive; direct com-
parisons of transition on nirfoils from measureme]its
in flight, in the new wind tunne], nnd in o[her tunn-
els, were therefore made. The turbulence level of
the new tunnel WM found to be well below the level of
other wind tunnels of the Committee; nevertheless,
it seemed improbable that the desired effective
zero turb.ulence had been attained. It was considered
sufficiently low, however, pending more reliable com-
parisons with flight, to justify mme preliminary
investigtttions.
These lwelimilmry illrcstigtiLiullswere started by the
development of new airfoil forms that, when tested in
the new equipment, inunediutely gave drag coefficients
of. one-third to one-half the values obtained for con-
ventiomd sections. These studies hnve been extended
to the 8-foot high-speed tunnel and to flight with sub-
stantial agreement us to the possibilityies of the new nir-
foils. This work is being continued both in flight and
in the low-turbulence tunnel. Extension of this work
into the field of compressible flow is being carried on
in the 24-i]lch and 8-foot high-speed wind tunnels.
Wing characteristics.-The cnlcuhdion of wing chm-
acteristics has been continued, and the methocls and
results of comparisons with tests which inc]uded wings
with partial-span flaps have been presented in Tech-
nical Report No. 6(35. It now eeems thmt the knovil-
edge of the section characteristics is sufficient to make
l)ossible the cletermination, with an accurncy suificie~lt
for many practical purposes, of the important wing
characteristics for any particular wing design. Efforts
in airfoil work may now be concentrated on the de-
termination of accurate section characteristics,
Surfaoeroughness,—Theresults of tests mentioned in
the 1937annuti] report showing the effects on wing drng
of countersunk nnd protruding rivet heads, of spot
wekls, of several types of lapped joints, of surface
roughness, and of manufacturing irregukwit.ies hwve
been supplemented by data from additional tests and
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published in Technical Note No. 695. This note sug-
gests a method of estimating the effects of rivet heads
and lapped joints for conditions outside the range of
the tests with respect to ReynoMs Number or rivet and
lap size and arrangement. The method depends on
estimating separately the drag increments due to pre-
mature transition and to the direct drag of the irregu-
larities & an example, it is shown that a typicaI
arrangement of rivets and lapped joints on the rear
75 percent of the wing of a huge airplane which has a
total wing area of 3,600 square feet flyimg at 250 miles
per hour will increase the drag sufficiently to require
180 horsepower more than vrould be necessary if the
wing were smooth.
Additional irregularities investigated have included
surface waviness and rib stitching. (See Technical
Note No. 724.) The resuh of the tests of vvavinem
may be simply summarized. Small -ivavw such as oc-
cur on wings made according to present standards of
workmanship vdl not seriously increase the drag un-
less they precipitate premature transition or premature
compreesibility effects; that is, unless they occur on
the forward part of the wing. A single wave only
0.020 inch high and 3 inches wide located 10.5 percent
of the chord from the leading edge of an N. A. C. A.
23012 airfoil was sdcient to cause transition to occur
at the wave with a consequent clrag increase. Rib
stitching corresponding to a rib spncing of 6 inches
increased the drag 7 percent; the drag increment was
proportional to the number of ribs for larger rib spac-
ings. About one-third of the drag increase was due
to the premature occurrence of transition at the for-
ward ends of the stitching.
AZRODYNMIC INTERFERENCE
For several years the Committee has been conducting
in tha variable-density wind tunnel a general investi-
gation of fundamental character into the aerod~amic
interference between the component printsof airplanes.
The initial part of the investigation, deecribed in
Te.chnicd Report NTO.540, comprised tests of 209 com-
Innations of wing and fuedage, in whi~h the variables
studied included form of wing, shape of fuselage,
position of W@ relative to fuselage, and form of
wing-f uselage juncture. Subsequent reports dealt with
more complete investigations of the same variables and
with an extension of the program to study the int-
erference associated with tail surfaces added to w-ing-
fusehge combinations (Technical Report No. 678).
The genend investigation is no-w nearing completion
with a program of tests of nacelles in combination with
a round fuselage, a tapered wing, and conventional
arrangement of semielliptical taiI surfaces. Two sizes
of streamline nacelleg and one of conventionally cowled
nmel.les are beii investi=~ted. Although the pro-
gram is not yet completed, the results thus far indi-
cate that the adverse interference of streamline nacelles
of moderate size on the maximum lift is ditlicult to
control. Further, the drag increase is appreciable and
strengthens the conclusion that high-performance ai~-
.—
planes should comprise the minimum number of ef-
ficient component pnrts, efficiently combinecl. It is
therefore desirable that nrtcelles be eliminated in air-
plane deeign.
An extensive investigation of a similar nature but
including also the effects of propellers is in progrees in ---
the f ti-scale wind tunnel. An instigation is now
under way on a complete airplane model for the purpose
of evaluating the effects of air-cooled engine nacelles of
the conventional type -with N. A. C. ~. cowlings over n
large range of design conditions. The sizes and num-
bers of nacelles correspond to arrangements on large ““
four-engine and small high-powered two-engine air-
planes. The mtio of nacelle cliameter to wing thickness
is varied from 0.5 to nearly 4.0 and the position of the
nacelles is varied relati~e to the wing chord line and
tlm leading edge. ~ study is being made of the nacelle
drag, the propulsive ticiency, and the effects of the
nacelles on the pitching moment and the maximum lift
ccwflicients of the model.
In the 20-foob wind tunnel, further tests hwe been
made of -wing-nacelle-propeller combinations. The
first series of tests dealt with the effect of nacelle-pro-
peller diameter ratio on body interferenm (Technical
Report No. tMO). This investigation was followed by
tests of several model nacelle-propeller arrangements in
front of an N. ~. C. A. 23018 wing. Dtta were obtained .
on the internal air flow, the drag, the interference drag,
and the propulsi~e efficiency. ‘Ile results, which Will
be published soon, are in accord with those of earlier
in~estigations.
Supplementing tests of a fe-w years ago, in which the
drag of normal lancling gears was determined, an in-
vestigation has been made in the 20-foot tunnel to de-
termine the drag of the nose-wheel component of tri-
cycle landing gears. The variables studied included size
of wheel, form of supporting struts, form of fairing,
position of nose wheel with respect to the fuselage, and
degree of wheel retraction within the fuselage. For the
partly retracted condition, no material reduction in drag
below that of the completely exposed gear was notecl
except when the nose wheel was half-ivay retracted into
the very nose of the fuselage. In this condition the gear
drag -was negligible.
Another extension of the interference research cleal-
ing -ivith the effects of compressibility is considered
under the subject of compressibility effects.
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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
Technical Report No. 646 has made available a large
amount of information on the nature of compressible-
flow phenomena. As a result of this fudamenta] work,
conducted in the .24-inch high-speed wind tunnel, and a
study of the informnt ion gaine-d as it may affect actual
clesigns of h;gh-speecl airplanes, it appears that the
propeller -will offer the most serious problems. Other
parts of the airplanes may be so designed as to avoid
serious compressibility losses. The propeller problem
is the most serious because the propeller operates at
higher relative air speeds than the other parts of the
airplane and bcause its efficiency is decreased by the
relatively large section thicknesses commonly used near
the blade roots.
At present, therefore, the greatest emphasis is being
placed on the development of suitable blade sections
for high-speed propellers. Based largely on the data
presented in Technical Report No. 646, new sections
have been designed and experiments are beirg con-
ducted in the 24-incl~ high-speed wind tunnel. Tests
already made show- that coneiderable improvement
muy be obtained. lieanwhile, further fundamental
investigations to study the nature of compressible-flow
phenomena, particularly at and near the critical speed,
tire being conducted in the n-inch high+eed wind
tunnel.
It is irnportrmt to tinderstand, however, that consid-
erable care must be exercised in the design of other
components of the high-speed airplane. An investiga-
tion in the 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel of a model of
a typical transport airplane illustrates two important
sources of difficulty: First, misalinement of nacelles
having N. A. C. A. radial-engine cowlings with the air
flow mmy result in important decreases of the nacelle
critical speed; second, mutual interference between the
parts of an airplane may reduce its critical speed be-
low that of any of the individual pints when tested
separately. In the case of the transport model inve9ti-
gut cd, the critical speed of the nacelles was ~0 miles
per hour lower than the critical speed of the same
nacelles isolated from all the other parts of the airplane
except the wing. Similar effects must be considered
when any two or more basic shapes are combined.
PROPELLERS AND PROPELLER-BLADE SECTIONS
An extensive program of propeller research
(lucted in the propeller-research tunnel has been
clucled. A large portion of this work has
con-
con-
been
described in previous reports. Technical R~purt So.
660, dealing with tests of propellers having different
blade sections, and Technical Report h’o. 658, dealing
with tests of propellers having different pitch distri-
bution, have berm published during the year. Differ-
ences of 3 percent in maximum efficiency were found
for the propellers having diflwent blade sections.
Differences in take-off efficiency were much larger.
The effects of changes in pitch distribution appeared
to be small. It is important to note, however, that at
very high I.kde angles the use of a spinner materially
increased the maximum efficiency. The concludhg
report of this series, yet to be published, deals with
an investigation of stntic thrust comluct.edon u special
outdoor test rig.
Forcci tests were conducted on three full-scale pro-
pellers in conjunction with the more streamlined
afterbody mentioned in the discussion of cowling re-
samch. Comparisons were made with n stremnlinc
nose mrd an open-nose cowling in front of the bet.t,cr
afterbody. The resu]ts ofi thew tests are being fma-
l-yzedon the basis of the preceding propelIer data and
a report is being prepared presenting this information,
Sutliciimtdata me now available so that a fair ap-
proximation to the efficiency tinclpower ahsm%ed can
be made in the usual cases. It hm bexmnoted, how-
ever, tliat peculiar disturbances occur with some cowl-
ing forms and it has been impossible to predict these in
advance, so that anomnlous efficienciesmay be expected
in sorm cases. The poor efficiencies often calculated
from flight tests as compared with wind-tunnel results
have now been quite conclusively proved to lw really
an effect of reduced horsepower output. The installa-
tion of dynamometers on engines in flight hns sett]ed
this question and more extensive use of this apptiratus
may be expected.
The present knowledge of propeller art WN1the in-
creasing speeds and power to be expected wi~h aircraf~
likely to be developed in the near future indicate tha~
wrious propeller problems may be expected, The lim-
itation in tip speed impod. by compressibility phe-
nomena is of increasing importante because actua1
~ircraft speeds will soon be netirly as great as prcscml
propeller critical tip speeds, Important design ccJm-
promises may be necessary to avoid serious con~pr~si-
b!lity losses. Such compromises n-mylead to decreased
:fllciency unless extremg care is used in design. Solid-
Ltyhigher than any values heretofore used is indicatw.1
because of tip-sp~d limitatiou and increased engine
power. Increasing speeds will lead to very higl! pitd~
;ettings so that rotation losses will become importtint.
Considerablestudy has been given the problem and, as
i result, a program of blade-section development is
King conducted in the 24-inch high-speed wind hmnel
x) lead “to the development of blade sections that will
~avehigher critical speeds and decnwmccldrag.
As the data, become avzilable, the results are being
malyzed tntudy the application to the design of
}ptimum propellers for high-speed aircraft. Work is
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now proceeding on the design of a family of propellers
having the best blade sections obtainable to reduce the
blade drag and compr~ibility losses and having thrust
distribution designed to attain minimum induced loss.
The range of solidity has been increased to include the
extreme values likely to be encountered. An investi-
gation of counterrotating propellers conducted at Stan-
ford University and financed by the Committee indi-
cates important increases in efficiency likely at high
pitch settings. Further study will be made so that gcmd
propeller efficiency may be maintained through the
elimination of the lmge rotation loss that occurs at high
pitch settings.
An analysis of the operation of the propeller by the
use of the distribution of the thrust and torque along
the blades combined -with theoretical equations has
been made. The data for the analysis were obtained in
the N. A. C. A. 20-foot wind tunnel on a 2-blade pro-
peller of 4-foot diameter operating in front of four
body shapes ranging from a small shaft to support the
propeller to a conventional N. A. (1. A. cowling. A
method of estinmting the axial and rotational energy
in the wake as n fractional part of the propeller power
is given. The average angle of twist in the propeller
slipstream is shown to be a fnnct ion of the torque
coefficient @e and charts are gi-ren to aid in est.inmting
the angle. Counterrotating propellers are shown to be
attractive from considerations of aerodynamic effici-
ency when the propO1lers are highly loaded. A report
on this work is in the process of publication. Similar
-work -was conducted on two full-scale propellers dif-
fering only in pitch distribution along the blades. A
report is being prepared on this -work.
COWLINGAND COOLING
General conditions.-For several years it has become
increasingly apparent that better solutions for the cowl-
ing and cooling problems me required to meet the de-
mands of the military services for increased airplane
performances ‘iVork is still in progress dealing -with
the development and imprcmement of the N. A. G. A.
cowling, but it no’w appears tlmt marked advances are
at hand through the application of fundamental aero-
dynamic princip~es to the problems of cooling.
The present approach to the subject considers the
problem divided into two separate ones: The internal-
cooling problem; and the residual problem having to
do with the scoop, vent, duct, and external-flow condi-
tions. The internal cooling is chiefly a problem of heat
transfer from the cylinder or radiator. Considerable
progress has been made toward the desired objective of
this phase of the problem-to minimize the quantity
of air required and to minimize the loca.1 intarrd work
of cooling. Thii internal work, the product of the prEs-
sure drop across the cooling unit by the vohnne per sec-
ond of air employed, is of fundamental importance be-
cause it represents a power-loss increment associated
with the heat-transfer mechanism.
The external-flow phase of the problem is approached
by considering this power-loss increment and air quan-
tity m specified and then attempting to minimize the
resdting power IOS associated vrith the complete sys-
tem. A certain power-recovery increment may fortu-
riately be associated with the thermodynamic cycle of
the cooling qstem (Meredith effect).
Ener~ from the propeller slipstream should be
readily available. One of the most promis~m systems
of this type, which hw been uuder investigation in the
propeller-research and the full-scale tunnels during the ‘“”
year, employs openings in the leading edge of the wing
in the propeller slipstream, Other systems, however,
may represent a close approach to the ided, including
the wing-duct systems investigated in the 7- by 10-foot
—.
tunnel and the full-scale tunnel and also certain appli-
cations of the hT.A. C. A, cowling under investigation
in the 8-foot high-speecl tunneL The results already
ohined with several of these systems sugges~ that,
with careful aerodynamic design of the inlet and out-
let openings and the internal-duct systems, a close ap-
proach to the ideaI performance of these units may be
realized. It thus appears that. pract.ical systems are
within reach for which the power recovery may exceed
the power loss and that, for high-performance air-
planes, the cooling system may become an asset rather
than a liability.
It should be emphasized, however, that high-per-
formance systems must be of fundamentally correct
design. Many tests of modern pursuit-type airpkmes
in the full-scale tunnel have shown large drag losses
associated with the cooling and scoop systems com-
monly employed. Moreover, the ditlicultieecan esldom
be adequately corrected because the orighml design did
not include adequate provisions for a fundamentally
correct coolirg system.
Cowling researoh.-The study of the pressure avail-
able for ground cooling in front of the cowling of an
air-coded engine discussed in the hst annual report is
deearibed in Technical Note No. 673. The design re-
port on cowl@ for raclial air-cooled engines is pre-
sented in Technical Report A’o. 662.
The results of flight tests of four designs of nose-slot
cowlings with several variations in each design are
—.
preeanted in Technical Note No. 720. The results de-
scribe the development of the nose-slot cowling from
flight data. A sample design calculation involving the
use of results from flight, wind tunnel, and ground
tests is given in an appendix to illustrate the design
procedure.
-——-—
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An investigation of full-scale nose-sIot co-wlings has
been conducted in the 20-fcK&.wind tunnel. Engine
conductivities from O to O.~” were investigated. Two
basic nose shapes viere tested to determine the effect
of radius of curvature of the nose contour; with the
nose shape with t.ho smaller radius of curvature the
higher pressure drop across the engine w-as obtained.
The best axial location of the slot for Iow-speed oper-
ation was found to be in the region of maximum nega-
tive pressure for the basic shape for the particular
operating condition. The effect of the propelIer oper-
ating condition on the available cooling pressure was
determined. The maximum riondimensional pressure
drop obtained for the high-speed condition with an
engine conductivity equivalent to that of a modern
double-row radial engine and. a propeller with good
blade sections near the hub ~~as 1.45 and for the take-
off coudition, 3.75. For the propeller with a round
blade shank, the values were 1,23 and 1.65, respectively.
A report on this work is in the process of. publication.
The drag and the power cost associated with the
changing of the nose of a nacelle from a streamline
shape to a conventional N. A. Cl. A. cowling shape was
investigated in the 20-foot wind tunnel. Full-scaIe
propellers and nacelles were used. The increment of-
drag associated with the change of nose shape was
found to be critically dependent on the afterbody of
the nacelle. Tvro streamline afterbodies were tested.
The results of the tests with the more streamlined
afterbody showed that the drag approached that of
an airship form and that the added drag due to the
open-nose cowling was only one-fourth of the drag
increase obtained with the other afterbody.
From the experience gained in the investigation of
the nose-slot cowling, it was found that the cowling exit
would work ei?lciently if the. after part of the body
allowed the air to flow smoothly without breakdown of
flow in that region. If the shape of the exit allowed
breakdown of flow to occur, the slot created high drag
and very low available preesure drop across the baf-
fles. From a consideration of the available prwsure
behind the propeller, it was believed that, ‘if-a good
exit slot design were used, much higher available pres-
sure drops could be obtained by the use of cowling
flaps than is uswdly supposed. Tests were therefore
made to determine the available pressure drop for
cowling flaps, care being taken to provide good flow
conditions at the exit S1OL The pressure drop avail-
able for cooling with a conductivity equivalent to that
of a double-row ra~ial engine was found to be 4.85 for
the take-off condition for a propeller of good blade
section and to be 3.17 for the propeller -with round
blade shank. A report on this work is being prepared.
An investigation in which blowers of various forms
were used, in particular in the inlet passage of-a modi-
fied N. A. C. A. cowling, has been made both on modeIs
in the propeller-research tunnel and in flight. Al-
though the blower absorbs some power, it is evident
that there is a definite advantage in reduced drag, in
higher propeller efficiency because of the covering of
the hub, and in greatly improved cooling. In one case
it has been possible to run the engine continuously on
the ground with much lower (85° to 100° F.) tem-
peratures than were obtained in flight with a normal
cowling. Ground cooling is of importance in some
types of aircraft and better cooling at higher speeda
with huge engines is necessary. Several reports havo
been prepared discussing various phases of the prob-
lem, and the inveetigntion is being continued.
Wingduot radiators.-As an extension of the inve&i-
gation conduct@ in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel on
full-span cooling ducts, tests have been made in tlw
full-scale wind tunnel of similar ducts of finite span
in a large wing for the purpose of ewduat ing end
eilecta and investigating the scale effect on the clmr-
acteristics of the ducts. In the investigate ion in the
full-scale wind tunnel, a special study was made of
means for regulating the quantity of air flow for the
various flight conditions, particularly in regml to
obtaining sntticient cooling air for the climb condition
without an excessive amount for the high-speed con-
dition, which would redt in a serious penalty in drag.
The ducts of the more efficient types were found to
affect inappreciably the maximum lift coefficient of
the wing. Tests with operating propellers in front
of the ducts indicated that =moundcooling would be
satisfactory and that in the climb, if the radiator inlet
was placed behind the upgoing propeller blades, the
cooling-air quantity would be increased about 10 per-
cent. Tests conducted with heat applied to the ra-
diator ekmeut indicated that some reccrmry of t-he
energy lost in cooling is possible.
WINDSHIELDS
A systematic series of vrindshields, of both the trans-
port and the closed-cockpit types, was tested in tho
8-foot high-speed wind tunnel to indicate the drag of
conventional types and to+etermine how these con-
ventiorial types can be improved. It appeared that a
typical transport-type windshield might account for
about 21 percent of the fuselage drag but that it should
be practicable to construct a windshield, with either
single-curved or doubIe-curved glass, that would ac-
count for only about 2 percent of the fuselage cling.
It alsci appeared that recessed windows should be
avoided.
Typical closed-cockpit windshield (including
canopy), such as are used on small fighting nirplanes,
in some cases appeared to account for 15 percent of the
drag of the entire airplane, but by improved design the
wincWeld drag should be almost eliminated.
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THEORETICAL AERODYNA3UCR
Normal-foroe and pressure distribution over airfoiIs,-A
relatively exact and simple method for the prediction
of the chordwise normal-force distribution over an air-
foil was deveIoped by the Cmnmittea in 1938. As men-
tioned in the last annual report, this method is appli-
cable to ordinary airfoils and to airfoils equipped with
plain, split, or serialIy hinged trailing-edge flaps. The
pressures acting on the upper and the lower surfaces
of the airfoiIs, however, are not separately determined
by this method. A method of determining these indi-
vidual pressures has been described in a report recently
published (Technical Note No. 708). This method per-
mits the deterrnirmtion of the pressure distribution over
an airfoil section when the normal-force distribution
(from Technical Reports Nos. 631 and 634) and the
pressure-coefficient distribution over the “base profile”
(that i% the profile of the same” airfoil if the camber
line vrere straight and the rwndting airfoil at zero angle
of attack) are known. Distributions of the bnse-profile
pressure coefficients for the usual N. A. 0. A. family of
airfoiIs, which are also suitable for saverd other com-
monIy employed airfoils, are included in Technical
Note No. 708.
Compressibility effects,-Theoretical investigations of
the effect of compressibility on the flow past obstaclw
have been continued. In particular, the effect of com-
pressibility on the moment of an arbitrary shape has
been obtained and the general formulas have been ap-
plied both to elliptic cylindem and to symmetrical
~oukowsky profiI= The results of this investigation
have been presented in Technical Report No. 671.
Span Ioad distribution on wings,-A simple method of
successive approximation for determining the span load
distribution on wings has recently been devdoped by
the (lxnmittee and the results published in Technical
Note No. 732. A straightforward arithmetical proce-
dure is described in which component loads are addd
to form the distribution ecmghti The proportions, the
magnitudes, and the relative span-wise positions of these
component loa& are determined from equations derived
from the differences between the given chord distribu-
tion ancl the chord distributions wsociated with the
components themeekes. The method is comparatively
rapid and should prove useful in problems for which
the spnn load distributions cannot otherwise be readily
ch?termined.
WIND-TUNNEL CORIZECI’IONS
RofiIe-drag measurementsby momentummethodin fnll-
sca,lewind tunnel and in tlight,-The accurate measure-
ment of the profile drag of a wing by means of surveys
of dynamic and static pressure in its wake is of im-
portance because it makes possible the evaluation of
the drag of various types of protuberance on the wing
and, by comparison with known characteristics of
.-
.
aerodynamically smooth -wings of the same dimensions,
the evaluation of the drag caused by surface roughness
and manufacturing irregularities. In order to in-resti-
gate tlie accuracy of this method and the reduction of
the test data by the Jones and the Betz equations, wake
surveys and force tests were made in the full-scale
wind tunneI on three symmetrical airfoils of different
thicknesses. An analysis of the results as presented
in Technical Report NTO.660 shows that, for zero-lift
condition, the profle-drag coefficients reduced by either
the Jones or Betz equations agree with the force-test
results within 2 percent. For the lifting airfoil, the
error resulting from the induced field did not exceed !2.5
percent up to a lift coefficient of 1.0 and outward to a
spamviee position of about 0.8 of the semispnn.
The effects of turbulence present in the jet of the
full-scale wind tunnel were determined by compara-
tive velocity surveys in the boundary layer and wake
momentum measurements of a polished section of a
wing on an nirplane in flight and in the tunnel. The
results of the boundary-layer ~elocity measurements
.-
(presented in Technical Note No. 693) show that the
end of the trrmsition from laminar to turbulent flow
occurs at approximately the same position in flight and
in the tunnel but that the transition region as meas-
ured in the tunnel is somewhat broader than for flight.
This difference in the boundary layer, however,
accounts for an increase of only 0.0001 in the profile-
drag coefficient as determined by the momentum
method over the vaIues obtained in flight.
The 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel.-An investigation
of AT.A. C. A. 0012 airfoil of 5-foot chord has been
made in the 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel, which
has a circular jet and a closed throat, to establish the
spanwise variation of constriction caused by the pres-
ence of the airfoil. The results of this investigation
fl be used to determine the magnitude of the correc-
tions to be applied to the results of later airfoil
investigations.
ZFFECTSOF ICE FORMATIONAND ITS PREVENTION
Adhesion of ice to snrfaoe&-In the development of
methods of preventing ice formation on aircraft parts,
it is importrmt to know the force with which ice
adheres to various materials. From the magnitude of
this force, recommendations can be made as to. lines of
development that should be follovmd to perfect a satis-
factory de-icing mechanism. An investigation was
made on the adhesion of ice to various materiaIs and
the results have been pubhhed in Techuical Note No.
723. The procedure consisted in freezing water onto a
block of the material to be tasted and then determti-
ing the force required to remove the ice. Brass, cop-
per, durahunin, stainless steel, glas+ and micarta -were
tested. With the exception of micart+ the adhesion __
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fume hcdding the ice to the block was greater than
the cohesive force within the ice itedf. In ctmh case,
the ice failed at a. tension of about 140 pounds per
square inch leaving ice adhered to the surface. With
the micarta the ice failed irregularly at mloading of
63 pounds but remninecl aclhered to the micarta Mock
in sections of the surface. _.
-.
The tests indicated that ice will ndhere to any solid
surface with a force so great as to eliminate the possi-
bility of remo~ing the ice by mechanical means suitable
for aircraft. When rubber or a thin sheet of dural-
umin was used, the ice could be removed with a much
hxver force because of the “peeling” action that took
place.
The tests showed that if a liquid interface were
maintained between the ice and the solid surface the ice
was easily removed. In this case the force to be over-
come was chiefly that exerted by atmospheric pressure.
With greases, the force was somewhat grenter. The
annlysis indicated that the commercial de-icing pastes
essentially consisted of a freezing-point depressor com-
bined with a substance to form a paste.
Adhesion of ice to aircraft parts.—In the ice-resenrch
program announced in the last annual report, chemical,
heat.,anclmechanical means of ice prevention have been
investigated. Attention has been given to the pre-
vention and removal of ice from the airplane wing, the
struts, the propeller, am-l the windshield. Under the
existing program, attempts will be made to determine
means for the protection of other parts of the airplane.
l?light tests in simulated i&g conditions made vyith
& inflat.able-type wing de-icer indicated that only
partial ice removal is possible by this methocl with
present equipment. Residual ice accretions were
observed on the leading-edge and the cap-strip regions
of the de-icer. Tests to determine profile drag ancl
maximum lift in flight have also been made on a wing
equipped with a de-icer. Coefficients of. profde drag
ancl maximum lift were determined for the plain wing
without the de-icer, with the do-iccr free from ice
mcretions, and with several other drag conditions pro-
cluced by attaching simulated ice formations to the
regions of the wing leading edge and tlm de-icer cap
strip. Formations on the de-icer cap strips were shown
to huve a very undesirable effect on the profile drag
and the maximum lift.
An analysis of t,lmresults of the preliminary investi-
gations conducted in the ice tunnel on the use of exhaust-
gas heat for the prevention of ice on the airplane wings
(Teclmical Note No. ‘712) indicated that a reasonably
small percentage of the exhaust thermal energy -will
prevent the formation of ice on the wings. This work
is being continued in analytical investigations and
model tests both in flight and in the ice tunnel. The
investigation of the use of steam heat in flight gave
resultssimilar to those from tes[s made with direct ex-
haustheat in the ice tunnel and indicatwl that the quan-
tity of heat required for ice protection was not cxcessivc.
liwastigations on the LISeof steamhave been temporarily
discont@ued and emphasis is beil~g pIaced on tests of
direct exhaust heat, which seemsto require lcs mcchnni-
eal equipment than does steam.
The investigations of chemicaIs applied prior to
flight for the prevention of ice on the airphme wing
have been continuecl,although no satisfactory substauce
has been founcl when tested under simulatml icing cxm-
ditions, Alcohols and mixtures of alcohol and glycerin
werodischarged through perforations along the leading-
eclge region of a wing. In these tcsls the pcrforntcd
surface tinclthe clistribution tube were attwched [o the
surface of all inllatuble cle-icer. Tests conducted with
ancl without the cle-icer in operation failed to prevent
or remove ice from the wing. A similar investigateion
with ethylene glycol and n mixtum of ethylene glycol
and isopropyl alcohol was made on a small strut such
M might h used for an antwma mast. Th discharged
fluiclprevented the formation of ice although the qum~-
tity required seemeclto be excessive,
The clistribu[ion pattern of ice-inhibilillg fluids over
the blades of a propeller of large dimnctcr has been
Studiedin flight. The rCSUltS inclicato (T~cl~l~fiidNote
No. 727) that ducts or channels along the leading edge
of the propeller blade -will be required to dist.ributc
properly ice-inhibiting fluid on propellers of large
diameter. Further studies are planned on the proldem
of preventing ice formation on the airplane propeller.
An investigation has been made of several mcthw~
of preventing ice on the airplane windslfielcl. Models
equipped for the app] icntion of electric hed and of-
heated air, and a rottiting wiper blade thtit dispcmcs
alcohol fmm its center have been testecl. Ice was lwc-
vented on each of the model test panels when subjected
to simuhited icing conditions in flight. A1r heated by
the exhaust to a tempwwture of about 170° F. and
passed through a +ti-inch gap between two panes of
glaa9 with a velocity of 50 feet per second prevcnlccl
the formation of ice during very severe simulated
icing conditions. This method seems to offer the sim-
plest solution to the problem of windshield icing since
it prevents ice on both sides of the ghss, requires no
moving parts, ancl utilizes what is othcrwiee waste
energy.
ROTATING-WING AIRCRAFT
The possibility of improving the lift-drag ratio of-
rotors of rotating-wing aircraft-in forward flight. by
retarding or preventing tle stalling of the inboard ele-
ments of the retrwlting blades is being investigated. A
preliminary step in this investigation was to supple-
ment theoretical calculations of the operating condi-
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Lions of blade elements in vnrioua pnrts of the clisli
with photographic observations of the behavior of silk
~ufts mounted on the blades of L-LTG–lB autogiro.
The tuft observations indicated ‘that-the portion of the
rotor disk in which the elements nre stulled is some-
whut larger than would be expected from theoretical
considerations. A technical note presenting the results
of the initiul observations is being prepared and addit-
ional observations on blades of various airfoi] sec.
tion nnclplan form are in progrees.
h attempt is Wing made to isolate the factors in
the design of rotor hubs and blades that are responsi-
ble for the severe vibrntion present in the control sys-
tems of present-day direct-control autogiros. To this
end, the varying loads in the control system of a
l..G-lB autogiro hnve been recorded in flight at vari-
ous air speeds. Amdysia of the records indicates that
mass Unbalance or improper nlatchi~~ of the blades is
not responsible for the control vibration in this mac-
hine and thut some modMcation of hub and blades
nmy be desirable. Similtir tests on tie same machine
equipped with blades of improved design are now in
progressl,
Data on the blade motion and the control character-
istics of nomwticulated feathering rotors ha~e been ob-
tained from i%ght tests of the Wilford XOZI em
gyroplane and are being evnluated.
DE’J!ERMINATION OF MOMENTS OF INEETU
In the determination of the moments of inertia of
airplanes by swinging tests, the effect of the ambient
air in increasing tile apparent mass and moment of
inertia must be estimated. Such estimates me chieily
based upon experimental data on the adclitiomd mass
and moments of inertia of flat platw. DLUhIg the past
year it has been necessary to supplement previouaIy
estimrded values of the moments of inertia of airplanes
by data obtained from experiments with flat platea of
tupered phm form. These experiments were conducted
in a vacuum chamber and the results are now being
prepared for publication.
MISCELLANEOUS TESTS OF ?dODELS _ AIRPLANES
~ considerable number of requestshave been received
from the Army and the ~nvy during the past year for
investigation of complete models of military airplanes
and experimental airphuws of the fighter cla= in the
Committee’s wind tunnels. Nlost of the models ha-ie
been investigated at the requwt of the military serv-
ices; some models hnve been tested for manufacturers
at their expense and other models have been built and
tested in connection with the ~ommittee’s own research
programs. The work has been carried out in the full-
scale, the 20-foot, the 7- by 10-foot, and the 8-foot
high-speed wind tunnek.
The greater portion of the time in the full-scale tnn-
nel has been devoted to tests for the Army and Navy
of complete models and single- and two-place airplanes
of the combat type. The information obtained in the
model tests has rasulted in deiinite improvement of the
design of the projected airplanes. The modMcntions
made to airplanes in these tests have Indicated sub-
stantial increases in the high speed, and these increases
hmvebeen verfied by flight. tests.
Investigation of a model of a typical two-engine low-
wing transport lms been made in the 8-foot high-sped
wind tunnel. The investigation has shown the contri-
butions of various components of the airplane model
to the total drag. The -iv&a accounted for about 37
percent of the total drag; the fuselage, including inter-
.
Ierence, 25 percent; the nacelles, 11 percent; and the
lading wheels with the main wheels retracted but
partly projecting below the nncelles, 14 percent. The
landing wheels even in the retracted position con-
tributed a notably large percentage of the total clrag.
This drag could be eliminated by complete retraction.
About 80 percent of the total landing-gear drag was
due to the main -wheelsand the remainder to the tail
.
wheel. The nacelles -werethe only part of the airplane
&hibiting marked compressibility effects at speeds up
to 450 miles per hour. The critical speed of the nacelles
could have been increased to above 450 miles per hour
by proper alinement with the air stream. The results
of this investigation are now being prepared for publi-
cation
Aerodynamic tests of five side-float models for sea-
planes -were made im the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
and the results have been published in Technical Note
No. 680. This investigation indicated that the moat
promising method of reducing the drag of these floats
is to lower the angle at vihich the floats are rigged.
-..
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
‘WNll-TUNNELINVESTICATIONS
The aerodynamic activities of the National Bureau of
Standards have been conducted in cooperation with the
National Advisory Cknnmibteefor &ronautics.
Wind-tunnel turbu.lence.-’lle great progress in the
study of the practical effects of turbulence in wind
tunnels as related to performance in fight cnrried out
at Langley Field IN-Wshifted the interest from the effects
of intensities of turbulence of the order of 1 percent
to those of intensities of the order of 0.1 percent. As
rIresult~it has been necessary to provide -wind-tunnel
equipment in which low turbulence levels can be ob-
tained nnd to increase the sensitivity of the apparatus
for measuring turbulence.
The modernization of the 4+.&foot wind tunnel pro-
vided an air stream of 10-wturbulence. Since this tmn-
.—
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nel was firstplaced in operatiou in Octiber 1938,muner-
ous improvements have been made, each one successively
reducing the turbulence of th. stream, and further re-
ductions are in prospect as the sources and behavior of
wind tunnel turbulence are better understood,
The intensity of the turbulence is so low that its
measurement presents some difficulties. Hofiever, by
the use of a Wol.lastonwire about 0.000$24inch in diame-
ter and 0.16 inch in length, sufficient sensitivity is ob-
tained to measure intensitiesas low as 0.05percent with
reasonable precision. It is found necesmmyto uee an
antivibration support, and to modify the wire mounting
to prevent vibration of the wire itself and to insure
vibration of the mounting prongs as.a unit when me-
chanical shock occurs.
The diameter of these srmdl wires cannot be meas-
ured with sufficient accuracy to permit a-computation
of the time constant. Apparatus -wasconstructed for
experimental determination of the time constant. The
method used is that of vibrating thOwire with a fixed
velocity ampfitude but varying frequency in ,a
stream of low turbulence. The vibrator .is an electro-
magnetic pdsator and the velocity amplitude is
measured by an elech-omagne~.c pick-up device.. Re-
producible and accurate results are obtained.
The great progress in the development of electron
tubes, the feed-back amplifier, voltage-stabilizing cir-
cuits, etc., has made possible for the fist time the
design of really portable equipment for measuring
turbrdence, With suitabIe hot-wire units, both longi-
tudinal and transverse components of the fluctuations
can be measured, as well as the correlation between
longitudinal and transverse components. Construction
of amplifier and power supply have been completed and
their operating characteristics are under study. The
design makes .pomible the use of the condenser-type
compensating circuit, permitting a considerable reduc-
tion in the weight and size of this component.
A general account of turbulence investigations con-
ducted for the Committee at the National Bureau of
Standards was presented at the Fifth Internatiomd
Congress for Applied Mechanics.
Boundary-layerinvestigations.-A report entitled “Air
Flow in the Boundary Layer of an Etiptic Cylinder”
was published by the Committee as Technical Report
NO. 652,
The study of transition at low turbulence levels on
a thin flatplate parallel @ the wind direction has been
in progress during the year, In view of the results
of previous work, great care has been taken to have all
factors which might affect the transition under con-
trol. The plate, which is made of aluminum and is
1A inch thick and 12 feet long, is placed verticality
between.opposite faces of the octagonal working eec-
tion of the tunnel. The leadiug edge was carefully
nmchined to a lenticulm form with a very thin edge.
“Thepressure gradient is adjustable by means of flexible
side plates on the two vertiml faces of the octagonrd
test section, making in effect a channel on each side of
the plate of adjustable width. The pressure could be
adjusted to be constant within 0.05 percent of the
velocity pressure.
A number of explomtory measurementsof ~he loca-
tion of transition as a function of various factors havo
been made. Contrary to expectation, the transition
point is not undtdy erratic or sensitive to amall
changes. Its location still depends markedly on the
turbulence and erratic variations in its position ob-
tained in other laboratories are probably due to erratic
variations in the turbulence Ievel. A value of the
critical Reynolcls ATunlberof about 3,0(N,000has been
o.btained for the condition of zero pressure gradient.
The work conducted for the Committee formed tho
basis of the Second Wright Brothers Lecture of the
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences.
AERONAUTIC-INSTIUJMENT INVESTIGATIONS
The tiork on aeronautic instruments has been con-
ducted in cooperation with the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics and the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the h’avy Department.
Investigations,-A description of, and laboratory per-
formance data on, the- gyroscopic turn indicator, h
directional gyroswpe, the gyro horizon, the gyromag-
netic compass, and a description only of the automatic
pilot, are included in a report published as Technical
Note No. 662.
A report on the theory and performance of muclern
rate-m%climbindicators has been pubIished as Technical
Report No. 666.
The ~;estiga~ion of corrugated diaphrtigms in prog-
ress included measurements of the central deflection
against differential pressure of geometrically similar
diaphragms of four diameters (1.5,2, 2.5, and 3 inches)
and a rniinberof thicknessesin the range from 0.001 to
0.013 inch. The data were obtained principfilly on
beryllium-copper and phosphor-bronze diaphragms rmd
on a few diaphragms of Z nickel, These data hmve
been ~nalyzed and generalized into a mathematical
formuh A report has been compIetecL
A eetitive diaphragm capsule has been developed
which is prevented from deflecting above any desired
differential pressure. At the cut-off pressure the dia-
phragms nest into each other, Two elements,consisting
of two evacuated capsules, have been built for measur-
ing air pressure in the range from 140 to (1miIlilx.ms,
When used on a Diimloncl-Hinman raclio sondo a eeven-
fold increase in smsitivity was secured in tlh pre~ure
range.
The theory for the movementof a piston in a cylinder
filled with liquid h~sbeen formulated in connection with
an. investigation of dashpots. To check the theory,
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eighteen pistons were teated in cylinders of two diam-
eters. Liquids of two viscositks were used. The piston
c1earanc8 was varied from 0.0005to 0.005 inch. Tb30ry
and experiment checked tithin +10 percent. A report
is being prepared.
SUBCOMM1’M’EEON MEI!EOROLOGICALPROBLEMS
The Subcommittee on W&orological Problems keeps
in contact with the progress of investigations being
conducted by the various agencies on problems relat-
ing to atmospheric conditions which are of particular
importance in connection with aircraft design and oper-
ation. The Special Committee on Lightning Hazards
to Aircraft is organized under the Subcommittee on
3feteoro10@cal Probh.e.
Atmospheric disturbancesand their et%ct on airpkrae
operation.—TheLangley Lfemorial Aeronautical Labo-
ratory has continued its study of gust intensities and
gradients and their effect on airplane accelerations in
flight. Additional records have been obtained on both
military and commercial airplanes by means of N. A.
C. A, V-G recorders, the total number of hours of
flying time accumulated on commercial transports hav-
ing been increased to 82,000. One incident of partic-
ular interest -was reported in which a military air-
plane was subjected, without previo~ warning to the
pilot, to an isolated strong gust of an intensity usuaIly
associated with that of severe thunderstorm conditions.
In this gust the e&ctive gust vdocity vvas more t.hn
30 feet per second.
The acmumilation of data by means of V-G re-
corders has included operation over the principal air
lines in the United States, on the routes from the East
Coast to Bermuda and to the northern part of South
America, over the Andes ~ountains, and across the
Pacfic and the Atlantic.
From statistical data obtained on a number of air-
phmes it appears that the gust gradient distance is
directly proportiomd to the size of the airplane and
is approximately 8.5 times the wing chord length. By
means of flights in thermal gusts to altitudes up to
17,000feet, a correlation has been obtained betwem the
gust velocity and various other factors, including the
gradient distance, wind velocity, wind gradient,
thermal energy, and altitude.
Lightning hazards to aircraft.-Data are being accu-
mulated from air transport operatom by means of a
questionnaire on incidents of lightning strikes to air-
phmes, and an analysis of the information so far ob-
tained has been made. It is of interest that, although
there have been a number of instances of lightning
strikes to airplanes, the resulting damage to the air-
craft was elight, and in a large number of casee the
passengers, and occasionally even the pilots, were not
aware of the incident.
A study is being made at the University of New
Mexico, under the cognizance of the Special Subcom-
mittee on Lightning Hazards to Aircraft of the loca-
tion and intensity of electrical charges in the atmos-
phere. Evidence obtained in this investigation indi--
cates that discharges from cloud to ground are of a
negative polarity. Investigations are beii conducted
in electrical research laboratories on the dfect of elec-
tric discharges simulating lightning strikes on sheet
metal of various types, particularly those wd in air-
.—
craft construction. From information so far obtained
it appears that it is possible to determine from the
size of a hole caused by lightning in any given thick-
ness of metal the amount of current involved. It is
pk-u-medto accumulate from aircraft operatom samples
of burned metal removed from airphnes on which
lightning strik~ had been experienced and determine
the amount of the current which caused the burn.
Careful consideration has been given to the specific
hazards from lightning to various portions of the air- . _
plane such as radio equipment, gasoline tanks, fab~c
covering, control mechanisms, etc. It is believed thatj
if suitable precautions are taken in all cases, the danger
from lightning to an airplane in flight is slight. The
avoidance in all cases of atmospheric conditions which
indicate the probability of lightning is considered de-
sirable, however, and instructions to this effect have
been issued by one airline operator to its flying per-
sonnel, with material reduction in the number of
lightning strikes experienced.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPLANES
The relative importance assigned to the various
hydrodynamic problems connected with the design and
.——.
construction of seaplanes, which are under the cog-
nizance of the Subcommittee on seaplanes, has changed
radically during the past year. For several yeati
the major hydrodynamic problem has been that of
resistance, and the possibility of succwsfully getting
into the air was considered to be largely determined
by that factor. Today the major hydrodynamic prob-
lems appear to be (1) dynamic stability while in
motion on the water, (2) spray, and (3) seaworthi-
ness, This almost sudden change has come about
because of the pressure on the designers of demands
for extreme performance in the way of spee~ range,
and pay load. In the endeavor to produce huh hav-
ing minimum air drag and structural -weight, the
ahnost universal tendency has been to adopt forms
having relatively narrow and deep cross sections.
This form also gives the familiar arrangement of .-
the passenger accommodation in civzil craft. But nar-
row hulle have meant heavily loaded hulls; the high
position of wings and engine=and, in many cases,
fuel-has caused the center of gravity of the whole . .
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craft to rise to surprisingly high positions; the heavily
loaded wings and high air speeds have caused land-
ing speeds to be considerably increased. As a result
of these changes, the difficulties associated with ob-
taining adequate longitudinal stability (freedom from
“porpoising”), freedom from excessive spray and
from spray thrown into the propellers, and moderate
impacts of the bottom on the water while kmchg and
taking off have been greatly iucreased. At the same
time, the use of engines with ~geatly increased home-
power availablo for take-d, becuuse of the increased
power needed for flight at higher speeds, and !he gen-
eral use of automatic or controllable propellers witl~
greater efficienciesin the range of take-off speeds, have
made the w~ter resistance of the hull of much less
importance in determining whether a seaplane can get
into the air. This situation has made it necessary
to broaden the scope of the Committee’s work and to
undertake the provision of additional facilities to
enable adequate consideration of the new-problems.
Apparntus and technique to conduct the inw.etiga-
tions macle necessary by the new problems have been
developed and expndecl as rapidly as possible.
Equipment of a semipermanent type has been con-
structed, and appropriate methods of operation have
been deveIoped for testing dynamically similur models
of complete flying boats for the purpose of studying
their dynamic stability. Methods. of constructing the
very special type of models required for this work have
been devised. Accurate methods of ballasting the
models so that the weight and the moment of inertia
about the center of grnvity will correspond to those
of the full-size craft have been developed. The theory
OH which a mathematical study and a determination
of the stability may be bw.od has been iwmstigated
and n revised treatment, based on thut of I%rring and
Glauert, has been begun. A sound theoret.icul treatm-
ent will be very helpf u] in the understanding of this
very complex problem and in the direction of the
broad fundamental research that must be carried out
if the problem is to be solved,
With the limited equipment alre~dy at hand, it has
been possible to investigate the dynamic stability of
two specific machines for the Bureau of Aeronautics
and of one for u private corporation.
Work for the military services of the Government
has continued to receive first priority in the work of
the tmdc. Four investigations of specific flying-heat
projects and two investigations of novel clevices have
hen completed. Several projects requiring the high
towing speeds available only at the N. A. C. A. tank
were completed for the Navy.
The fundamental researches completed nnd under
way were of interest because of the use in severs] cases
of large fumilies of related models to study the in-
fluences of form on the hydrodynamic qualities and
because the scope of the investigations was exLended to
include aerodynamic effects as obttiinecl in parallel
wind-tunnel tests on the same models.
Plant and equipment.-’hehe etliciemy of routine ttits
in smooth water has beeu increased by the installation
in the ttink of devices that damp out the surges caused
by the operation of the carriage aml by the ~lerfecting
of mare durable wave suppressors. The de relopmelli
of these devices, M well as the desig~l of a wnve-mnking
device, has been facilitated by Il]e ccmshwction of n
small tank one-eighth the cross section of ~he N, A. Cl,A,
tank and 50 feet loJlg, This tdc hm hwge glass lMn-
els in the sides and in it large models of the deviws
can be operntecl while the motions of the water ubout
the models are observed.
Hulls for Iongrange flying boats,—in a long-range nir-
cmft, smnll incremes in air drag hiive n large infhwnce
on pay load and the best form of hull for such a craft
~mesurnablyis one that approximates a streamline lxxly
and depnrts from such a form only by the amoun~ re-
quired ~u give stilisfactwy hydrodynmnic qualitiw. It
is anticipated that the trend of desigu will be ~owurd
such forms, and both tank and wind-tumlel dntu are
being accumulated to aid in their further development.
Technical Note No. 668 describes tests in the tank and
i~~the.20-foot wind tunnel of two models of the ~)hul-
ing type of hull, the forms of which are derived fmm
a body of revolution and which represent extreme aero-
dynamic refinement as compared with existing lndle.
The tank tests showed that the models vrerc generally
sd.isfuctory but under certain credit ions developed n
tendelicy to belmve unsatisftictorily. Take-off cnlculn-
tions for an assumed giant flying hmt indicated that
ite take-off characteristics would be sntisfuctory i f the
trim was properly coutrol]ed. These moclelshad lower
air drag for the sm-nevolume than any models previ-
ously tested in the 20-foot wi~id tunnel. They nleo
possessedthe desirable characteristic of having smaller
than uswd increases in drag with clepnrturw from the
angle for minimum drag.
It was apparent from the tank tests that there is in
general no sharp line between good and poor water
performance to determine the praclicwl limits of aero-
dynamic refinement. A family of models has therefore
been clevisedhaving systematic variations in the degree
of departure from a streamline body. Tests of this
family, now in progress, will provide f urlher informa-
tion on the best compromise between desirable aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic qualities.
Outboardfloats.-The best form of outbonrd flotitalso
represents a compromise between the requirements o E
low aeroclynnmic drag and satisfactory chmwckristics
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on the water. ~ part of a program for the investigation
of outboard floats, four models of typical floats were
testedin the tank and in the 20-foot wind tunnel (Tech-
nical hroteNo. 678). l?rom the data obtained, the forma
vverecomparad on the basis of aerodynamic dreg, spray:
and yawing moments for given righting moments.
Others factors, such as relative angIe of heel, poseible
impact loads, and structural simplicity, were also ccm-
sidered in the analysis. It was concluded that the best
form for an outboard float, when W its requirementsare
considered, is one having a transverse step for good
planing characteristic and having its buoyancy dis-
tributed horizontally rather than vertically.
Teats of models of representative&ing-boat hulls,-A
one-sixth-size model of the hull of a hyavy flying boat
was investigated in the tank as part of the general pro-
gram of tests of typical hull forms. This hull was a.
more recent adaptation of the h’C type and was of
special interest because of several features intended to
improve take-off performance. These features included
pronounced chine flare on both forebody and afterbody,
a downward hook in the surface of the bottom at the
step, and a tail extension shaped to provide additional
hydrodynamic lift at low speeds. The hydrodynamic
characteristics were found to be very satisfactory over
a tide range of loadings and speeds. The results of the
general test have been published in Technical Note No.
6s1.
In this publication a new type of chart was introduced
for use in calculations of take-off performance based on
the data from the general test. Since at a gi-ren speed,
load and resistance are functions of the trim, the data
are plotted in the form of resistance coefficient against
trim with load coefficient as parameter. A number of
such plots are made for a successionof speed coefilcients
such as would be used in a step-by-step calculation of
take-off events. The curves of trimming-moment co-
efficient are superposed on these plots in the form of
contours of constant trimming-moment coefficient. Ex-
perience with thesecharts has shown that they are pref-
erable to the previous charts plotted against speed co-
efficientbecause of the greater ease of interpolation and
the wider application to problems involving arbitrary
conditions of trim or trimming moment.
SPECIALSUBCOMM1lTEEONVIBRATIONANDFLU’M’ER
The problems of flutter and vibration, especially in
the case of large fast airplanes, continue to be increas-
ingly important. During the past year, two meetings
of the Special Subcommittee on Vibration and Flutter
and a special conference on these problems were held.
At one of the meetings, the problem of flutter -was
discussed with representatives of the industry. Tha
calcukdion of the flutter speed and the pammeters
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necessary for its determination -were considered, par-
ticularly with a view to the possible means of reducing
the labor involved in making such calculations.
A special conference with manufacturers was held
at Langley Field and considered the ~cu’lties being
experienced with propeller vibration. At this meet-
ing, equipment for the study of the fundamentals of .
propeller vibration and damping -wasdiscussed. This
equipment has now been completed and is ready for
operation.
Mcst of the work on vibration carried out this year
by the Committee has been related to the problem of
flutter. ln addition to the theoretical and expeM-
mental work on flutter, ewrerd projeots on vibration
have been undertaken because of their importance in
relation to the problem of flutter.
Ground tests,-Vibration tests have been made on a
number of airplanes on the ground. Equipment and
methods have been dereloped to fticilitate these meas-
—
urwnents.
Damping teats.-The problem of determining vah~es
of structural damping for use in flutter calculations
.——
has been studied. lfetlmds have been developed for
separating the motions associated with different normal
modes.
Model beamsi-Exact solutions have been obtained
for the equation of torsional vibration of a very gen-
eral class of tapered beams (Technical Note No. 697).
Tests on a set of tapered beams have been made and
compared with theoretical results for both torsion and
bending. These results indicate the effect of taper upon
frequency for most cases of tapered wings.
Elastic airplane model.—~ model of convenient eize
having elastic properties and -weights distributed simi-
Iarly to those of a typical modern airplane has been ““-”
built. This model has been used in tests conducted to
develop a technique of determining the various elastic,
mass, and coupling parameters determining the flutter
properties of the wing and the tail.
Flutter problem, —Flutter calculations have been cm-
tinued during the past year. Particular attention has
bean given to the calctiations for three degrees of
freedom in order to determine more carefully when
th~e can be replaced by the simpler cases for two de-
grees of freedom. The flutter parameters of several
present-day airplane -wings have been determined. ~
number of aircraft companies have cooperated by sup-
plying information concerning the st~ctural param-
eters.
The theoretical work on flutter has been extended to
include the effeot of aileron tabs and servorudders.
Further contributions to the flutter problem have
been made through the study of unsteady-Lift functions
for wings of kite aspect ratio (Technical Note No.
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662) and the experimental verifkation of the theory of
oscillating airfoils (Technical Report No, 673).
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER
PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
LANGLEYMEMORIALAERONAUTICALI.ABORATORY
lNCREASE1~ENGINEPOWER
The prime requisites for aircraft power plants at the
present time, either for miIitary or ccunmercial service,
are increased power for take-off and altitude operation,
a~ well as greater economy in fuel consumption. Ad-
ditional power is being striven for, principally through
the development off uels with higher antiknock values
and increasing the effectiveness and number of the
power strokes. The importance of the fuel work is
indicated by the fact that iiiiproved fueIs have con-
tributed to a large extent in doubling engine power
during the past decade. Further improvements in
s~percharging can be expected to provide materially
higher intake manifold pressures and therefore greater
power at altitude. Engine operating speeds are also
being raised, The power requirements of the larger
aircraft, exceeding as they do the capabilities of ex-
isting engine types, has led to the development of
engines with more cylinders and consequently greater
displacement. The thermal ~d mechanical limitations
to achieving increased power centers principally on the
coding of the exposed parts in the combustion chamber
und on carrying the loads imposed on the principal
bearings. Fuel economy is now of the utmost impor-
tance, both because of its effect on the range of military
equipment and on the operating expense of commercial
aircraft. The greatest impro~ments in economy are
anticipated from the reduction of power-plant and
cooling-system drag and the recovery of--waste heat,
Renewed interest is being taken in in-line liquid-cooled
power plants because of their small frontal area, while
intensive work is going forward to provide minimum-
drag cowlings for the radial air-cooled engine types
and more efficient means of dissipating the heat in
both air- and water-cooling systems. Sa.vinga of as
much as 15 to 20 percent of the total airplane drag
are possible by these means. The problem of waste
heat recovery is partimdarly important, ah-me only
some 30 percent of the heat value of the fuel is utilized
in the present-day power pkmts. The Committee is
twtively engaged in researches designed to provide
practicaI solutions for many of these problems, as will
be seen from the following report.
High octanenumberfuels,-In the development of air-
craft engines it is becoming increasingly important
that the engine designer know the effect of the dif-
ferent engine operating conditions on the maximum
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permissible engine performance. For this reason the
Committee is conducting an investigation to determine
the relationship between maximum permissible engine
performance and the knocking characteristics of air-
craft-engine fueh This investigation is under the
cognizance of the Subcommittee on Aircraft Fuels and
Lubricants and is described in the report of that
subcommittee,
Flow through engine inlet valves.-The results of the
investigation of flow coefficients with intermittent flow
through engine poppet valves have been published
in Technical Note hTo.70L
A sleeve valve and cylinder have been assembled
for determining the flow coefficients of the inlet ports
with pressure drops through the valve at values up
to 8 pounds per square inch, Over-all flow coefficients
have been measmwd with the valve operating as in
an engine. Coefficients with the sleeve valve partly
opene”dhave been measured -withthe slew-e stationary,
and the coefficients that apply to these partial open-
ings have been checked against the over-al] flow co-
efficients. A preliminary comparison shows the flow
coeilicients of skeve valves to be the same for the
partly opened valve as far the fully opened and oper-
ating valve. The codicients derived from the test
data are about ,the same as those obtained previously
for the poppet valves.
Pistontemperatures.-The investigation of the impor-
tant factors controlling piston cooling and the effect
of engine and cooling conditions on piston tempera-
tures has been continued. The temperatures at five
locations on a piston of an air-cooled engine have been
determined for varying engine speed, load, spark ad-
vance, fuel-air ratio, head and barrel temperature, and
oil temperature and viscosity. The data aro being
analyzed and wiN be prepared for publication.
Hston rings,-l%ton-ring sticking, loss of tension,
and w-ear are ftiilures that limit the output of high-
performance engines. An investigation is in progress
to determine the engine-operating characteristics of
superior cast-iron and nitrided-steel piston rings when
operated in nitrided-steel liners. The use of piston
rings of those materials and compounded lubricating
oils have greatly reduced ring sticking and loss of
tension. The problem of reducing the wear of piston
rings in high-output engines is beii studied.
Valve-overlap investigations,-The use of Iarge valve
overlap and increased inlet manifold pressure is an
eiiicient method of removing the residual exhauet
gasas from an engine cylinder and of cooling the sur-
faces of the combustion chamber. The work on the
single-cylinder test engins ha! -been extchdcd to a
nine-cylinder radial spark-igmhon engine equipped
with an injection system spraying the fuel into the
—
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cylinclers. The engine was fitted with a special cam
giving approximately 13!T overlap between the open
periods of tha exhaust and the inlet valvw. The poor
idling of the engine experienced with large amounts
of vahw overlap was overcome by placing separnte
throttle valves close to the intake port of each cylinder.
With these auxiliary throttles, the idling -with large
valve overlap was equal to the idling with the stand-
ard throttle and standard engine timing.
The 2-stroke-oycleengine,-Research has continued on
the factors affecting the performance of the 2-stroke-
cycle fuel-injection spark-ignition engine. The liquid-
cooled engine used in this investigation is a uniflow type
having scavenging and charging air admitted to the cyl-
inder through piston-controlled inlet ports and exhaust
though four poppet valves in the head. The factors
investigated have included the number, the size, and the
angle of the inlet ports and the lift and the timing of
the exhaust valves Investigations are in progress to
increase performance by more effective breathing ca-
pacity and increased engine speed.
Recoveryof energy in exhaustgaaes.-The corrrentional
aircraft engines discharge as waste heat 65 percent of
the energy of the fuel. Since the weight of fuel consti-
tutes about haIf of the useful load of a long-range air-
plane, it is extremely important that methods be devel-
oped for utilizing a part of this waste energy. &
analysis has been made of the energy recovwrable by
methods that require no additional prime movers but
depend on the forward motion of the airplane. The
pressure variation attending the flow of cooling air
through the duct of the cooling system provides a con-
venient thermodynamic cycle for recovering waste heat.
‘1’hrust is obtained from the increased velocity of the.
cooling air ns it leaves the duct exit.
The power recoverable by this method has been cal-
culated for three conditions: first.,for the normal duct
radiatm; second, for the duct radiator having the heat
in the exhaust gas transferred to the cooling air in the
duct; and third, for the duct radiator having the ex-
haust gas discharge into the duct. The effect of a fan
in the duct for increasing the compression ratio of the
thermodynamic cycle has been considered. A report is
in preparation covering the resulti of this investigation.
ret remtion as take-off aid.-The possibility of using
auxiliary jet propulsion for aid during the take-off has
been analyzed and compared -withthe use of larger en-
gines. The analysis shows that the weight of fuel and
liquid oxidant required for an appreciable improvement
in take-off performance is sufficiently small to indicate
that seriousconsideration should be given to this method
of assisting the take-off when take-off aid becom= nec-
essary. A report based on this anaIysie is being pre-
pared for publication.
COMBUSTIONBZSEARCII
Knock inve.stigation.-The construction of the N. A.
C. A. high-speed motion-picture camera -was completed
during the past year. with this camera motion pic-
tures can be taken at rates up to 40,000 photographs
per second, whereas previous picturw had been taken
at speeds of 2,4-00pictures per second. Projecting these
motion pictures at speeds of 16 photographs per second
gives the effect of increasing the visual speed of the
observer 2,500 times.
The motion pictures of combustion obtained -with the ...
new camera and the N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus
have made possible a detailed study of the combustion
process. Throughout this investigation, schlieren
photographs have been taken because past experience
has shown them to be superior to the usual flame photo-
graphs. men knock occurs in the engine, the photo-
graphs show that the phenomenon is completed in from
0.00005 to 0.00010 second. The photographs empha-
tize the fact that knock appears to be a much different
phenomenon from the normal combustion which pre-
cedes the knock The actinic value of the knocking
flame is many times that of the flame previous to knock
\Vith severe knock, a preknock reaction in the end gas,
which has been previously observed, is clearly showm
The redts of the inv@igation made to determine _.,-_
the eilect on air movement within the engine cylinder
of several arrangements of shrouded intake valves have
been published in Technical Report No. 656.
An investigation of the effect of air flow within the
combustion chamber for spark-ignition engines on the
propagation of combustion has been reported in till>
nical Report hlo. 657.
Preignition oharaoteristies of fuels.-The N. A. C?. A.
combustion apparrttus has been used ‘to investigate the
preignition characteristics of aircraft-engine fuels.
I?or the purpose of these tests preignition of the fuel
was caused by an electrically heated coil located in the
combustion chamber. The temperature of the coil was
measured by a thermocouple. Fuels included in the
investigation -were iso-octane, benzene, toluene, methyl
alcohol, and different fuel blends. In general, the re-
ndts have show-n that the preignition temperature is
not greatly affected by engine speed or compression
ratio. The preignition temperature remains fairly
constant as the fuel-air ratio is decreased from a rich
mixture until the mixture approaches that for complete
:ombustion of both fuel and air. Any further leaning
:auses a sharp increase in the preignition temperature.
The results have sho-wn that there is no general rela-
:ion between the knocking characteristics and the pre-
ignition characteristics of a variety of fueIs. The
results of this investigation me being prepared for
!-mblication.
.-
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Engine charge temperature.-An investigation has
been undertaken of the heat-transfer process during
the intake and compression strokes of an internal-com-
bustion engine in order to facilitate a study of knock in
aircraft engines. Indicator diagrams have been ob-
tained on a Wright 18X3-G single-cylinder test engine,
from which the engine charge temperature at the end
of the induction and compression strokes has been com-
puted. The variation of charge temperature tith
engine speed, th.rottIe settin~ air-fuel ratio, inlet-air
temperature, and cylinder-wdl temperature has been
determined.
Air flow in engine oyIinders,-For fuel injection into
the cylinders of an aircraft engine, it is necessary that
an air swirl be produced in the cylinder or that a high
degree of- air turbulence exist to aesist in distributing
the fuel spray. The investigations to determine the
effect of inlet-port and vaIve design on the air move-
ment within the cylinder of an internal-combustion
engine have been continued. Two cylinder heads simu-
lating air-cooled engine practice were constructed nnd
tested on the glass-cylinder engine. In both cases the
air movement was partly controlled by the design of
the intake port in the cylinder head, With one ar-
rangemcmt the air rotated about the cylinder axis and
with the other a vertical swirl was produced. Both
designs were effective in giving good engine per fcmn-
ante. The results are being prepared for publication.
FUELCO~SUMPTION
Fuel distribution,-The results of the investigations
made h obttiin a comparison of the performance of an
engine with a carburetor, with fuel injection into the
inIet manifold, and with fuel injection into the cylin-
der have been published in Technical Note No. 688.
Increase in compression ratio.-Modern aircraft en-
gines operate at comprewion ratios of from 6.0 to 7.5.
An appreciable reduction in fuel consumption may be
obtained by operating at higher compression ratio% An
investigation is in progress on a single+inder engine
to determine the improvement in power output and fud
consumption to be obtained with an air-cooled cylinder
having a displacement of 200 cubic inches when oper-
ated over a range of compression ratios from 7.4 to
10.2. The fuel is injected into the engine cylinder. At
a comprewion ratio of 9.2 and with atmospheric intake
pressure, a brake mean effective pressure of 18!2pounds
per square inch was obtained at l,ti50 r. p. m. The cor-
responding brake fuel consumption was 0.356 pound
per brake horsepower-hour.
Fuel economy in tight.-Military operation often re-
quires flight speeds at or near the maximum. h the
maximum power condition of an airplane engine is
approached, sacrifices in fuel economy must b+ made to
avoid overheating and detonation. It is important that
the fuel consumption be kept as low as possible con-
sistent with safe operation, since the fuel load is a
large part of the disposable load of the airplane. An
analysis has been made of the methods of increasing
power for maximum fuel economy, with detonation and
cylinder temperatures as limiting conditions. The re-
sults of the analysie showed that the least hourly fuel
consumption is obtained at the lowest practicable en-
gine speed and with an approximately correct mixture.
Starting from these conditions the methods of imreas-
ing pg-wer in the order of fuel economy were shown to
be:
(a) Increasing manifold pressure at constant mini-
mum practicable engine speed to the point ofi incipient
lmock or to full throttle if knock is not encountered.
(b) Increasing engine speed and maintaining con-
stant cylinder temperatures by cooling within knock
limits until maximum engine speed is reached.
(c) Retarding the spark or reducing the cylinder
temperatures to permit higher manifold presuree.
(d) Increasing the fuel-air ratio to permit higl~cr
manifold pressures.
A report has been prepared covering this material.
Safety fuels,—Renewed interest has been shown in
the use of new safety fuels having the same heating
value as gasoline and relatively good antidetonatiug
qualities. The flash point of them fuels is abou~ 115°
F., which should result in an appreciable reduction in
the fire hazard when used in aircraft. The prelimi-
nary tests made with one of these safety fueki having
a distillation range from 325° to 425° F. showed that in
a single-cylinder engine fitted with a modern air-cooled
cylinder the power and fuel consumption me equal to
that obtained with gaedine having the samo anti-
detontiting qualities.
ENGINE COOLING
Cooling of tied cyIinders,-A report has been pub-
lished (Technical Report No. 674) covering an investi-
gation of the cooling on the front of an air-coded
engine cylinder. The results show the relative effect
of various operating conditions and fin dimensions on
the cooling of a finned cylinder in a conventiomd covvl-
ing, & analysis of the coding problem on an air-
cooled engine h= been made to show what may bs
done to improve the cooling and what each improve-
ment requires in increased power expended for cooling.
Cooling at- altitude w-as dso studied, as we~l as the
relationships between indicated horsepower, cooling
requirements,and cooling on the ground.
I?in dimensions,—The analysis h determine the pro-
portions of aluminum, copper, magnesium, and sbxd
he necessary to dissipmtemaximum quantities of heat
for various fin widths, 6n weights, and air-flow condi-
tions hns been completed, The analysis includes the
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determination of the optimum b proportions when
speciilecl limits are placed on the fln dimensions. In
addition to the information presented cm the design of
fins, this investigation shows that optimum fin dimen-
sions are not appreciably affected by the differences in
nir speed obtnined with different air-flow arrangements
or by small changes in the length of the air-flow path.
For a given fin weight, the highest heat transfer can
be obtained with b of a magnesium alloy; pure cop-
per and aluminum-alloy fins are only slightly inferior
to magnesium-alloy fins and will dissipate several times
more heat than steel fins. The results of this investi-
gation have been prepared for publication.
Heat-transfer ooefEcients.-The investigation to deter-
mine the surface heat-transfer coet%cients of tined cyl-
inders has been completed and the results have been
published in TechnicaI Eeport No. 676. The investiga-
tion covered the determination of the effect of h
wid@ fin space, ftn thickness, nnd cylinder diameter
on the heat transfer. TVind-tunnel tests -were made in
a free air stream with and without bathes and also with
various detices for creating a turbulent air stream,
Tests were aho made with blower cooling. Correla-
tion of the surface heat-transfer coeiiicients measured
on 58 finned cylinders was found poesible by plotting
factors inchd.ing the air-stream characteristics and the
dimensions of the tied cylinders.
Heat-tramsfer process.-A report has been prepared
covering the heat-tramsfer process in a T’Tright Cyclone
engine. Equations for the cylinder head imd barrel tem-
peratures as functions of the important engine and
cooling conditions are given. A method of correlating
and comparing cooling data is presented and is illus-
trated by curves obtained from data on multicylinder
engines iu tight and on the test stand, and from single-
cyliuder test data. The distribution of temperature
around the cylinder head and barrel and the correlation
of temperatures at individual points on the cylinder
are discussed. (calculated curves are presented sihow-
ing the variation of cylinder temperature with altitude
in climb and level flight. Data are also presented
showing the variation of cyhnder head and barrel
temperatures with time -whenthe throttle is suddenly
opened and when the cooling air speed is suddenly
decreased.
Heat-trsmafercodlhients in fight.-Apparatue has
been installed in an nirplane and several tests made to
determine the surface heat-transfer coatlicients of an
electrically heated finned cylinder in flight. The ob-
ject of them tests is to determine heat-transfer coef-
ficients in flight and compare them with those obtained
in the laboratory.
Single-stage axial-flow fan.-Calculations have been
made for a single-stage axial-flow blower to determine
its suitability for cooling airplane engines. Pressures
in the neighborhood of 10 inches of water appear to
be attainable with efficienciesof more than so percent.
A fan of this type seems to be suitable for large pres-
ent-day engines. Although some installation problems
have been encountered, they do not seem to be in-
surmountable, especially for the large radial engines
having more than one row of cylinders.
The N. A, C. A. air-oooledoylinder,-’l%e method de-
-ielopedby the Committeafor bonding preformed alumi-
num-alloy & to the cast aluminum-alloy air-cooled
cylinder heads has permitted a large increase in the
power output that can be obtained from a cylinder hav-
ing a given displacement. Two air-cooled cylinders
have been constructed having the flus attached by this
method and the performance of the cylinder has been
determined on a single-cylinder engine. The cylinders
have the sameinternal dimensions as a conventional air-
cooled engine cylinder but five times the fin surface. For
the same power output and same cylinder temperatum+
the amount of air required for cooling the N. A. C. &
cybder is only 85 percent of that requixed to cool the
conventional cylinder. For the same preesure drop
acroes the cylinders, 15 inches of water, and the same
cylinder temperatures, it is poesible to obtain nearly
three times the power from the N. A. C. A, cylinder as
from the conventional cylinder.
Preliminary tests showed that satisfactory cooling
could be obtained on the N. A. C. A. cylinder with a
pressure drop across the cylinder of only 2 inches of
water when operating at an engine speed of 2,100r. p. m.
and a boost pressure of 5 pounds per square inch.
SUPERCHARGERRESEARCE
Rrformanoe of superchargers.-The computations on
the performance of eupohargers hawing a range of
compression exponents from 1 to 2 and operating at alti-
tudea from O to S0,000 feet over a wide range of boost
prcsures are being anal@ The application of thess
rwults to the engine shows that if a geared centrifugal
supercharger is used to maintain sea-level pressure to
an altitude of 50,000 feet the fueI consumption will be
twice that at sea leveL This increase is due to the large
amount of power required by a gear~lven super-
charger. with the turbosupercharger there is no large
increase in fuel consumption because the energy to drive
the supercharger is taken from the exhaust gases. This
analysis wiU be continued to include the application to
engines of high compression ratios.
w intercooler~-The problem of increasing the anti-
knock value of fuels by air intercoolers includes the
importamt consideration of the power necessary to
force both cooling air and engine-charge air through
the iutercooler and alsa the power required to carry
the weight added by the interceder. A theoretical and
experimental investigation is being made of a light-
—.
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weight type of intercocder thEt is expected to reduce
charge temperature materially with relatively low-
preestme drop across the intercooler. A test unit of
this intercooler is being constructed for latmratory
testing. .
Programs of investigation have been completed on
radiator design and inetallation and on intercooler
design for aircraft. Tests me being continued on tube
banks in order to obtain more information on the de-
tached mechanism of heat transfer tmd friction 10W.
Engine power at altitude,-The calculation of fight
performance at altitude is dependent upon the accurate
determination of the variation in engine power with
altitude. Several different formulas are available in
the Literaturefor correcting engine power at sea level
to altitude conditions. A comparison has been made
between the calculated engine power and the power as
measured on an air-cooled engine in flight by use of the
h’, A. C. A. torque meter. The range of altitudes
covered was from sea lerel to 20,000 feet. The engine
power as mensured by the torque meter checked the
power as corrected for temperature and pressure by
the use of welI-establiehed formulas. The redts of
this investigation and of a study of the variation of
engine power. with, altitude are being prepared for
publication.
(MmBE3S10-N-lGNIT1tiNENGINZS
Combustionreseareh,-The performance of high-speed
Diesel engines is. Iess than. that of the conventional
Otto-cycle engine because of the inability of the Diesel
engine to burn efficiently the total air charge inducted
into tie cylinder. & a result, the Diesel engine
requires a higher boost to obtain the same take-off
mean effective pressure than does the spark-ignition
engine. Apparatus has been assembled that will per-
mit an extensive survey to be made of the mixture
during combustion in a Diesel engine. Heretofore,
such an investigation hm been of doubtful value
because it required eeveral engine cycles to obtain a
large enough sample of the mixture to analyze. The
development of an industrial microanalyzer capable
of anxlyzing volumes as small as ~. milliliter has made
it possible to collect an adeqm-ite sample from a single
cycIe. For this purpose a hydraulically operated
gas-sampling valve has been developed that, during
an opening period of 0.0004 second, wilI collect a suf-
ficiently large sample from a predetermined section
of tile combustion apparatus.
A report has been prepared and published as Tech-
nical h’ote No. 707 prixieniin~-resu]ts of engine per-
formance testi of fuel oiki, mixtures of fuel oil and
alcohoI, and fuel-oil dopes.
The results of the investigation of ignition lag of
Diesel oils as determined ‘in a bomb and in an engine
have been published in Technical Note No. 710.
Fuel-injeotion systems.—Previous investigations with
a simulated unit injection s$ystem have demonst rmted
certain. advantages for this type of injection system
over the more conventional type in which a length of
tubing connects the injection pump to the injection
valve. For this reason, a unit injector has been
tested to determine the effects OFthe various operat-
ing variables on the rates of fuel discharge. It has been
found that, when an outwardly opening injection
nozzle is used, the rates of fueI injection closely follow
the rate of fuel displacement by the pump plunger,
Under very high injection pressures, however, the
compression ofi the fuel in the injection system causes
the rate of discharge to be less than the rate of plunger
displacement. Secondary discharges me eliminated
when a unit injector is used and higher rates of &s-
charge are obtained than are practicable with the in-
jection pump mounted at some distance from the
injection valve, The results ofi this inw.stigfition are
being prepared for publication.
The 4-stmke-oycIe engine.-Th~ h’. A. C. A. displacer-
type combustion chamber has been adapted to an air-
cooled cylinder having a 5-inch bore and a 51\2-inch
stroke. From the results of single-cylinder engine
performance tests, multicylinder engine performance
has been computed. On the basis of the weights of
the single-cylinder parts, the -weightof a nine-cylinder
radial engine has been computed, These computed
values indicate a specific weigh--of. 1.6 pounds per
horsepower for an output of 500 horsepower. From
the retits of single-cylinder tests, heat loss, heat-loss
distribution, and cooling measurementshave been cal-
culated. An investigation has been started to deter-
mine the air-charging restrictions peculiar to the dis-
placer-piston type of combustion chamber.
l!he 2-stroke-oyoleengine.-The Iiquid-cooled engine
used in this investigation has piston-controlled inlet
ports directed at 56° to the radial and exhausts
through four poppet valves in the head. 13ngine-
performance tests have been made with various rates
of injection and various fuel-spray orifices in two dia-
metrically opposed fuel valves, each valve injecting
downstream with the rotating air flow. Tests have
been made with reduced inlet and exhaust time areas
to determine the amount of power reduction and ex-
haust. characteristics. Preparations have been made
to improve the air charging by using fuur rows of inlet
ports and Mncresse power by increasing the engine
speed to 2,400 revolutions per minute.
The 2-stroke.oycle sleeve-vake engine.-Ana1yais has
shown that the single sleeve-valve mechanism should
give better breathing capacity and higher allowable
rotative speeds” than the Committee’s poppet-valve
engine. With the object of determining engine-per-
formance characteristics, a design has been completed
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of a single sleeve-valve engine. The necessary parts for
the test engine are now under construction by the
contractor.
~YATIONALBUBEAUOF STANDARDS
2henomenaof combustion,—A large number of photo-
~graphsof explosions in a 10-inch spherical bomb were
taken through a narrow window which formed a part
of the bomb wall. b addition to the flame trace, each
record contained a time scale in thousandths of a sec-
ond and six points on the time-pressure curve. lMix-
tures of the fuels benzene, normal heptane (zero octane
number), and iso-octane (100 octane number) with
oxygen and nitrogen were studied. A technical report
gking the detailed experimental results and the con-
clusions which have been drawn for the three hydro-
carbons as vdI as those for previous measurements
-with carbon monoxide is being prepared for publication.
In all the explosions there is a general increase in
the transformation -mIooity as the temperature and
pressure of the unburned charge rise because of the
adiabatic compression. Since the range of initizd con-
ditions was wider for carbon monoxide, it -waspossible
to analyze these results for the independent etlects of
temperature and pressure, and both were found to
contribute to the increase in transformation velocity.
For the hydrocarbons in comparable mixtures, the
transformation velocity is highest for benzene and low-
est for iso-octane, with heptane intermediate. The ad-
dition of tetraethyl lead to the heptane mixture pro-
duced no appreciable change in flame speed. Thus,
under the conditions of the experiments there appears
to be no relation between transformation velocity and
the tendency to knock.
Until the late stages of the explosion there is no
measurtibledifference among the hydrocarbon fuels in
the pressurerise produced when a given fraction of the
charge is inflamed. For aLlthe explosions the rise in
pressure for a given mass of charge inflamed is con-
siderably less than would be expected from calculations
based on thermal data and the assumption that reaction
goes to equilibrium in a very thin flame front. The
resLIlts therefore indicate that the liberation of energy
continues for some time after the flame front has
passed. Olwervations of the gas movements tithin the
sphere of flame, made by foIlo-iving the bright trails
left by burning particles of gunpowder suspended in
the mixture, also indicate tie existence of continued
reaction within the inflamed gases.
Since no connection could be found between any of
the characteristics of the normal burning of the hydro-
carbon fuels and their relative tendency to knock in an
engine, n supplementary study of the influence of vari-
ous factors upon the transition from normal burning to
detonation has been undertake Construction of ap-
paratus for this purpose -wasbegun, while preparations
for a series of measurementsin the spherical bomb on
triptane (2, 2, fl+imethylbutane) were being com-
pleted.
FIow oharacteristiosof fueI lines,-In connection with
a cooperative attack on aviation vapor-lock problems,
tie Bureau has investigated the resistance to fuel flow
in fittings and accessories of ~2-inch tubing and in
s~.inch tubing M a function of rate of flow and relative
amounts of liquid and vapor flowing. The resistance
of any fuel-system component to liquid flow is approxi-
mately doubled when equal volumes of liquid and
vapor are present. It has been demonstrated that the
r~tance of conventional elbows can be reduced mate.
rially by redesign of the fitting, and a simple type of
pressure tap has been developed which is suitable for
general use,particularly in fuel system mock-ups.
Engine testing.-A study of the characteristics of oils . .
and their effect on engine condition was made at the
request of the IMat4rie1Division of the Army Air
tirps. The twts consisted of a series of 50-hour en.
durance runs on a 9-cylinder air-cooled engine mounted
on a rigid stand.
Altitude testi were made on an aircraft auxiliary
power plant for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy De-
partment. Altitude tests on stationary povver plants
for beacon lighting, tgletype, and other airway equip-
ment were made at the request of the Civil Aeronautics
Authority.
Temperaturesurveys.-tiround and flight temperature
surveys have been continued on all new types of Navy
aircraft enginw. These include cylinder, oil, and in-
take-mixture temperatures.
Sparkplugs.—A method of bench testing mica spark
plugs has been put into service use with satisfactory
readts. Further investigation into materials and de-
signs of spark plugs to meet the more exacting require- .
ments of commercial and military services is umderway.
Aircraft-engine cylinder wear.-b investigation was
made to determine the cause of cylinder wear, particu-
larly on the rear vvall. From the data obtained for two
continuous 50-hour runs on an air-cooled single cylinder
engine, it -was found that -wear on the rear wall was
caused chiefly by corrosion. Factors in the acceleration
of the corrosion -werethe antiknock compound used, the
lubricant, and the temperature distribution of the
cylinder.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT FUELS AND
LUBRICANTS
Investigation of antiknock characteristics of fuels,-The
investigation of the relationship of engine operating
conditions to the tmtilmock characteristics of fuels has
been continued. From the results obtained with a ffat-
disk combustion chamber and a pent-roof combustion
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chamhr an analysis has been made in. which the.max-
imum permissible engine performance under a variety
of engine opemtingconditione hls been derived from an
experimental determination of the maximum permis-
sible performance under a few w.nditions. ..The analysis
shows that, from considerations of knock, the m@ im-
portant independent variables iu any one engine are the
irdet-mixture density and temperature and the mixture
ratio. The data show that preignition must b.etreated
separately from knock if fuels are to be adequately rated
in an engine.
The analysis shows that, for any particular fuel, the
maximum permissible power increases as the compres-
sion ratio is decreased, provided that the inlet air tem-
perature is maintained constant and the performance is
limited by lmock and not by preignition. For cases in
which the inlet -air is heated an incrwsing amo@t ?:.
the boost pressure is increased, an .opt.@um compression
ratio exists. for the. engine from the consideration of
maximum permissible power. The data shovv that a
certain amount of correlation” i.s possible..behveen the
curves of knock .char~cteristi~ of. eeve.ml fuels @rn
tesh on different engines, but that certain differences
are caused by engine design. The resulteof this investi-
gation have been pubhhed in Technical Report No. 655.
A portion of the investigation has been completed on
the determination of the knock characteristic of a
cylinder with a semispherical combustion chamber.
Although in general the results are the same as those
obtained from the flat-disk and pent-roof combustion
chambers, certain differences in the c.cmgdationof the
data result from the difference in cooling cl~aracter-
istics of this engine. This investigation is being
continued..
Additional tests of fuels are being conducted on a
high-speed C. F. IL engine. With several fuek.of 100
octane number used in this engine, different values of
highest useful compression ratio were obtained as the
inlet-air temperature was varied. The results also in-
dicate that the effect of eng~~ speedon maximum per-
niiseible performance may be .a temperature “~ect R-
sulting from the transfer of heat from and to the in-
coming mixture rather than being a time effect as has
been previously suggested. “‘“
Investigation to deveIopnonleadedairoraft fueI of over
100 ootane number.-l%is investigation, carried on by
{he National Bureau of Standards for the past two
years in cooperation with the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, the Army Air Corpsl and the
Bureau of Aeronautics of theINa.vy Department, has
been in a confidential status until recently. The pro-
gram calls for the preparation of branched-chain par-
affin hydrocarbons in the volatility range of aviation
gasoline, and the investigation of– their knocking
tendencies and their physical properties.
Two automatically controlled fractionating columns
were designed and installed for this work. Both col-
umns have efficiencies of at least 100 them%ticrd plates
and operate, practically without attention, day and
night, %ndays and holidays, barring an unexpected
failure .of the electric power supply. Thesa cohxmns
serve to separate and purify synthetic products and to
kmlate materials from industrial crudes. The project
has required the construction of (lrigrmrd reactors, hy-
drogenators, and other neceesary equipment for organic
synthesis.
One of the first hydrocarbons prepared in this labor-
atory vms 2,2,3-t rimethylbut ane, also called t riptane,
preparation of -which was begun June 1, 1938. As the
fmctionating cohlmns had not been completed at the
time, this material. was not finally purified until early
in 1939, shortly after an industrial hd)omtory had re-
ported that triptane was well over 100 ochme number.
men the Bureau’s final product was blended with an
equal volume of f10octane reference fuel (!30percent iso-
octane. and 10 percent heptane) the octane number of
the blend was over 99, indicating pure 2#,3-trin~ethyl-
butane to be about 108 ASTM octane number. six liters
of this compound were supplied to the Langley 31e-
morial Aeronautical Laboratory for further teets.
All the pentanes, hexanes, heptanes, and octmx of
interest are now on hand. Three nonanes have been
ieolat~ from a synthetic crude and partially purifial.
Synthesis of two additiona~ nonancs, ona of which has
been.pfipared once before and one never before, is in
progress. Between one and two pounds of a salid octane
have been recovered as a byproduct of the synthesis of
other . materials. This melts at 101° C,, boils at
106° C., and is very soluble in liquid parafh hydro- ‘-
carbons.
A study is being made to find n suitable scale for
rating pure compounds which have octane numbers
above 100. Various methods of extrapolation by
means of an engine characteristic such as compre&on
ratio ..cm nmnif.old presiure have been considered.
Hoviei%r, the best proposal appears to be the use for
the present-af heptane and iso-octane, each containing
0.1 percent tetraethyl lead, as the primary referemw
fuels, Secondary reference fuels, one of which is
technical iso-octane., also containing 0.1 percent tetra-
ethyl lead would be calibrated against the primary
scale and used in testing. This choice of a primmy
scale iedictated by the consideration that-such a scale,
compo~d of pure compounds, can always be cluplicated
and hence the ratings can in the future be translated
into any other -scale subsequently adopted merely by
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intercomparison of the two sets of scale constituents.
Experimental work on this proposed scale is in
progress.
Stability of aviation oils.-Last year a laboratory test
for oil stability was developed at the National Bureau
of Standards and mentioned in the report m in satis-
factory accord -with changes taking place in the oils
during service operation of aircraft engines. This
correlation w-as subsequently extended to include alI
avaiIabIe information on engine deposits both in eerviee
and in test-stand operation. It appears that it is pcs-
sible by means of a simpIe laboratory test method to
predict not only the extent of the changee which will
take pIace in an oil during service operation in aircraft
engines but also to predict the extent of deposits which
are formed in these engines.
For the information of the military services, a eur-
vey has been started on the stability characteristics of
commercial aviation oils and it is planned to keep this
survey up to date as new or improved nviation oils are
developed.
Through the cooperation of the Research Committee
on Aircraft Engine Lubricants of the Society of Auto-
motive Eugineers, a set of engine inspection forms has
been developed for recording the condition of aviation
engine parts at the time of overhaul with particular
reference to those parts on which deposits form and to
those parts in which differences in lubrication character-
istics of the oil are important. This makes it possible
for all observers to record data on engine conditions
on a uniform and comparable basis.
Ring sticking with aviationoih,—Further information
has been obtained at the National Bureau of Standards
on the thickening of oiIs at the high temperatures en-
countered around the upper piston rings, and a SimpIe
laboratory test method has been developed -which has
significance M regards the tendency of oils to cause cold
ring sticking. During the course of the extensive engine
inspections undertaken in connection with the oil sta-
bility program, information was obtained regard~
the extent of ring sticking. @mparimn of the labora-
tory and engine data on these oils showed that the labo-
ratory data eorrslated satisfactorily with the extent of
ring sticking in service.
The conclusions reached in the investigation of oil
stability and cold ring sticking f aver highly solvent
relhd Lubricating oils and work is under way to pro-
vide protection against serious diihculties with hot ring
sticking and with excessive engine wear which may re-
sult if over-refined oils are ueed. It is expected that
suitable test methods of protection against the use of
over-relined oils wiIl be availabIe during the coming
Tear.
Corrosion.—A new laboratory method of determining
the corrosiveness of oils has been developed. It has
been determined that corrosion due to oiI in engines
is critically affected by the preparation of the sliding
surfaces during manufacture.
_ oorrosiom-Considerable progrem has been
made at the hTational Bureau of Standards in the in-
vestigation of the problem of the corrosion of master-
rod bearings. The general trend of the investigation
has been to evaluate the critical temperatures at which
oils form corrosive acids, and marked differences have “-”“”
been found between various oils in this respect. This
work is rapidly approaching the stage -where a signifi-
cant Laboratory test method can be proposed.
In the course of the corrosion wor~ it was found
.-
that there -were appreciable differences between the
run.dts obtained by different laboratories in the de-
termination of the neutralization number of used avia-
tion oils. Accordingly, through the cooperation of the --
Research (Icnnmittee on &craft Engine Lubricants
of the Society of Automotive Enginee~ a modified
method for the determination of neutralization number
was developed -which was found to give reproducible
vaIuw in diflerent laboratories. A description of this
._—
method has been published by the American Society
for Testing hlaterials in its annual report.
Lubrication of mastirod bearings,--A snmll bearing
machine has been developed at the National Bureau
of &andards for &e investigation of master-rod bear-
ing lubrication under severe operating conditions.
This machine uses four smalI bearings similar metal- “” ‘-
‘surgically and in surface composition to fuU-scaIa bear-
ings. It is possible to operate the machine over a
wide range of speeds, loads, and oil temperatures. In- ‘ ‘
formation thus far obtained indicates that the machim
is very satisfactory and that the load-carrying capaci-
ties of bearing materials can be rapidly and accurately
evaluated.
REPORT OF COhlItflTTEE ON AIRCRAFT
i$iATERIALS
SUBCOLWMITTEE ON METALS USED IN AIRCRAFT
13ilect of continuous weathering on airoraft metals,—
Aircraft structural parta-buiIt up of sheet-metal mem-
bers are used very extensively. The development of
the monocoque or strmed-skin type of airplane struc-
ture has served to emphasize strongly the importance
of the durability of sheet metaL The effect of con-
tinuous exposure to werd.heringaction is a factor which
must always be considered.
Technical Report No. 668, Vhe Weathering of Light
—
Metal Alloys Used in Aircraft/’ has been published.
209142=&4
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‘This summarizes the results of extensive outdoor ex-
posure tests of 5 years’ duration previously carried out
on aluminum and magnesium alloys in sheet form, of
various commercial compositions. and with various
types of protective surface treatments and applied
Comtings.
A report is being published which summarizes the
results obtained during the first year in the current
seriesof exposure tests on aircraft metals. This covers
aluminum and ma=aesium alloys and stainless steel,
all in sheet form. In one series of tests the materials
are exposed continuously in a marine atmosphere,
Htimpton Roads Naval Air Station, and in a supple-
mentary series the materials are so placed m to be im-
mersed in sea water at high tide. In these expgsure
tests emphasis has been placed on the determination
of the effects on various types of metals when in con-
tact one with another in both riveted and welded joints.
This series of tests, which was planned to extend
over a peri@ of several years, is an “open” one in that
new materials of promise can be included as they
become available. At the request of the manufactur-
ers, an aluminum alloy, the commercial standing of
which had been established by usage over a number of
years, was included in the test, and arrangements are in
progress for the inglusion of a recently developed ma-
terial of unusual promise, although it is not yet com-
mercially available. Only by prolonged exp”osure
tests of this kind can the merits of such materials for
aircraft use be established.
Elastio properties of high-strength constructional air-
craft metaLs.-Technical Re~}ortNo. 670,“Tensile Elastic
Properties of 18:8 Chromium Nickel Steel as Affectxxl’
by Plastic Deformation,” has been publiehed, A second
report entitled “Tensile Elastic Properties of Typical
Stainless Steel and Nonferrous Metals as Affected by
Plastic Deformation and by Hent Treatmentfl is being
prepared for publication. This report considers the
tensile elastic properties of 18:8 chromium-nickel steel,
13:2 chromium-nickel steel,monel metal, Incomel, and
K-monel metal. A general discussion is given of the
relationship between stress, strain, and permanent est.
Stress-strain relationships are discussed, together with
the variation of proof stlysses with prior plastic ex-
tension; ako the iduence of work-hardening and inter-
nal stress on the form of the proof stress-extension
curve. From the stress-strain curves have been de-
rived stress-modulus lines. For all but rdatively soft
metals, the etrees-modulus line is practically straight.
Stress deviation, that @ deviation from stress-modulus
iine, and stress-set curves were determined, and from
these were derived various diagrams illustrating the
influence of plastic-extension and heat treatment on the
ekistic strength, on the modulus of elasticity, and on
its stresscoefficient. Equations have been developed to
represent the form of the elastic stress-strain curve.
.The next phase of the investigation, the study of- --
the ektic properties at low temperatures -(– 108° F.)
is being startecl. Steel of the 18:8 cl~o~~]i~l~~~-]lickeI
type, the properties of which have already been studied
at normal temperature, is the material to be used in
this phase of the work.
StruaturaI ohanges in airoraft metals occurring as a re-
suIt of service$-service stresees of structural members
are, in general, largely of the character known as
fatigue strwxx. In this investigation, the study of
the impact resistance of the metal after it has been
subjected to fatigue stressing occupies an important
place.
A report entitled “Effect of Survice S[resses on
Impact- Resistance, X-ray Diffraction Patt ems, and
31icrostructure of 25s Aluminum Alloy” has been
published, based on a study of the 25S aluminum alloy
used extensively for propellers. No outstanding detri-
mental effects in this material attributable to fatigue
stressing were observed,
The second phase of the investigation deals with
the impact properties of normalized SAE X4130 steel ,
(0.30 C,-l.OOCr, 0.20 Mo) after fatigue stressing below
the point at which incipient failure can be detected.
Tensile impact teats of smooth unnotched specimens
after being fatigued-stressed by axial loading have
shown: (a) only slight-difference in the tensile impact
behavior of normalized X41S0 steel at -32° C. and
at +25° C.; (b) the production of nonductile imp-
act fractures after mdlicient numbers of cycles of
stress above the fatigue limit; (c) a surface condition
of marked significance-microscopic surface ruptures
opened by the tensile impact stress, relatively few in
number on highly polished fatigue specimens but-pres-
ent in large numbers on specimens for which a slightly
coarser polish was used; (d) the fact that removal of
a thin surface layer from fatigue-stressed specimens
containing these surface ruptures restored their im-
pact resistance to that of similar unstressed (undam-
aged) specimens, thus indicating tha! the damage
revealed” by the check cracks produced by tension-
impact is confined to the surface zones. Further work
on this subject is in progese.
Transverse impact- tests of no~ched fatigue speci-
mens pr6etr~d in a rotating cantilever-benm fatigue
machine showed that the impact-resistance of notched
specimens at- –78° C. wcs generally one-half to one-
fourth of that at normal room temperature, the per-
centage d~rease in low-temperature impact resistance
rewdting from. fatigue being greater than in similar
tests at room temperatiwe.
The extent to which a metal structure recovers dur-
ing periods of rest following intermittent periods of
fatigue-stressing is questionable. Definite indication
has beemobtained of the strengthening of normalized
X4130 steel by alternating stressing above the fatigue
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Knit and resthlg. A series of rests and runs of rotat-
ing-beam fatigue specimens stressed abo-re the fatigue
limit resulted in conditioning the specimens so that
after a while the specimen could be kept running con-
tinuously at the same owmstresswithout further rest-
ing. This subject is being studied at greater length.
Protectionof magnesiumalloys.-hfarked advance has
recently been made in the de-relopment of new pro-
tective coatings for magnesium alloys. Five are nom
commercially available which are equal in the corrosion
protection which they give to that produced by the
tmodic treatment in the bichromate-phosphate solution
which has hitherto been standard. The impro~ed
treatments all involve a &al sealing treatment. Only
the methods based on anodic treatment, however, are
applicable to all types of magnesium alloys. The use
of hydrofluoric acid, -which is an essential feature of
some of the new treatments, is objectionable for several
reasons in the practical application of the coatings,
and efforts are being continued to eliminate its use.
Effeot of 5nlIzerotemperatureson aircraft metals.-The
fact is well eatabIisheilthat the lo-wring of the impact
resistance of metale at low (subzero) temperatures is
the most mmked change in the properties of a metal
structure -which should be guarded against. In co-
operation with the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy De-
partment, the investigation of various heat-treatment
methods to improve this condition at low temperature
has been continued but so far -without complete suc-
cess. Indications have been obtained that certain heats
of steel are consistently superior to other heats of the
same nominal composition but the underlying factors
are m yet not clearly understood. The impact resist-
ance at normal room temperature is no criterion of
this property at subzero temperature. In the case of
welds the seriousness of this condition of low impact
resistance at low temperatures is augmented by defects
incidental to variations in welding technique. The
investigation is king continued.
Commercialaimaft steeltabing.-In cooperation with
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, exten-
siva tests have been carried out in seam.lees steel air-
craft tubing (chromium-molybdenum steel, SAE
X4180) obtained from all the avadable domestic
sources of supply. Differences of considerable magni-
tude in the ultimate tensile strength and the yield
strength as compared with the requirements set forth
in the specifications of the Navy Department for this
type of materiaI were foun~ this being true for prac-
tically all of the manufacturers represented. These
clifferences are apparently the results of differences in
fabrication and heat-treatment procedures, since they
could be practictiy eliminated by annealing. A
change in the specification requirements may be the
logicaI outcome.
XJBCOMMITI’EE ON NISCELIANEOUS MATERIALS MD
ACCESSORIES
The work of this subcommittee during the past year
tms been devoted chiefly to the development of
plastic material for aircraft structures. A consider- . . .._
~ble amount of work has also been done on a conttiua- .._
lion of “the study of flexible transpment window
materials, on the compilation of information about
acoustical nnd thermal insulating materials, and on a
study of the properties of the new synthetic fiber and
glass with a vie-wtovmrd their utilization in parachute
md -wing fabrics.
Some consideration has been gi-ren to the finding of
rtsubstitute for silk for shroud lines, the development
c)fmore satisfactory shock-strut guards and thick, pre-
rotrdion of wheels, and safety tires. Work is under
way on the development of fillers for small eurfaee
depressions such as riw% heads in wings.
———
The subcommittee is follo~ with interest the work
at Ikngley Field on the de~elopment of de-icm and
the cooperative work of the Civil Aeronautics Au- ;-~ .._
thority at the National Bureau of Standards on the
fire-resistante of aircraft mnteriak On request, a ““
---
soap manufticturer is now trying to develop a better
soap for cleaning airplanes.
Developmentof plastiomaterialfor aircraft structu.rw—
Ilighteen synthetic resins have been tested to deterfie
their suitability for impregnating and bouding wo@
veneers to form a reinforced plastic of the requisite
.-
strength and stability for use in aircraft construction.
Nine hot-pressed and three cold-pressed phenol-fornml-
dehyde resins, one phenol-furfurnl resin, four urea-
formaldehyile resins and one vinyl acetal resin were
in-iestigrded. Great differences were observed in the
temperatures and preesuresrequired for obtaining satis-
factory bonds with these resins and in their degre of
resistance to delaminating when altermtely wetted and
dried. Ou the basis of these data three of these rtis ..
have been selected for use as bonding and impregnating
agents in the preparation of laboratory silmples of
reinforced phtics for strength tests. These me a
phenol-formaldehyde resin which requires hot pressing
to obtain a good bond and cure, a phenol-formddehyds
resin -which cures mt room temperat~we by catalytic
action, and a tiyl rtcetalresin which is permanently
thermoplastic and requires heat to make it flow and
effect a bond. These are representative of the resins
required for investigating three different methods of
molding reinforced plastics, namely (1) use of heat
and pressure accompanied by thermal curing of the
resin, (2) application of pressure at room temperature
accompanied by cntaIytic curing of the resin, and (3)
use of bent and pressure -with n permanently fusible
resin. The preparation of curved and tubular speci-
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mensbymethods adaptable to the fabrication of large
members is now being investigated.
Tensih and compressive strength, modulus of elas-
ticity, and water absorption have also been determined
for a number of plastics which have been proposed by
various commercial sources for use in building propel-
lers, floats, spars, wings, and fuselnges of airplanes.
The reinforcing agents in theseproducts included mod
veneer, pressed wood, flax, jute, and sisal. The results
obtained indicate that maximum strength and stiffness
is attained with well-oriented f3bersand thermosetting
resins.
Evaluationof new transparentplasticsas windshieldsfor
airmaft,-The past year has been a period of particu-
larly active development of new transparent plastics,
including such materials as celhdose acetropropionate,
cellulose acetobutyrate, vinyl chloride-acetate resin, and
polystyrene resin. Further improvement in the methyl
methacrylate and cellulose acetate plastics has also been
effected. An accelerated aging test developed in the
course of experimental work on transparent plastics has
proved to be a very useful means of rapidly evaluating
these new materials with regard to weathering resist-
ance. It is highly desirable that these new and im-
proved materials, which are found to possess the neces-
sary weathering resistance, should be examined with
respect to other properties of importance in connection
with their use as aircraft windshiehls and that a speci-
fication should be prepared to permit tim procurement
of transparent plastics which w-ill most satisfactorily
meet aircraft requirements.
It is, therefore, proposed to obtain from the re-
spective manufacturers new samples of the transparent
plastics which have been found to be outstanding with
respect to weathering resistance and to submit them to
tests for the following properties: Light transmission,
haze, distortion, scratch resistance,impact strength, ten-
sile strength, flexibility, thermal expansion, dimensional
stability including both shrinkage and warping, flame
resistance, and resistance to action of water, oil, gasa-
Iine, grease, and soap solution. The relative resistance
of these phstics to weathering will also be established
by exposing them in the accelerated aging apparatus
for a longer time than the 500 hours which we now use
to evaluate outdoor stability. The effect of weathering,
both natural and accderated, on the strength and opti-
cal properties of the plastics will be determined. The
variation of the strength properties with temperature
will be studied over the range from 140° F. to –40° F.
A detailed specification will be prepared on the basis of
theseexperimental procedures and results,to cover those
materials which are found to be superior for aircraft
use.
COMlfI~”E FOR AERONAUTICS
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES
LANGLEYMEMORIALAERONAUTICALABORATORY
STRUCTURALRESEARCH
One of the problems that has confronted designcm
of stressed-skin and monocoque structures for several
years has bem the proportioning of intermediate frames
and ribs. Heretofore very little consideration has been
given to this problem in the literature. During the past
year, two investigations of this problem were under-
taken, “Thefirst was concerned with the loads on inter-
mediate frames and the second was concerned with tho
stiffness required of these members. In practical de-
sign problems, it is desirable to check both the strength
and the stiffness of the intermediate frames.
Loads on intermediateframes.—If the flange members
of a beam change direction at an intermediate frame, a
force is applied to the intermediate frame. !L’hischange
of direction can either be built in or result from tlm de-
flection of the beam.
The jractical design formulas for calculating tho
load on intermediate frames for each of thesecaseshave
been summarized in Technical Note No. 087. In this
paper, an analysis of diagonal-tension effects in beams
with curved webs is nlso included and a new semi-
empirical formula for the loads on the stiileners is
proposed.
Stitlnessrequired of nbs,—In the design of stressed-
skin wings, it is common practice to assume that the
shear webs and ribs are equivalent to rigid supports
which divide the stiffened-skin covering into small
panels and that=the bending strength of the wing
depends upon the compressive strength of- these panels.
This assumption is sound provided the ribs are suffi-
ciently stiff. A first paper on this subject was pre-
sented to the Inetitui% of Aeronautical Sciences dur-
ing the past year. This ptiper, entitled “On the Rib
Stiffness Required for Box Beams/’ appears in the
Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences, bfay 1939. In
this paper the stii%-msrequired of the ribs to divide
the comprewion side of a stressed-skinwing into small
panels of length equal to the rib spacing is discused.
This probhn has hen further studied and the theory
is being extended. This subject is considered one of
great importance because, if the ribs of a stressed-skin
wing do not have a stiffnes equal to or greater than
that required to divide the compression surface as as-
sumed, the foundation of the present design procedure
crumbles.
Stressdistributionin monoooquestructures,-The stress
distribution in monocoque structures is influenced by
several factors, one of the most important of which is
the shear deformation of the skin. In most practical
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cases, the problem of taking shear deformation into
account leads to quite laborious methods of analysis.
During the past year, a simple numerical method ap-
plicable to these problems, as well as to mathematically
related problem% has been developed. This method is
completely described in Technical Note No. ?@ vvhich
also includes a practical example.
Continued efforts are being made to fid the simplest
possible method of sohhg increasingly complex prob-
lems in strew distribution. A continuous check on the
validity of the simplifications is being made by strain-
gage tests.
Shell analysis and the shear oenter.-There has been
some confusion as to how established methods of snaly-
sie should be applied to shell structures when the load-
ing consists of combined bending and torsion. The
basic principle for this analysis have been estabfihed
for some time. A summary of the practical design
formulas has been made and their use illustrated with
a number of problems. The summary and problems
have been presented in Tecbnicsl Note No. 691. In
this note it is also pointed out that the use of the shear
center offers no advantage over the use of any arbitrary
reference point.
Methodof estimatingcritied loada-In most problems
of elastic instability the critical buckling load is de-
termined by satisfying certain transcendental equations
associated with the condition of neutd stability. In
order to Solve these equations, it is necaeary to assume
values of tha critical load and to test the equations.
By application of methods similar to those proposed
by south-well for tile analysis of experimental observ-
ationsin problems of elastic stability, a method has
been developed to estimate quickly the theoretical
critical load after the equation for neutral stability
has been testid for three assumed critical loads. ~s
method of estimating critical loads, as applied to struc-
tural members, has been described in Technical hTote
N’o.717. In this paper a number of examples are given
to reveal certain characteristics of the method that
should be known by the practical engineer using ik
Local. buokling of compressionmembers.-During the
past year tvvo papers (Technical Notes Nos. 686 and
722) have been published wherein charts are presented
for the coefficient in the formula for critical compres-
sive stress at which cross-sectional distortion begins in
columns with rectangular-tube, channel, and Z-sections.
This work is being extended to include much more
comprehensive treatments for buckling problems in
general.
Correlationof struotnrd data.-During the past year,
the Committee has received a large amount of struc-
tural-teat data from the Army Air Corps, the Bureau
of Aeronautics of the Navy, the Civil Aeronmtics Au-
thority, and the aircraft industry. Thw data are be-
ing studied with a vie-iv to correlating as much of it
as xbl~ Steps are being taken to supplement pres-
ent information with regard to the geometric dimen-
sions of the test specimens, the material properties, and
the type9 of failure.
A vaIuable result of the study of these data has been
to observe -what problems have not been attacked by the
industry. This information has been used to revise the
structural-research programs of the Committee so as to
cover importmt phases of structural desi=m for which
information is needed.
STRUCTURALLOADSON-LANES
Statistical measurements of gust loads.—~oordinated
measurements of acceleration and air speed on transport
airphums have been continued. Although severaI high
acceIwations have been recorded during the past year,
none of them exceed the maximums previously recorded.
This subject is more fully presented under the report
of the Subcommittee on lfeteorological Problems.
Gust structure.-.b investigation of gust structure “”‘“”
under a variety of weather conditions and at various
altitudes up to 17,000 feet in the vicinity of Langley
Field has been concluded. Analysis of the complete
data has led to vtication of earlier indications that
there is no correlation between gust intensity and gust
gradient. In the case of gusts encountered in the lower
levels of the atmmphere, a fairly high deg-iee of corre-
lation was found to exist between the wind gradient and
a gust-intensity index derived from an elementary
analysis based on the concept fiat gusts arising from
mechanical friction or diskurbinces behave in a manner
. .
analogous to the behavior of a simple elastic system. In
~e case of thermal gusts, the mafimum intensitiesmeas-
ured during surveys of the gust occm%ng in different
weather situations -werefound to be dependent on the
therrmd energy available for convection in these
situations.
The indications obtained from gust measurementson
a number of airplanes of -widely different size, con-
sidered in conjunction with tests in the gust tunnel,
have led to improved working concepts of the relation
between maximum gust intensities and corresponding
gradients. Although the subject is too involved to”
discuss here, for practical design purposes thers are
strong indications that the gradient distance of the
gust may be taken as 8.5 chord lengths. Currently
used gust factors derived on a somewhat different
basis are not in disagreement with this concept and, in
fact, have been more ilrmly established by the more .
recent data. Recent advances in the theory of un-
steady flow likewise do not upset in any way the
practical value of the established gust-load criteriorm
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(lust tunnel,-The resultxof the first tests in the gust
tunnel, reported last year, have been published in
Technical Note No. 700.
Teets of a biplane model (Technical Note No. 731)
indicate tha+ when the conventional assumption of the
equivaknt monoplane is made, calculated accelerations
are considerably leas than the measured values (20
percent in the case tested). If the wings are assumed
LOact independently as finite rnonoplanw, however,
agreement between calculated and test results is good,
provided the gradient distance does not exceed about
10 to 12 chord lengths. Beyond this distance, a dis-
crepancy t-tppeamthat is probably due to an increasing
approach to steady-flow con~itions, with a correspond-
ing increase in induced biplane interference.
Tests on a modeI of a “canard,” or “tail-first:’ air-
plane designed to be the equivalent of a particular con-
ventional airplane showed that- the “canard” arrange-
ment is unfavorable from considerations ofgus~ loads.
In the case studied, the accelerations were about 30
percent higher than those measured on the conven-
tional model throughout the important range of gust
gradients.
In order to determine the possibility of reducing
gust accelerations by suitable structural design of the
wing, a model was provided with a wing flexible in
torsioi. This wing was tapered, the tip chord being
half the root chord, and the construction -wassuch that
the tip section twisted – 1.5° per load factor with
properly distributed load. Comp&dive tests oil the
model alternately equipped with the flexible wing and
with a rigid wing indicated that the effect of the
flexibility was n reduction in acceleration approxi-
mately proportional to the gradient distance and hav-
ing n value of about 16 percent with a gradient
distance of 10 chord lengths.
Load distribut.ion.-An analytical study of the varia-
tion of the net wing loads under conditions in -which
combined mgukw and normal accelerations exist has
been completed. This study included the determina-
tion of the shear and the moment variation along the
wing span during unsymmetrical landings, aileron de-
flection, and several types of unsymmetrical gusts.
The results are being npplied in a report, now in
preparation, to illustrate the effect of n number of
variables such as -wing taper, wing weight, and aileron
span on the shears and moments.
Tail loads,-The possibility of relating tail loads and
load factors in maneuvers has been given considerable
attention. Within the past year .a set of dynamometer
springs has been designed and installed in a ama]l
airplane for measul*ingtail loads. Special apparatus
for controlling rate and amount of elewdor deflection
and other squipment has also been installed.
A brief analysis of the loads on horizontal toil
surfaces during recovery from spins indicates that for
large modern rnultiengine airplanes there.is consider-
able danger of ftiilure in this condition. ‘l%e loads
become excessive because of high rates of descent re-
sulting from heavy wing loading, clean design, am-l
steep spinning attitude and bemuse the tni] operates
at maximum lift coefficient while passing from the
stalled state of the spin to the unstailed state following
recovery. In one case investigated, the up-ward-acting
tail load during recovery was estimated to be several
times the normal design load. Wing loads may also
be excessive on large modern airplanes in spins.
Measurements of gust loads on the vertical tail sur-
faces of a twin-engine airplane have been concluded.
The results indicate no simple lmsia for relating the
probable gust loads on tail surfaces tu the gust loads
on the wings, because the tail loads in rough nir are a
surnmaticmof partial loads caused by the direct tiction
of the gust, the angle of the rudder, the yawing veloc-
ity of the airplane, and possibly the position of the
surface ~elative to the slipstream determined by yaw-
ing of the airplane and irregularities in the slipstream
caused by atmospheric turbuleuce. In order t.ustudy
theseconditions more fully, as well M to obttiin further
statiatictd datn, more complete instrumentation has
been installed in a modern four-engine airplane.
Loads on seaplanehulls.-lldenaive measurements of
hull pressures, stresses, and acceleration on two large
flying boats have been completed. The results have
given a“”fairly complete qualitative picture of the
nature of the loading conditions. They indicate that.
forward speed plays a predominant part in deter-
mining the magnitude of the maximum pressures and
fiat, at a given speed, the maximum pressures may
be of the same value at-any point on the bottom, the
position in any case depending on the attitude of the
hull and the conformation of the water surface.
These maximum presures are usually so localized and
shift position so rapidly that they are of little direct
structural significance, although under some circum-
stances in rough -water the areas involved may be
great enough to give rise to high local loacls. In regard
to the resultant load on the hull, the vertical momen-
tum is of more importance, inasmuch as it. determines
the depth of immersion and consequently the wetted
area over which the mean pressure acts. Nor exanl-
ple, on a given hull at constant vertical velocity the
acceleration was found to increase with beam loading
(vertical momentum) because of-the increased vvettcd
area.
Dynamic overstress,—Measurements of acceleration
and -wing stress have been made on a very large air-
plane in rough air. The resuks agree with those pre-
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vioualy obtained on an M-MO flying boat in indicat-
ing no evidence of dynamic overstreas. b4eaeurements
of acceleration and wing stress have aIso been made
on a smaU airplane in maneuvers to demonstrate that
the relation between Ioad factor and strwa remains
the same regardlew of the period of application of
load under all possible conditions.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Tensile and compressive properties of duralnm@ magne-
si~ and sUoy steelsi-A paper describing the pack
method for compressive tests of thin eheet metal has
been published during the past year as Technical
Report 649.
The pack method was extended to thinner gages and
to higher compressive stresses in order to obtain com-
pressive stress-strain curves for 0.02-inch stainless-steel
sheet mzterial for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Ilepartment. Additional support was obtained by ce-
menting the leaves of the pack together with shelhc
and by using external clamps of speciaI desi=a. It was
possible with this procedure to apply stmees up to 202
kips per square inch to a pack of about 81 leaves of
0.02-inch stainless-steelsheet before failure occuTecj by
sudden instability of the entire pack.
Column teds and crinkling tests were made on
closed sections formed from this material by spot-
welding with the load along the direction of rolling
in the case of half of the specimens and at right angles
to the direction of rolling in the case of the other half.
The tests showed differences in strength that agreed
with the ditTerences expected from the compressive
streea-straingraphs.
A number of tests were made to develop a conven-
ient and rapid method for detecting the presence of
aeolotropy in compressive properties of thin sheet.
The most promis~o results were obtained by compar-
ing the buckling loads obtained in fired-end compres-
sive tests of single strips of suitable length cut from
the sheet in a transvem and a longitudinal direction.
h the case of stairdess-steel strips having a length
eqwd to about 20 times their thickness the transverse
buckling load exceeded the longitudinal buckling load
by about 50 percent.
Beryllium.-htechanical tests have been made on a
number of specimens of beryllium alumium alloy with
a beryllium content from 22.6 to 70 percent (nominal).
The Young’s modulus for these specimens ranged from
14,300to 80,000kips per square inch. Tensile tests re-
sulted in a highly curved strem-strain curve in each
case,a tensileyield strength (offset, 0.2 percent) ranging
from 15.5to 20.2 kips per square inc~ a tensile strength
ranging from 22,8 to 29.1 kips per square inch, and an
elongation in 1 inch ranging from 2.0 to 9.o percent.
Flat platesunder normal pressur&-The tests of circu-
lar plutee with clamped edges have been completed and
a detailed report has ken submitted to the Bureau of
Aermautics, Navy Department. Normal-pressure tests
viere made ON19 plates 6 inches in dinmeter ranging in
thickness from 0.0149 to 0.0’723inch. Seventeen of the
plates consisted of aluminum alloy, one of 18:3 stain-
less steel nnclone of mn=fyesiumalloy.
‘1’he center deflections and stresses at low preesuree
were found to tqgree-with these calculated for a plate
of ‘(medium thiclmess” from theories by Way and
Nad*i. At higher pressures the observed center deflec-
tions exceeded the calculated values oonsietentiy by 4
to 12 percent. With the beginning of permanent set at
the center both the total center deflection and the per-
manent set at the center tended to increase linearly with
the pressure for most of the plates.
The preesure required to produce yiekiing in the
plate, as measured by a given permanent set at the cen-
ter, wns between the theoretical presnres for yielding
ht the edge and for yielding nt the center of the plate.
Empirkd curves me included in the rapt which relate
the preesuresfor a given permanent set at the center of
the plate to the dimensions of the plate and the tensile
properties of the material.
Aixcraft tubing.-The first portion of the program on
high-strength chromium-molybdenum-steel tubing of
the type used in landing gears was completed by tests
in tension, compr&on, bending and torsion of tubes
R-hoesdiameter-thickness ratio ranged”fram 12 to 65.
The tests were complicated by the extreme hardness
of the matsrial which caused difficultiesin seating strain
gages and gripping the specimens for test, and by varia-
tions in properties in the individual lengths of tubing.
However, these ditligulties -were overcome and enough
tats were made so that the strengths are known sut3i-
ciently well in termsof the diameter-thiclmew ratios and
the mechanical properties of the materitd to proceed
with tests under combined loading.
Wing beams.-Detailed reports were prepared for the
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, on tests of
two series of wing beams under axial loads, transverse
loads, and combined axial and transverse loads. The
materials were 24ST aluminum alloy in both cases, and
the section vvas an I-section having curved flang~ for
one series and tilting flanges.for the other.
The reports include a Stiffnws-vveight and a
strength-mi@t comparison with the wing beams
previously tested for this project (stainless-steel box
beams, 17ST and MST aluminum-alloy I-beams with
straight flanges). For combined axial and transverse
loads the strength-weight ratio for all beams tested . .
to date was found to be roughly the same at a slen-
derness ratio of about 40.
.,
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Sheet-stringerpanels,-A report of end-compression
tests of nine aluminum-alloy sheet-stringer panels was
submitted to the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navj
Department.
The report gives the results of tests on a series of
panels reinforced by three Z-stringers that were fas-
tened to the sheet by brazier-head rivets spaced from
0.5 to 6 inches between centers. Fotir of the panels
failed by separation of rivets. at a stringer stress of
24.2 to 89.5 kips per square_inch, Tile remaining
panels failed by instability of the stringers at a
stringer stress from 38 to 42 kips per square inch.
The observed eflective widths of the sheet were from
– I to 20 percent greater than the effective -widths
calculated from Marguerre’s formula for simply sup-
ported edges up to an edge s@ain at which bu@ing
occurred between rivets. The sheet load remained
approximately constant after buckling of the sheet
between rivets.
Monoooqueboxes.—The monocoque box specimen, the
elastic deformation of which under axial load and
under various types of transverse loading is. to be
studied, has been tested in compression. The test d~ta
have been analyzed and the results have been described
in TechnicaI Note No. 72L
Strengthof rivetedjoints in aluminumalloy.-A report
on tests of single rivet joints embodying flush rivets
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has beem prepared for the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. The report gives the results
of static tests in single shear, in double shear, and in
tension of 865 joints prepared by seven diflercnt air-
craft -manufacturers, the Naval Aircmft Factory, and
the Natiomd Bureau of Standards. A series of graphs
is included to show directly the relation between the
shearing stress, bearing stress, and diameter-thickness
(rivet diameter to sheet thickness) ratio for all the
single shearing joints tested,
Fatigue testing of aluminum-alloy wing beanis,-’l’hc
third wing beam hm been tested to failure in fatigue.
The test showed progress toward the solution of certain
probkms in technique which must be solved whenever
structures similar to wing beams are tested by the reso-
nance method under axial loads.
The rwults for the first two beams tested indicate
approximately equal resistance to fatigue throughout
the length of each beam, but in the third beam n crack
had traversed the -web at the edge of the reinforce-
ment near the center of the beam before much more
than half the tottil number of cycles had been com-
pleted. This local failure of the web, howererl did not
lead to final failure of the beam. Cracks later ap-
peared at other points of stress concentration and the
final ftiilure was similar to that of the other two beams.
PART II
ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ACTMTIES
ORGANIZATION
The National Advieary Committee for Aeronautics
was estabhhed by act of Congress approved Jlarch 3,
1915, and the membership increased from 12 to 15 by
act approved bhrch 2, 1929 (U. S. C., title 50, sec.
151). Its membership is appointed by the President
and consists of two representatives each of the War
and Navy Departments from the offices in charge of
military and naval aeronautics, two representatives of
the CiviI Aeronautics Authority (Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1939), one representative each of the Smithso-
nian Institution, the United States weather Bureau and
the h’ntional Bureau of Standards, together with six
additional persons -who are ‘acquainted with the needs
of aeronautical science, either civil or military, or
skilled in aeronautical engineering or its allied
scienc=” These latter six serve for terms of 5 yeara
All the members serve as such without compensation.
During the past year the following changes occurred
in the membership of the main Committee:
Dr. Francis ‘W. Reichelderfer, the new Chief of the
United States TVeather Bureau, was appointed a mem-
ber on January 2,1989, to fill the vacancy occasioned by
the death on September 14, 1938, of Dr. ‘iVillis Ray
Gregg, Chief of the United States Weather Bureau.
Brigadier General George H. Brett, United States
&my, Chief of Mat&iel Division, of the Army Air
Corps, Dayton, Ohio, was appointed a member of the
Committee on bfarch 11, 1939, to succeed Brigadier
GeneraI Augustine W. Robins, United States Army, re-
lieved bectuee of transfer to other military duty.
Honorable Robert H. Hinckley, Chairman of the
Civil Aeronautics Authori~, was appointed a member
of the Committee, May 20, 1939, to succeed Honorable
Edward J. Noble, who had resigned as Chairman of
the Citi Aeronautics Authority.
Rear Admiral John H. Towers, United States Navy,
was appointed a member on May 20, 1939, effective
June 1, 1939, on -which date he succeeded Rear Ad-
miral Arthur B. Co@ United States Navy, as Chief
of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Admiral Cook having
been transferred to sea duty.
Dr. George J. Mead, of West Hartford, corm., was
appointed from civil life a member of the committee,
cm October 11, 1939, to fll out tha unexpired term of
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, who resigned on October 7 because
of physical inability to take an active part in the work
Gf thOCommittee. Dr. knee had served as a member
o-f the Committee since its astablishment in 1915. At
the time of his resignation, he was Chairman of the
Committee and was serving un~er a 5-year appoint-
ment by President Roosevelt, ~piriug December 1,
1943. Comment on Dr. Ames’ service appears in the
opening portion of this report.
Under the rules and regulations governing the work
of the Committee, as approved by the President, the
Chairman and Vice Chairman are ekcted annually, as
are also the Chairman and Vice Chaimnan of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. On October 19th, 1939, Dr. Van-
nevar Bush, who had served as Vice Chairman of the
main Committee and Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee, was elected Chairman of the main Committee
to succeed Dr. Ames. Dr. George J. Mead -waselected
Vice Chairman of the main Committee, Dr. Bush was
also elected Chairman of the Executire Committee and
Dr. Charles G. Abbot, Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee
The executive offices of the Committee, inchdi.ng the
office of aeronautical intelligence and the o%lce of
aeronautical inventions, are located in the h’avy Build-
ing, Washington, D. C., in cIose proximity to the air
organizations of the Army and Navy.
The office of aeronautical intelligence was established
in the earIy part of 1918 as an integral branch of the
Committee’s activities. It series as the deptitory and
distributing agency for the scientific and technical data
on aeronautic comprising the results of fundamental
Committee researches and alaa the scientfic and teoh-
nical information collected by the Committee from
governmental and private agencies in this country and
abroad. The data collected are classi&d, cataloged,
and dkminated by this oflice.
The Committee’s technical assistant in Europe, blr.
Jolm J. Ide, whose headquartera are at the &nerican
Embassy in Paris, visits governmental and private
agencies in Europe to colkct results of researches and
t~ gain first-hand information as to researches pro-
posed and in progress.
RESEARCH FACILITIES
With the consistent support of the President and of
the Congress, the Committee has deveIoped at hngley
37
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Field, Vs., a large and well-equipped aeronautical re-
search Itiboratory, known as the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory. Advances to date in tho
relatively new engineering science of aeronautics have
keen made powiible largely by the design and con-
struction at Langley Field of novel research equipment.
At the present time, the Langley Field Laboratory
comprises the following units: The 8-foot 600-mile-per-
hour wind tunnel; the full-scale wind tunnel with a
throat 60 by 30 feet; the 20-foot propeller-research-tun-
nel; the &foot variable-density wind tunnel; a 7- by
10-foot wind tunnel; a 4- by 6-foot vertical wind tun-
nel; a 15-foot free-spinning wind tunnel; two high-
velocity jet-type wind tunneIs of 11- and 24-inch
throat diameters, respectively; the 2,900-foot N, A. C. A.
tank; an engine-research laboratory; a tight-research
laboratory; an instrument laboratory; and adnlillistra-
tion and service buildings. The research facilities w
Lnngley Field also include the followhqg recent.-addi-
tions: A 19-foot pressure wind tunnel; a refrigerated
wind tunne] with a thront 7~2 by 3 feet; a 12-foot
free-flight wind tunnel; and an additional shop
building.
The Committee is proceeding to construct at Langley
Field a structures research laboratory, a two-dimen-
sional flow wind tunnel, a stnbility wind tunnel, a 16-
foot high-speed wind tunnel and a 20-foot free-spin-
ning wind tunnel.
The Committee has in process of. construction at
Moffett Field, Calif., a second major research station,
authorized by act approved August 9, 1989. The facts
in connection with this vitally important addition to
the &nnmittee’s research facilities follow.
SECONDRESEARCHSTATION
At a meeting of the Executive Committee on Au-
gust 19, 1938, the late Major General O&carWestover,
then (lhiefmf the Army Air Corps, and Chairman
of a Special Committee on the Relation of the
N. A. C. A. to National Defense in Time of War, rec-
ommended that -the Committee plan an additional
resenrch center somewhere in the interior of tie coun-
try or on the West Coast, in order to relieve the situ-
ation he described as “the congested bottle neck of
Langley Field.” As a result of this suggestion Gen-
eral Westover’s committee -was requested to make a
study of long-range planningLfor the location of addi-
tional laboratory activities for the Committee away
from the present laboratory at Langley Field.
During the following month, General Westover and
Dr. W. R. Gregg, two of the three members of the
special committee, met untimely death% leaving
Admiral Cook as the sole surviving member, At the
meeting of the main Committee on October 20, 1938,
a Special Committee on Future Research Facilities
was formed consisting of Rear Admiral Arthur B.
Cook, chairmnn, Major General Henry H. Arnold,
Honorable Edward J. Noble, Dr. Edvinrd Warner,
and Dr. George W. Lewis. This committee studied
the need for additional research in aeronautics and the
problems involved in a Iong-rnnge plan for future
research facilities as related to nationa] defense and
to commercial aviation. The committee nlso studied
the need for more effective coordination of neronautiml
research among governmental, industrial, and educa-
tional institutions.”” A subsidiary special committee
studied the desirable sites for a second aeronautical
research station. As a result of these studies the spe-
cial committee submitted a report mn December 80,
1938,TiJcomfilendingthe immediate establishment of a
second resmrch station at Sunnyvale, Calif., and the
construction of the most advanced research equipment
at an estimated cost of $11,000,000. Additional re-
search facilities were recommended for Langley Field,
Vs., and a plan for the more effective coordination
of applied research in industry was outlined as an
immediate need.
On February 8,”1939, the President of the United
Strites transmitted to the Congress supplemental esti-
mates nmounting to $6,723,000. Of this amount $21-
140,~”. was for new construction at Lnngley Field,
$36,000 for the proposed coordination plan, $250,000
for contracts for research in scientific and educational
institutions, $297,000 for stdaries and expenses, and
$4,000,000for construction of facilities nt the propo.wcl
new Sunnyvale, Calif., research station. Appropria-
tions for salaries and expenses and the new facilities
at Langley Field and for the coordination plan were
included in the. Second Deficiency Act in the total
umount of $2,863,980. Authorization of-the second re-
search station was included in the Third Deficiency
Act approved August 8, 1939. The act carried a total
appropriation of $2,000,000. Of this amount $1,890,980
was provided to begin construction of an addkiontd
aeronautical research station at a total cost, of not to
exceed $10,000,000upon such site as may be chosen by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from
the sites brought to its attention within 80 days after
mpproval of the act.
In all, 64 sites for the proposed stntion were brought
to the attention of the Committee within the t30-dny
period fixed by law and were referred to the Special
Survey Committee on Aeronautical Research Facilities,
consisting of Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh, clmirman,
Major General Henry H. Arnold, Rear Admiral John
H. Towers, and Honomlde Robert H. Hinc]dey. The
characteristics of emh of the 64 sites, as described in
the proposals and as supplemented by additional in-
quiries, were subjected to an exhaustive analysis.
Some of the factors which were considered in rating
the sites for their approach to the ideal included: The
nnture of the flying field on which the station was pro-
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posed, the adequacy and cost of electric power, proxhn-
ity to a suitable industrial center, proximity to the air-
craft industry, climatic conditions especially as related
to year-round flying, military vulnerability, adequate
transportation faciIitieaj and working and living con-
ditions for employ=. The subcommittee recom-
mended and the Committee decided by a unanimous
vote, after due consideration, that all things considered
the best interests of aeronautic would be served by the
location of the second research station at lfoflett Field
near SunnyvaIe, and 38 miIee south of San Francisco,
C!alif. The decision was announced on September
22, 1939.
The new site consist5 of approximately 100 acres, 80
of which have been assigned to the Ocmmittee by the
TVar Department and 40 purchased. Nfoffett Field is
a former naval air st~tion of 1,000 acres originally
used for lighter-than-air activities but now under the
administration of and actively used by the Army Air
Corps. The Cknnrnittee will conduct its research ac-
tivities there under a status similar to that under which
it functions at Langley FieId. The planning and con-
struction of research facilities and equipment me
progressing as rapidly as possible. The Committee’s
present plans do not contemplate the conduct of engine
research at the lkf.offett FieId Inboratory.
CONSIDERATION OE’AERONAUTICAL INVENTIONS
lily act of Congress approved July 2, 1926, an Aero-
nautical Patents and Design Board was estabbhed
consisting of Assistant Secretaries of the Depmtments
of War, Navy, and Commerce. In accordance -with
that act as nmended by the t-d approved March 3, 1927,
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
passe9 upon the merits of aeronautical inventions nnd
designs submitted to any aeronautical division of the
Government, and submits reports thereon to the Aero-
nautical Patents m-id Desi=a Board. That board is
authorized, upon the favorable recommendation of the
Committee, to “determine whether the use of the design
by the Government is desirable or nwessary and eval-
uate the design and & its worth to the United States
in an amount not to exceed $75,000.”
During the past year the inventions section received
1,800 inventions and designs pertaining to the aero-
nautical art. AH of these proposrds were given care-
ful consideration and evaluated. The necessary cor-
respondence was conducted to advise the submitters of
the evaluations and interviews were granted inventors
to diwmes ne-iv proposals and their merits.
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
The Committee has continued to follow the policy
initiated as a redt of recommendation of the Federal
Aviation Commki on, of making available a special
allotment of $25,0~. from each year’s funds for aeronau-
tical research in educational institutions. Under this
allotment during the fiscal year 1939, contracts -were
made for 12 speciaI investigations and reports at 10
univemities and technical schools, on the basis of the
probable usefuhw.es and value of the information to
aeronautics.
Several of the papers prepared under contracts have
been published by the Committee, and in other cases
the results obtained in the investigations have supplied
a basis for further research. During the past year nine
contract reports have been issued as Technical Notes ‘---
amdone as a confidential report to American manufac-
turers, and six others are now being revised and edited
for publication by the Committee.
The Committee has given much consideration to this
policy and is strongly of the opinion that its activities
in the encouragement and stimulation of aeronautical
research in educational institutions should be greatly
extended, and has recommended in its estimatesfor 1941
that the funds for the purpose be increased from $25,-
000 to $250,000. There is a pressing need to marshal
the existing scientific resources of the country on a large
variety of scientific problems in aeronauti&. - Further-
more, with the expansion of the air program and inten-
sification of efforts to improve the performance and
efficiency of aircraft, and with increased reaenich facili-
ties being made available to the Committee, there will
be great need for additional trained research workers
in the United States. The training of these workers
should be done by educational institutions. Thus this
program will accomplish a t~ofold purpose in supply-
ing new knowledge and in training research workers.
COOPERATION WITH THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
In the formulation of its research programs, the
Committee includes protilon for the problems of aero-
mmtical research which are of particular importance
to the aviation industry, in connection with both the
design and operation of aircraft. The representatives
of the industry refer their problems of this nature -
to the Committee as they arise, either by corrqond-
ence or through personal contact. The Committee
avails itself of every oppollunity to obtain suggestions
und recommendations from represent dives of the air-
craft manufacturers and operatom as to investigations
which are of special importance to them.
For the purpose of familiarizing the industry with
the research facilities of the Committee and the pro-
~grams of research under way, there is held at the Com-
mittee’s laboratory at Langley Field, Vs., once a year,
usually in lfay, an aircraft engineering conference.
This conference is attended by the rep~tativee of
the aircraft mmmfacturers and operators. Open dis-
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cuwiions are held wherein suggestions are received
which lead to modifications or additions to the pro-
grams to obtain the information desired. In some cases
these suggestions have initiated new programs of re-
search. It is a long-standing pohy of the Commit@
when the need arises in connwtion with any particular
problem of the industry to calI a special conference
or to appoint a special subcommittee.
Rexlizing that frequently the value of information
is greatly enhanced by its prompt availability, every
effort is made to place in the hands of the industry
at the earliest possible date the rrsults of researches
that are of particular interest in connection with civil
aeronautic. It sometimes appears, in the course of
an extensive investigation being conducted by the
Committee, that the results so “far obtained will be
of special interest and value to the aircraft industry
if made available immediately. In such cases the Com-
mittee issues the information in advance confidential
form to American manufacturers and the Government
services.
COORDINATIONOF AERONAUTICALRESEARCH
In order to provide for the more effective coordina-
tion of applied aeronautical reeearch in industry and
to utilize more effectively research facilities at scien-
tific and educational institutions, the Committee has
set up, with funds provided by tie COngTSSSfor the
purpose, a nevv section on coordination. It is the ex-
pectation of the Committee that this new activity
will have the following beneflcial results: It will
accelerate progress in aeronautic by bringing the
results of research more directly to the attention of
designers and engineers in the aircraft induetry, and
by bringing more promptly to the attention of the
Committee new problems requiring scientic study and
investigation; it will utilize etisting facilities in sci-
entific and educational institutions on a larger ~le
than in the past, to the extent that-additional funda
may be made available for the purpose; and it will
stimulate scientfic research in such institutions, coor-
dinate applied research in industry, and at the same
time serve to prevent unnecessary overlapping and
duplication of effort.
This is not a new function of the Committee but is
rather an enlargement of an existing function mado
necessary by the magnitude of the country’s air de-
fense program and the need to accelerate progress in
the development of American aeronautics, in order that
the performance of American aircraft may equal or
excel the performance of the aircraft of any other
nation. The new wction on cocmdination will operate
under the immediate supervision of a coor&nator of
research, who will be a member of all the standing
technical subcommittees and who will have assistants
in the field keeping in close touch with the progress and
needs of aeronautical science by visiting the aircritft
industry and scientific and educational institutions.
SUBCOMMITTEES
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has organized standing technical committees, with sub-
committees, for the purpose of coordinating the
research needs of aviation and preparing rewmrch
programs in their respective fields. The four main
technical Committees on Amodynarnics, Power Plants
for Aircraft, Aircraft Materials, and Aircraft Struc-
tures and their subcommittees prepme the programs
for the aeronautical research conducted by the Ail-
visory - Committee and coordinate the investigations
conducted by other agencies.
& previously stated, it is the policy of the Com-
mittee to establish from time to time special technical
subcommittees for the study of particular prob~ems as
they arise, and several such speciid subcommittees have
been organized.
The work of the standing technical committees and
subcommittees has been described in part I. Their
organization, together with that of the specinl technical
subcommittees, is as follows:
COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
Dr. Edward Warner, C!!alrmau.
Dr. George ‘iv. Lewis, National Advisory C%mmittee for
Aeronautic% Vice Chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, National Bureau of Standards,
hla.i. Ii’. O. Oarroll, Air Corps, United States Army, bfat+hiel
Division, ‘iVright FieId.
Comdr. W. S. Diehl, United States Navy.
Dr. EL L. Dryden, National Bureau of Stundards.
John Easton, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Mr. J. T. Gray, Oivil Aeronautics Authority.
AftKI.Carl F. Greene, Air Corps, United States Army, Matdriel
Division Liaison 0i3cer at N. A. Cl.A. Laboratories.
Delbert M. Little, United States Weather Bureau.
Maj. Alfred J. LYOUAir Corps, United States Army, Mat&lel
Division.
EIton W. Miller, National Advisory Connnittea for Aeronautics.
Comdr: F. W. Pennoyer, Jr., United States Navy.
H. J. E. Reid, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Comdr. Leslie C. Steven& United States Navy.
Mr. Omer VVeLUng,Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, Division of Aeronautics Library of Ocmgre%%
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRSHIPS
Dr. J. C. Huneaker, CLtairman.
Starr Truseot4 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Vies Chairman.
John Easton, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Captain Garland Fulton, United States Navy.
Maj. C. E’. Greene, Air Corpq United States Army, Mat&riel
DivisioII Liaison ,0r3cer at N. A. C. A. Laboratories.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Oommittee for
Aeronautics (ex-ofiicio member).
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SUBCOMMITI’EE ON METEOROLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Dr. F. TV. Reichelderfer, United States TYeather Bureau,
Chairman.
00L El. S. GorrelI, Air Transpmt Association of &aerica.
Dr. TV. J. Humphreya, United States weather Bureau
Dr. J. C Huneaker, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
R. TV.Knight, Civil Aeronautic Autiority.
Dr. George W. IAYW@National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (ex-otllcio member).
Delbert M. Little, United States Weather Bureau.
Comdr. IWlber M. Lockhati United States Navy.
Capt. R. M. Losey, Alr Corp% United States Army.
Dr. CharIes Ii’. ?&rvin.
Mr. Richard V. Rhode, National Advisory Oommittee for
Aeronautics.
Dr. 0. G. Rossby, United States Weather Bureau.
SPECIALSUBCOMMITTEEON LIGHTNINGEAZARDSTO AIRCRAFT
DeIbert M. LMtIe, United States Weather Bureau, Chairman.
J. C. Franklin, !l!ranscontinental & lVestern Air, Inc.
Dr. O. H. Gieh, Oarnegie Institution of TVashington.
Commander L. M. Grant, United States Navy.
Charles H. Hem National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Dr. George TV.Lewis, NationaI Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (SX ottlclo member).
K. R McEachrow General Electric Oompany.
Irving R. Metu Civil Aeronautics Authority.
CapL C. K. Moore, Air C!orp& United States Army, Mat&iel
Division, TVrigM Field.
Dr. 1?.B. Silsbeq National Bureau of Standards.
SUBCOMMITTEEON SEAPLANES
Dr. T. C. Hn.mmker, Chairman.
Theophile dePort, Mat6riel Divkdonj Army Air C!orp%TVright
FieI&
Oommander TV.S. Diehl, United Statea Navy.
J. T. Gray, Civil Aeronautics Authori&.
Dr. George Tv. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ax oftlclo member).
Capt. 0. K. Moore, Atr Corp% United States Army, Mat&+el
Division, TVright Field.
& 1AMorse, Civil Aeronautics Anthority.
Capt. EL C. Rhhardson, Urdted States Navy.
Starr TruecotL National Advisory Committee for Aeronauth?e.
SPECIALSUBCOMMITTEEON VIBRATION ANTJ FLUTTER
H. J. EL Reid, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Chairman.
Capt. Frederick R. DenL Jr., Air Corps, United States Army,
Mat&iel Division, Wright Field.
Comdr. W. S. Dtehl, United States Navy.
Comdr. L. M. Grant, United States Navy.
Charles H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (ex-otllcio member).
Comdr. E. D. MacOar’t, United States Navy.
Irving R. Metcalf, Civfl Aeronautics Authority.
Ford Prescott, hfatt%iel DivMon, Army Air Co~, ‘iVrlght
Field.
Dr. Walter Ramberg, National Boreau of Standards.
Edward L Ryder, CIV1lAeronautics Authori&.
Benjamin Smilg, Mat&iel Division, Army Alr Corm Wright
FIekL
Dr. Theodore Theodorsen, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautic
COMMITTEE ON POWER PMNTS FOR AIRCRAFT
Dr. George J. M@ OhaIrman.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautic& Vice Chahman.
Comdr. Rico Botta, Urdted States Navy.
Dr. H. Cl.Dickinson, National Bureau of Standard%
John H. Geisae, CIIvilAeronautics Authority.
Carlton Kemper, National Advlao~ Committee for Aem- .
nautia
Gaylord W. Newton, Civil Aeronauts Authority.
Maj. El. R Pa&&Air Cam Urdted States Army, Matt%’kl
DivfsioL WrigM Ii’ield,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRC- FUEI.9 AND LUBRICANTS
Dr. George W. Lewis National Advisory Oommittee for Aero-
nautics, Ohairmtm.
Commander Rico Botta, United States Navy.
Dr. O. 0. BrldgemaG National Bureau of Staudards.
EL K. (1~ National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. H. Cl Dickinso& National Bureau of Standards.
Lt. Henry R. Dozier, United States Navy.
L. S. Hobbs, The Pratt and Whitney ,kircraft Company.
Robert V. Kerley, Mat&iel Division, Army Air CWM, Wright
FiekL
Gaylord TV.Newton, Civil Aeronautics Authortty.
Arthur Nut~ TVright Aeronautical CorporatioxL
Maj. E. R. Page, Air Oorps, United States Army, bfat&iel
Division, TVright Field.
Addison hf. Etotbro@ National Advisory Conuhittw for Aero-
nautics.
CO.M.MITTEE ON AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
Dr. L. J. Brigg& National Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
ProL H. L. Whlttemore, National Bureau of Standards, Vice
Chairman.
S. K. Colby, Aluminum Co. of America.
Lt. Comdr. C. F. Cotton, United States Navy.
Edgar H. Dix, Jr. &uerican Magnesium Corporation.
John Easton, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Warren E. Emley, National Bureau of Standards.
Capt. Garland Fnlto~ United Statea Navy.
J. T. Gray, Clivil Aeronautics Authority.
C. H Helms, National Advtaory Committee for Aeronautics.
J. B. Johnson, Mat&’iel Dlvkdon, Army Air CO% Wright
Field.
Capt. Pan.1 H. Kemmer, Air Oorps, United States Army,
MaMriel Diviaionj Wright Field.
Dr. George W. Law@ National Advisory Omnmittee for Aero-
nautics (ex-otllcio member).
H. S. Rawdom National Bureau of Standarda.
John W. Sandg International NfckeI Campany.
EL 0. Smith, Republic Steel Corporation.
Paul E’. Voig~ Jr., Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation
Dr. Edward TVarner.
SUBCOMMITTEEON METAIAUSEDIN AIRCRAFT
IL S. Rawdow National Bureau of Standardq Ohairman.
& W. Dana% Civil Aeronautics Authority.
EL H D@ Jr., American MagmMum C!orporatfon.
Capt. Garland E’ulton, Untted Statea Navy.
J. B. Jolmson, Mat&iel Division, ArmY Air Corp% ‘Wright
Field.
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I%, George W. Lewis, Nntional Advfsory Committee for Aero-
nautics tm-Omc10member).
E. C. Smith, Itepnblic Steel Corporation.
I’rof. H. L. Whltternore, National Bureau of Standards.
SUBCOMMITTEEON MISCELLANEOUSEL4TEIUAIS@
ACCESSORIES
Warren E. Emley, National Bureau of Standards. Chairman.
C!.J. (Wary, Mut&iel Dlviefon, Army Air Corps, Wright Field.
A W. Dallas, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
C. H. Hehn% National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
EL F. Hickson, National Bureau of Standarda.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory timmittee for Aero-
nautics (ex-orncio member).
J. D. SulUva% Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Q. W. Trayer, Forest Servhw, Depiutment of Agriculture.
COBfBfI’ITEE ON AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Dr. L. J. Briggf$ National Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
John Enston+ Ctvil Aeronautics Anthority.
Comdr. L. M. Clranti United States NttvY.
Capt. Puul H. Kemmer, Air Corps, United States Army, Ma-
tdriel Division, Wright Field.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advlaory Committee for Aeru-
mmtics (~-odlcio member).
Eugene E. Lund@et, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Comdr. R. D. Mticcnr~UnitedStatesNrL~y.””
Capt.C. K. Moore,Air tim UnitedStatesArmy,Mat&lel
Division, Wright lNel&
Dr. Walter Ramberg, National Bureau of Standarda.
Richard V. Rhode, National Advisory Committee for
na Utica.
Edward L Ryder, Ofvil Aeronautic Authority.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman, National Bureau of Standarda
Dr. Edward Warner.
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE TO MAKE SURVEY OF TECHNIQUE AND
EQUIPMENTPOR ELASTICEXAMINATIONOF LARGEAIBCI?MW
STRUCTURE3IN IJEU OF DESTRUCTION TESTS
Richard V. Rhode, National Adv~ory Committee for “Aero-
nautics, Chafrmam.
Comdr. L. M. Grant, United Statas Navy.
Capt. Paul H. Kemmer, Air Co~ United Statea Army, Ma-
t6riel Dh%lon, Wright Field.
Dr. George W. Lewi& National Advieo~ Committee for “Aerm
nautice (ex-officio member).
Comdr. R. D. MacCart, United States Navy.
Irving R. Metcalf, Civfl Aeronautlce Authority.
R. L. Templin, Alumtnum Company of Amerim.
Dr, L, B. ‘hckerman, National Bureau of Standards.
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE TO DIRECT RESEARCHIN APPLIED
STRUCTURES
Comdr, 1A M. Grant, United States Navy, Chairman.
Capt. Paul H. Kemmer, Air Corps, United States Army, Ma-
tdrfel Division, Wright Field.
Dr. George Vi’.Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ex-officio member ).
Eagene El. Lundquist, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics,
Edward I. Ryder, Civil “Aeronaut.i& Authority.
Dr. L. B. Tuckerman, National Bureau of Standards.
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT’ ACCIDENTS
Dr. Edward Warner, Chairman.
Thomas HardIn, Air Safety Board, Vice Chairman.
Lt. Comdr. W. A, E}-ans, Jr,, United Statea Navy.
Mnj;. .Barney AL Cliles, Air Cape, Urdted States Army.
J. W. Laukford, Clril Aeronautics Anthorit y.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commlttce for
Aerounutice.
Comdr. A. E. Montgomery, United States Navy.
Maj. Lowell H. Smith, Alr Corps, United Statea Army.
Grove Webster, Clvll .4eronautlcs Authority.
COMMI~EE ON AERONAUTICAL 1NVENTIONS AND
DESIGNS
Dr. L. J. Brlggs, National Bnrenn of Standards, Chairman.
Brig. Gen. George H. Brett, Air Corps, United States Army,
Mat&lel Division, Wright Field.
Hon. Clinton M. Hester, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. J. C. Huusaker.
Capt. S, M, Kraus, United States Nary.
John F. Victory, Secretary.
COMMI’M’EE ON PERSONNEL BUILDINGS AND
EQUIPMENT
Dr. Viinnevar Biish, balrmrtn.
Dr. Charles (3. Abbot.
Dr. George J. Mead.
John .E. Victory, Secretary.
During the past year the Committee has organized
the following special committees for the study of par-
ticular problems:
SPECL4LSURVEYCOBfM1’lTEEON AERONAUTICAL
RESEARCHFACILITIES
COLChark A. Lindbergh, hairmnn.
Maj. Gen. HeDry H. Arnold, Chief of the Air Corp% United
States Army, War Depart ment.
Rear AdmiraI J. H. Tomrq Chief, Bureau of Aeronaut.k%+
United Statea Navy, Navy Depmlment.
Hon. Robert H. Hinckley, Cha [man, Civil Aeronaut Ics Au-
thority.
SPECIAL COMBfITTEE ON COORDINATION
Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker, ?ifaesachusetta Iustltute of Tech-
nology, Chairman.
Capt. Sydney M. Kraus, United States Navy.
Brig. @. George H. Brett, United States Army, CMef of the
Mat&’iel Division, Air Corps.
Dr. Ueorge W. Lewis, Director of Aeronautical Research,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Dr. Edward Warner, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON NEW ENGINE RESEARCH
FACILITIES
Dr. George J. Mead, Chairman,
Cored r. Rico Botta, United States Navy.
R. M. Hazen, Allison Engineering Division, General Motors
Corporation,
S. D. Heron, Ethyl Gasoline Corporation.
L, S. Hobbs, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company,
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Carlton Kemper, NatioMl Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Gaylord W. Xevvtow Citil Aeronautics Authority.
Arthur Nutt, Wright Aeronautical Corporation.
Maj. E. R. Page, Air Corps, United States Army, Mat&iel
Diviztou VVrtght Field.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The Committee has four series of pufilications,
ntimely, tinical reports, technical notes, technical
memorandums, and aircraft circulars.
The technical reports present the results of funda-
mental research in nercmnutics. The technical notes are
mimeographed and present the results of short research
investigations and the results of studies of speci6c de-
tailed problems vrhich form parts of long investigations.
The technicaI memorandums are mimeographed and
contain translations and reproductions of important
foreign aeronautical articles. The aircraft. circulars are
mimeographed and contain descriptions of new types of
foreign aircraft. NOahcmft cirmdars were issued dur-
ing the past year.
The following are lists of the publications issued:
LIST OF TECH?MCALREPORTSLSSUEDDIIRll?G ~E
PA3T YEAR
M5. Correctionof Temperaturesof Air-CooledEngine CYlin-
(lerafor Trariationin Engineand CoolingGondItlons.
BY OscarVV.Schey,BenjaminPfnkel,and HermanE
Ellerbrock,Jr.,N.A. C.A.
046.The CompressibiIltyBurbleand the Effect of Compreesl-
~llity on Pressuresand E’orcesActing on an AirfolL
BY John Stack,‘iV.E’.Lindsey,and Robert E. Lltte~
N. AC.&
647.Teatsof N. A. C. A. 000%0012,and 00ISAhfoiIs in the
Full-ScaleTunnel. BY Earry J. Goettand ~. Kenneth
BuUfvant,N. A. C A.
64S.DeBignCharts for P@ctfng Downwash Angles and
~alie characteristksbehindPlatnand Flappedwings.
By Abe S1lversteinand S. Katzoff,N. A. C. A.
649.The “Pack” Methodfor C!ompreaalveT stsof Thin Speci-
mensof lthterlalsUsed in Thin-VVallStructures. By
C. S. Aitchiaonand L. B. Tnckermau~ationalBmean
of Standarda.
600.The Aerodynamiccharacteristics of Six Full-Scale Pr&
pellers Having Different Airfoil Sections. By David
B1ermann and Edwin P. Hartman, N. L C. A.
651. Dovrmvash and Wake behind Plain and Flapped Airfolla.
By Abe Silwrateln, S. Katz&, and W. Kenneth Bulli-
van~ N. k Cl.A.
652. A[r Flow in the Boundary Layer of an Elliptic Cylinder.
By G. B. Schubauer, National Bureau of Standards.
653. A Study of Nr Flow in an Engine Cylinder. By Dana
W. Lee, N. A. C.A.
6?% General Atrplane Performance. By W. C. Rockefeller,
California Institute of Technology.
655. The Knc&ing Characteristics of Fuels in Relation to
Max[mum Permk.ibIe Performance of Aircraft Engines.
By A- M. Rothrock and Arnold E. Biermann, N. A. C. A.
636. The Column Strength of Tvio Extruded Alumiuum-Alloy
H-Sections. By Wtllhun R. Gsswid rmd ltarshaU Holt,
National Bureau of Standards and Alnmtmnn Company
of America.
657. The Influence of Directed Air Flow on Combustion in a
Spark-Ignition Engine. By A. M. Rothrock and R. C
Spencer, N. A, C. A.
65S. Testz of TWO Full-Scale PropeUera with Different Pitch
Distributions, at Blade Angles up to 60”. By David
Btermann and Edwin P. Hartman, N. A. C. A,
659. Effect of SwTice Stresses on Impact Resistance, X-ray
Diffraction Pattern& and Microstructure of 25S A-luMi-
nnm AI1oY. By J. A. Kies and G. W. Quick, National
Bureau of Standarda
660. Experimental Inresttgation of the ltomenturn Method for
Determining Profile Drag. By Harry J. Goett, N. A. C. A.
661. Tests in the Vartable-Density Wind Tunnel of the
N. A. C. A. 23012 Airfoil with Plain and SpI1t Flaps.
By Ira H. Abbott and Harry Greenberg, N. A. C. A.
662. Destgn of N. A. C. A. Chvlings for Radhd Air-Cooled
Enghea. By George W. Stickle, N. A. C. &
669. The Effect of Continuous Weathering on Light Metal
Alloys Used in &craft. By VVillard 3fntchler, Natiomd
Bureau of Standards
664. Wtnd-TunneI Inm?st3gution of an N. A. C. & 26012 Air-
foil with Various Arrangements of Slotted Flaps. By
Carl J. ‘Wenzlnger and Thomas A. Harris, N. A. C. A.
665. Calculation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of Tapered
Wings with Partial-Span Flaps. By’ Henry A. Pearson
and Raymond F. tiderso~ N. & C. A
666. AJrcraft Rate-of-Climb Indtcatora, By DaniI?l P. Johnson,
LNationaI Bureau of Standards.
667. Determination of the ProftIe Drag of an Ah!plrme Wing
in Fltght at Htgh Reynolds Nnmbers. By Joseph
Bicknell, N. A. C. A.
66S. TVind-Tunnel Instigation of N. A. C. A. 23012, 2S021, and
23030 Airfoils with Various Sizes of Split Flap. By Carl
J. Wenzlnger and Thomas A. Harr& N. A. C &
669. Airfoil Section Data Obtained in the N. A. C. A. Variable-
Density Tnnnel as AtYectedby Support Interference and
Other Corrections. By Eastroan N. Jacobs and Ira H.
Abbo~ N. A. G A.
OiO. Tensile Elastic Properties of 1S: S Chromium-Nickel Steel
as AtTected by Plastic Deformation. By D. J. McAda~
Jr., rmd B. W. Mebs, National Bnreau of Standar&.
6ZL A Theoretical Study of the Moment on a Body fn a
Compressible lHuid. By Carl K@an, N. A. C. A.
672. Free-Spinning Wind-Tunnel Tests of a Low-Wing Mono-
plane with Systematic Chan@a 3n VVlngsand Tails. IV.
12Eectof Center+3f-Gmtity Lacatfon. By Oscar Seidman
and A. I. Nelhouae,N: A. C. A.
6i9. Experimental Verification of the Theory of Oeeillating
Atrfoil& By Abe Silrerstei.n and Upshur T. Joyner,
N. A C. A.
674. Cooling on the Front of an Air-CooledEngine Cyllnder in
a Conventional Engine Cowllng. By M. J. Brevoort and
U~T. Joyner, N. A. C. A.
675. ~ects of Elevator Nose Shape, C+aR Balance and Tabs
on the Aerodynamic Claracteriatice of a Horizontal
Tail Surface. By Harry J. Goett and J. P. Reeder,
N. A. C A.
676. Surface Heat-Transfer Coefdcients of Fimmd CylMders.
By Herman H. Ellerbrock, Jr., and Arnold Biermann,
N. A. U.A.
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677. Wind-Tunnel Inve%lgat!on of an N. A. C. A. 23021 Atrfoil
with Various Arrangements of Slotted FIaps. By Carl
J. Wenzfnger and Thomas A. Harris, N. A. C. A.
678. Interference of Tatl Surfaces and Wing and Fuselage from
Tern% of 17 Cambhmttons in the N. A. C. A. Vartable-
Denstty Tunnel. By Albert Sherman, N. A C. A.
679. Wind-llmnel Investigation d“ an N. A. C. A. !Z@2 Afrfoil
with a Stotted Flap and Three Types of AuxiHary Flap
By Carl J. Wenzinger and IiVIlliamE, ~au~ain, N. A. C. A.
680. The Effect of Nacelle-Propeller Diameter Batio on Body
Interference and on Propeller and Cooling Character-
istics. By James G. McHugh nnd EIdridge H. Derring,
N. A. (Y..L
LIST OF TECHNICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE PAST
YEAR
No.
667. Operational Treatment of the Nonuniform-Lift Theory in
Airplane Dynamics. By Robert T. Jone& N. A. C. A,
668. Hydrodynamic and Aerodynamic Tests of hfodeIa of Flying-
Boat Hulls Designed for Law Aerodynamic Drag—
N. A, C. A. Models 74, 74A, and 75. By- Sbrr !huacott,
J. B. Parkinson, John W. Ebert, Jr., and El. 1710ydVal-
entine, N. A. C. A.
669. The Dmg of Inflatable Rubber De-icers. By Russell G.
Robfnson, N. A. C A.
670. N. A, C. A. Stall-Warning Indicator. By F. L Thompson,
N. A. Cl A.
671. A Method of RapidIy Estimating the Position of the
Lamtnar Separation Point. By Albert J!i. Ton Doenhoff,
N. A. C. A.
672. Flow Observations with Tufts and Lampblack of the Stall-
ing of Four Typical AirfoiI Sections tn the N. AL 0. A.
VartableDensity Tunnel. By Im H. Abbott and Albert
Sherman, N. & C. A.
678. The Pressure Available for Ground Cooling in Front of the
UowUng of Air-Cooled Airplane Engines. By George ‘iv.
SttckIe and Upahur T. Joyner, N. A. C. A.
674. Scaver@g a PLston-Ported Tmo-Stroke Cylinder. By A.
R. Rogowski and C. L. Bouchard, Massachusetts insti-
tute of Technology.
675. The Charging Process in a High-Speed, SingIe-Uyltnder,
Four-Stroke Engine. By Blake Reynolds, Harry Shecterf
and B. S. Taylor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
676. Discharge Characteristics of n Simulated Unit Injection
System. By Edred T. Marsh, N. A. C. A.
677. Tests of a Contra-Propeller for Aircraft. By WiIllam hf.
Benson, DcmieI Guggenheim Aeronautical Lalwratory,
Stanford Ur.dversfty.
67& Hydrodynamic and Aerodynamic Tests of Four Models of
Outboard Floats (N. A. C. A. Bfodels 51-A, 51-B, 51-C,
51-D). By John R. Damon and Edwin P. Hartman,
N. A. Cl A.
679. Noise from Propellem with Symmetrical Sections at Zero
Blade Angle, 11. By A. F. Deming, N. A. C. A.
680. The Aerodynamic Drag of ~lve Models of Side Float%
N. A. U. A. Models 51-E, Et-F, 51-G, 51-H, and 51-J,
By R. O. HOU5e,N. A, G. A.
68L A General Tank Test of a Model of the Hull of the P8M-1
Flying Boat Including a S~ial Workfng Chart for the
Determination of HuII Performance. By John R. Dnw-
sou N. A. O. A.
682 The Unsteady Ltft of a Finite Wing. BY Robert T. Jones,
N. A. (2. A.
S&?.Pressure-Distribution Measurements on a Tapered Wing
with a Full-Span Split Flap in Ourved might, By Th.
Truller and F. Rokns, Drmiel Guggenhehn Airship In.
stitute, Akron, Ohio.
684. Experimental Study of Deformation and of I.HIectlve
Width in Axially Loaded Sheet-Stringer Panels. By
Walter Ramberg, Albert E. 3fcPherso& and Sam Levy,
National Bureau of Standards.
68S. Circulation Measurements about the Tip of an Airfoil DUE
tug Flfght through a Gust. By Arnold hi. Kuethe,
Drmiel Guggenheim A1rshlp Institute, Akrou, Ohio.
686. LOCSIInstabllfty of Symmetrical Rectangular Tnbcs Under
Axial Compression. By Eugene E. Lundqutst, N. A. C. A.
687. Loads Imposed on Intermediate Frames of Stlffwml Shells.
By Paul Kuhn, N. A. C. A.
688. Co-mpamtive Performance of Engines Using a Carburetor,
Manifold Injection, and aylinder Injection. By Owar
W. Schey and J. Denny C2ark, N. A. C. A.
689. Tandem Atr Propellers. By D. P. Lesley, Daniel Guggen-
l@m Aeronautical Laboratory, Stanford University.
690. R&mm6 of Air-Load Data on Slats and Ftam. By Carl J.
691.
692
698.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
700.
7(JL
702.
708.
704.
705.
Wenzinger and Francta M. Rogallo, N. A; C. A.
Some Elementary Principles of Shell Stress Analysts wtth
Notes on the Use of the Shear Center. By Paul Kuhn,
N. A. C. A.
Some FuudamentaI considerations in Regard to the Use
of Power in Landing an Airplane. By Walter S. Dlehl,
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Comparison of ProfileDrag and Boundary-Layer Bfeaaure-
ments Obtained in FIight and in the Full-Scale Wind
Tunnel. By Harry J. G%ett nnd Joseph Bicknell,
N. A. C.A.
Physical. PropertJea of Synthetic Resin MatGrlZIS. BY
Meyer Fishbein, N. A, U. A.
The Effects of Some Oommon Surface Irregularities on
Wing Drag. By Manley J. Hood, N. A. C. A.
Torsional Stability of Aiumtnum Alloy SeamIes# Tubing.
By R. L. Moore and D. A. Paul, Aluminum Research
Laboratorlea, Ahunlnum Company of America.
The Frequency of Toratonal Vibration of a Tapered Benin.
By Robert P. Clokxnan, N. & C. A.
Propeller Te&a to Determine the E&d of Number of
Blades at Two Typical Sollditlcs. By Ill. l?. Msley,
Daniel Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, Stanford
Unfverstty.
Testa of an N. A. C. A. 26012 Airfofl wifi a Slotted De-
flector Flap. By R. O. Honae, N. A. C. A.
Theory of Automatic Control of Airplanes. By Herbert K.
Weiss, Massachusetts Instttute of Technology.
Intermittent-Flow Coetllciente of a Poppet Valve. By C. L).
Waldro& N. A, C. A
lVhid-Tnunel Tests of Several Forms of Ftxed Wing Slot
in CkunM.nation with a Slotted Flap on an N, A. C. A.
28012 AtrfoiI. BY M. J, Bamber, N. A. C. A.
Wtnd-TnnneI Inwxsttgat!on of Effect of Yaw on Lateml-
Stability Characterlsttcs. I—Four N. A. C. A. 2%?012
‘iVings of Various Plan Forms with and without DHw-
dral. By M. J. Bamber and IL O. House, N. A. Cl A.
Some Notes on the Numerical Solution of Shear-Lag and
Mathemattcally Related Problems. By Paul Kuhn,
N, A. Cl A.
Wtnd-Tunnel Investigation of &mmd E!kct on Wings w!th
F1aps. By Isidore Cl. Recant.
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706. An E@erimental Irrwatlgation of the Normal Acceleration
of an Al@ane Model in a (X@. By Philip Donely,
N. A. C.A.
707. C!ompreesion-Igrdtion Elngine Performance with Undoped
and Doped Fuel Oils and Alcohol 31txtures. By Charles
S. Moore and Hampton H. Foster, N. A. Cl.A.
70S. A Simplified Method for the Calculation of Atrfotl Preesure
Dietrlbution. By H. Julien Allen, N. L U. A.
709. A Semigraphical Method for Analyzing Stralne Measured
on Three or Four Gage Lines Intersecting at 45”. By
H. N. Hill, Aluminum Research Laboratorie& AInminum
Company of America.
710. A Comparison of Ignition Characteristics of Dtesel Fuels
as Determined in Engines and in a Constant-Volume
Bomb. By Robert F. Selden, N. A. 0. A.
711 An Approximate Spin Design Criterion for Monoplanes.
By Oscar SeMman and Charles J. DonIan, N. k Cl.A.
712. A Prelfmhmry Study of the Prevention of Ice on Aircmft
by the Use of Eh@@Uxhaust Heat. By Lewis A. Rod-
ert, N. A. C. A.
718. A (%mparbmn of Several Tapered TVtngs Deelgned to Avoid
Tip Stalling. By Raymond F. Anclereo~ N. A. C. A.
‘7M Flight Teste of Retractable Ailerons on a Highly Tapered
Wing. By J. Vi’. Wetmore, N. A. C. A.
715. Ti%d-lhmnel Inwwtigatton of an N. A. C. A. 230U2 Atrfoil
with Two Amngements of a ‘iVid4!hord Slotted Flap.
By Thomas A. Harris, N. A. C A.
716. Hydrodynamic and Aerodynamic Tests of a Family of
Models of Seaplane Floats with Varytng Angles of Dead
Rise N. A. C. A. Models 57-A 57-B, end 57-O. By John
B. Parkfnso~ Roland E. Olson, and Rufne O. House,
N. A.UA.
717. A Method of Estimating the Critical Buckling Load for
Structural Members. By Eugene E. Lundqnist, N. A. C. A,
718. Resistance of Transparent Plastics to Impact. By Ben-
jamin M. Axilrod and Gordon M. Kline, National Bureau
of Standards.
719. The Effects of Partial-Span Slotted Flaps on the Aerody-
nrmtc Cbaracteriatics of a Rectangular and a Tapered
N. A. C. A. 23X.2 Wing. By Rufus O. House, N. A. C. A.
720. Fli@t Tests of N. A. C. A. Nose-Slot Cowlin~ on the
BFC-1 Airplane, By George TV. Stickle, N. A. Cl A.
721. Compressive Tests of a Monocoque Box. By Walter Ram-
berg, Albert. D. McPherson, and Sam Levy, National
Bureau of Standards.
72Z Local Inetabillty of Centrally Loaded Columns of Channel
Section and ZSecticQ. By Engene E. Lundqtdat,
N. L C. A.
723. Adheeton of Ice in Its Relation to the IEicing of Airplanes.
By A. M. Rotbrock and R. F. Selden, N. & O. A.
724. The Effects of Surface Waviness and of Rib Stitching on
Wing Drag. BY Manley J. Hoodj N. A C.&
7%. Tank Teste to Determine the Effects of the Chine Flare of
a Flying-Boat Hull N. A. C. & Model Serlee 62 and 6$.
By Joe W. Bell and Roland E. Olson, N. A. C. A.
72tl Combined Beam-Oolumn Stresses of Aluminum-AlloY OhanF
neI Sections. By R. Gottlleb, T. M. Thompso~ and IL C.
Witt, Unherslty of Maryland.
727. A Flight Investigation of the Dtst rlbution of Ice-inhibiting
Fluids on a Propeller Blade. By Lewis A. Rodert,
N. A. C.A.
728. Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N. A. 0. A. 28021 Airfoil
with Two &rangements of a 40-Percent-Chord Slotted
Flap. BY Frank Duschik, N. A. C. A
;29. An Instrument for Ekttmattig Tautness of Doped Fabrics
on Aircraft. By Qordon M. Kline and Herbert F. Schiefer,
National Bureau of StandarW
RIO.‘iVind-Tunnel Investigation of IUkct of Yaw on Lateral-
Stabllity Characteristics. II—Rectangular N. A. C A.
28012 Wing with a Circular Fuselage and a Fin. By
M. J. Bamber and R. O. House, N. L O. A.
LIST OF TECHNCAL ME310RAIYIDUMS ISSUED DURING
THE PAST YEAR
S78. The Twtatlng of Thin-Wall@3 Stiffened (Xrcular Oylinders.
By E. Schapitz. From Lillenthal+leeellschaft fUr
Lnftfahrtforschung Jahrbnch, 1986.
S79. Static Longitudinal Stability and Longitudinal Cantrol of
Autogiro Rotors. By M. Schrenk. From Luftfahrffor-
achung, June 6, 198!3
8S0. The Effective Width of Oumed Sheet after Buckling. By
W. A. ‘iWnzek. From ‘Luftfahrtforschnng, JrdY 6, 19SS.
SS1. Application and Testing of Transparent Plaetim Used in
Airplane Construction. By K. Riechers and J. Olms.
From LuftvdsseU June 198S.
SS2. Modern Manufacturing Eqnipment of the Ehmet Heinkel
ALrplane Works. By A. Thormann and EL Jockiecb.
From Luftfahrtfordumg, January 2G 198S.
S3S. Distribution of Temperatures over an Airplane Wing with
Reference to tie Phenomena of Ice Formation. BY
Edmond Brun. From Publications ScientitIques et
Techniques du I$fiuistere de l’Air, No. ~19, 193S.
S94. Oalcrdation of the Induced lMtlciencY of Heavily Imaded
Propellers Having Indnite Number of Blades. By F.
Lusch.
The bduced 136iclency of Optimum Propellers Having a
Finite Number of Blades. BY K. N. Kramer.
Prospects of Propeller Drive for High Flytng Speeds.
By G. Bock and R. NWodemus.
From Luftfahrtforwhnug, July 6, 198&
885. Meteorological-Physical Limitations of Icing in the At- ‘-
mosphere. By IV. Findetsen. From Hauptversammlnng
der Ltlienthal-Qesellschaf t fur LuftfahrKorschnng, Ber-
Iln, October 12-15, 193S.
8S6. Theory of Two-Dimensional Potential Flow about Arbi-
trary TWng Sections. BY H. Clebelein. From Ingenieur-
Archfv, June 19S8.
S67. Comparison of Theory with Experiment b the Phenomenon
of Wing Flutter. By P. Cicala. From L’AerotWntca,
April 193&
SS8. Ice Formation on Wings. BY ~. Rlts. From Hauptrer-
aammlung der LiIienthal-Qesellachaft ftlr LuftfahrKor-
schung, Berlin, October 12-15, 193S.
8S9. Investigation of the Ltft Distribution Over the Separate
Wings of a Biplane. BY D. Ktichemann. From Luft-
fahrtforschung, October 10, 1928.
S$0.Experiments on a Slotted Wing. BY P. Rudem E’rom
Deutsche Lnftfahrtforschung Jahrbuck 1987.
S91. Theoretical and Wmrhnental Study of Ignition Lag and
Eogine Knock. BY Frita A. E’. Schrnldh From VD1—
E’orschungsheft SW-supplement to Forschnng auf dem
Gebiete des Ini@nieurwesens, September-October, 19SS.
S92. Investigations and Teats in tie Towing Basin at Gnidonia.
By 0. Oremona. From Hauptveraammlung der LHlfm-
thal-Geeellschaft fiir LnfKahrtforschung, Berl@ October
12-15, 19SS.
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8fJ2. Contribution to the Theory of the Heated Duct Radiator.
By H. Winter. From Luftfahrtforselumg, October 10,
1988.
WA The Way to Increased Airplane Engine Power. BY Eugen
Vobmr. From Luft!x October 198S.
8WS.The Power of Aircraft Engines at Altituk BY Paolo
Ragassi. From EfauptverxammIung der wienthal-
GesWechaft ffir Laftfahrtforschung, Berm October
12-15, 198s.
898. The Drag of Airplane Radiators with Special Reference to
Air Heating (Comparison of Theory and Experiment).
By B. CWthert. From Luftfahrtforschung, September 10,
1988.
897. Airfo!l Theory at Supersonic Speed. By H. Sehlichting.
From Deutsche Luftfalu’tforschung Jahrbuch, 1937.
898. The Limit of Stability of a Curved Plate Strip Under
Shear and Axtal Stresses. By A Kromm From Luft-
fahrtfor-schung, &tOber 10, 1988.
899. The Hydrodynamic TheorY’ of Detonation. BY Heinz
Langweiler, From Zeftschrift fltr Technische Physik,
VOL 19, No. f), 1988.
900. The Effect of the Masses of the Controls on the Longi-
tudinal Stabillty with IIYee Elevator. By Rudolf
Schmidt. Part L From Luftfahrtforaehung, Jmmary
10, 1989.
001. Investigations and Experiments fn the Gnidonta Super-
eonlc Wind Tunnel. By &-tonio Ferrl. From Haupt-
versanmrlunr der Lilienthal-Gesellschaft fiir Luftfahrt-
forschung, Berlin, October 1.2-15, 1988.
902. Design of Centrifugal Impeller Blades. By A. Be@ and
I. FIligge-Lds. From Ingenieur-ArchIv, Deeember 19S8.
908. Effect of Transition in Cross-Sectional Shape on the De-
velopment of the Veloetty and Pressure D1strlbution of
TurbuIent Flow in Pipes. By Elrwin Mayer. From
VDI-Forachungsheft 8d9-Sup~lement to Forschung auf
dem Gebiete dee Ingenieurwe.wn& March/ApriI 198S.
004. StabiIity of Rectangular PIatef-~th Longitudinal or Trans-
verse StiiTeners Under Uniform Compression. By R.
Barbre. From Ingehieur~Ar~iv, Vol. VIII, No. 2, 19.S7.
$05. Temperature-Indicating Pain& By E’. Penzig. From
ZMtschrtft des Verehms dentecher Ingenienre, January
21, 1989.
M16.Forces and Moments on a Yawed Airfotl. By Sighard
Hoerner. From Luftfahrtfor%hung, April 20, 1939.
007. Dynamic Stability of a Helicopter with Hinged Rotor
Blades. By K. Hohenemser. From” Injgenieur-Archiv,
December 1988.
PO&Two-Stroke-Cycle Engines with UneymmetricaI Control
Diagram (Supercharged Eugines ). By J. Zeman. From
Automobllteehnkwhe ZeWwhrIft, August 25, 1988.
$09. The Theory of Contm-Vanes Applied to the Propeller.
By Albert Bets. From Ingenleur-Archiv, December 1938.
910. Measurements on a L@w-Wing ModeI in the Rotating Jet
and Comparison with Flight Msasuremente. By w.
Bader. From Luftfahrtforschung, February 20, 1989.
911. Knocking in the Otto-Cycle ~ine. By H, Weinhart.
From Luftfahrtforachuug, February 20, 1939.
FINANCIALREPORT
Appropriationsand expenditures, 1939,—The general
appropriation for the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics for the fiscal year 1989, as contained in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act approved May
23, 1938, was $1,6’79,000, A supplemental appropria-
tion of $228,980was made available in the Second De-
ficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, approved
May 2, 1939, for the same purpoees specified in the
Chn.mittee’s regular appropriation act for 1939, to
continue qv@lqble until June 30, 1940. The total
amount available for general purposes during the l%scal
year 1939, therefore, was $1,902,980. The amount ex-
pended and obligated under the regular appropriation
was $1,678,996and under the supplemental appropria-
tion $29,434, making a total of $1,708,430,itemized as
follows :
Personalservices..——c $1,003,812
Suppliesand materials-.—— 8s,146
Communicationservice__._-__._____.—_ & 722
Travel expenses—— 15,185
Transportation of things ------------ 2,479
Furnishing of eleetrlcity—— 42, Sls
Repairs and alteratlone-- --—-— 5,820
SpeeiaI and miscelhmeous investigations-—_—— 09,884
Contracts for research-----—— -.-— !24,m
Equipment--- — -.192446
structures—————————— 2U0,(WI
Eqwnded and obligated-_ 1, WI&430
Ihmxpended baIance_ 4
Balance of supplemental fippropriatfon, available for
expenditure during flecal year 1$1-NL 194,546
Total, general appropriatlon-- LO02,080
The appropriation for printing and binding for 1939
was $21,000, of which $20,996 was expended.
The Second Deficiency Appropriation Act also pro-
vided $2,140,000for the .conetruction and equipment of
additiomd facilities at Langley Field, Vs., including
connections to public utilities, and rights.-of-way furl
and installation of power lines, this amount to remain
available until expended. No obligations were placed
under this fund during the ikcal year 1939.
The amount of- $6,500 was received during the fiscal
year 1939 and credited to three special deposit accounts
to cover the cost .of scientifi~ investigations for manu-
factures Also one remittmce of $1,130 was carried
over on account of an uncompleted imestigation started
in 1938. These four investigateions were completed
during 1939, rmdting in the deposit of $6#45.52 to
Miscellaneous Reeeipts in the Treasury, M proceeds,
and the return of unexpended balances totaling $1,-
284.48 to depositors.
An allotment mf $4OOwas received from the Stato
Department for paymen~ during the fiscal year 1939
to employees stationed abroad, on account of exchangs
losses dtie to appreciation of foreign currencies. Of
this amount $71 was paid during the fiscal year 1939
to employees of the Committee stationed in the Paris
office, leaving a balance of $329 which was turned back
into the Treasmy.
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An allotment of $1,000 was made to the Committee
for preparation of models for exhibit at the Golden
Gate International Exposition at San Francisco. The
total amount was q?ended for that purpose.
Appropriationsfor llscal year 1940.-Tha general ap-
propriation for the fiscal year 1940, as contained in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act approved
March 16, 1989, was $1,717,000, and the amount pro-
vided for printing and binding was $23,000. This act
ako provided $340,000 for the completion of the two-
dimensional wind tunnel for which the 1939 act had
provided an initial amount of $200,000, and $100,000
which w-ill be used for the modernization of the free
spinning wind tunnel. The total amount provided
under the Independent Offices Act for 1940, therefore
Was$2,180,0#o.
The Second Deficiency Appropriation Ac~ fiscal year
1939,appro~ed May 2,1939, provided $2,140,000for the
construction and equipment of additional facilities at
Langley Field? Vs., including connections to public
utilities, and rights-of-way for, and installation of
power lin% this amount to remain available until ex-
pended. AIso provided under the Second Deficiency
Act for general purposes for the fiscal years 1939 and
194-0vms an additional sum of $223,980,of which there
was at the end of the fiscal year 1939 a bd-mce of
$194,546available for obligation in the fiscal year 1940,
thus making the total amount available under this act
for expenditure in 1940, $2,334546.
The Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fled year
1939, approved August 9, 1939, provided $1,8$0,980for
beginning construction of an additional research lab-
oratory and authorized the Committee to enter into
ccmtractsfor construction and equipment-,including the
purchase of land, not to exceed a total of $10,000,000.
Also included in this act was an item of $109,020 for
additional personnel, making the total amount of $2,-
000,000 available under this act for expenditure dnring
1940.
The total amount available for expenditure during
19M under the three acts mentioned is $6,514,546.
Estimatesfor fiscal yea 1941.-The Committee’s cl-
imatesfor the &al year 1941 include the amount of
$3,899,513for general purposes and $30,M10for printing
and binding. The amount of $1,177,475 is requested
for additional facilities at Langley Field, and $5,699,-
(!20 for construction of new facilities at Moffett Field.
The totaI amount of the regular estimates for 1941 is
$10,806,008.
CONCLUSION
The Committee is grateful to tke President and to
the Congr~ for the liberal support of its work in the
past and especially for the recent approval of a second
major research station to be located at Moffett Fieldl
Calif. It strongly urges approval of its recommenda-
tions for the construction of a special engine research
laboratory and for the stimulation and support of
research in ecientiflc and educational institutions.
In the present disturbed condition of world atlaim,
the importance of accelerating aeronautical progress in
the United States cannot be overemphasized. The
..
Committee has been careful and practical in presenting
its needs and urges that the appropriations recom-
mended be approved. Nothing will have a more fund-
amental influence on the progress of American aero-
nautics than liberal support of a well-rounded and
comprehensive program for scientific research. The
Army, the Navy, and the Civil Aeronautics Authority
depend upon the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics to meet the research needs of aviation and
to provide the constant stream of new knowledge neces-
sary to keep the United States in the forefront of
pro=giwssivenations in the development of aeronautics
for both military and commercial purposes.
Respectfully submitted.
NAmO~ALADvrsoRYCommrrmz
FOR&Ol?A~CS,
V~NNETABUSH,Chaimnan-
